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12000 mAh

5000 mAh

3

3

1

1 2

2
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4Snap

3000 mAh

4600 mAh

Keep this battery on the charging base and it will charge 
automatically. In the most modern way, cordless via 
induction. This way you will always have extra power when 
you leave home. Handy for your smartphone or your tablet. 
And very compact with a clever space for the lead and 
various connectors, so just stick it in your pocket.

Size 2,9 x 6 x 11 cm.

40 x 20 mm.
Li-poly

1

Snap wireless charger
P324.033

4600 mAh thin powerbank with high quality lithium polymer 
battery. Including on/off button to switch of the power 
current and battery capacity indicator. Output 5V/2.1A, input 
5V/1A. Packed in transparent gift box. 

Size 0,8 x 7 x 12,5 cm.

90 x 60 mm.
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Li-poly

1

4600 mAh thin powerbank 

Wireless charging dock and powerfull backup battery with 
5000mAh internal battery. The integrated lights will indicate 
your remaining capacity to make sure you’ll never run out of 
power and the powerful USB output let’s you use your own 
cable to connect any device.

Size 12,8 x 6 x 1,4 cm.

80 x 35 mm.

P324.753 - white
P324.754 - red
P324.755 - blue

P324.756 - yellow
P324.757 - green

Li-poly

1

Ultra slim power bank

Tablet charger with an impressive 12000mAh battery 
capacity to make sure you will never lose power. A high 
speed 1.8A output and 2.1A input will make sure charging 
goes very quick. By shaking the charger the 4 LED’s indicate 
the remaining battery level.

Size 17 x 7,8 x 2,5 cm.

65 x 50 mm.

P324.003

Li-poly

1

Extreme tablet charger
P324.102

ChArgE By indUCTion
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4400 mAh

2600 mAh

10000 mAh
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5

4000 mAh

8800 mAh

4 in 1 outdoor powerbank with: built-in lithium battery to 
charge your mobile devices, outdoor torch, emergency light 
and camping LED. Including Swiss Peak pouch and carabiner. 
Output 5V/2A, input 5V/1,5A.

Size 5 x 5,3 x 10,8 cm.

18 x 50 mm.
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Li-ion

2

Swiss Peak 4 in 1 powerbank 4000 mAh

Rainproof and dustproof powerbank with powerfull 8800 
mAh lithium battery. Comes with built-in capacity indicator 
and torch. Including Swiss Peak pouch. Output 5V/2.1A, input 
5V/1A.

Size 2,4 x 7,5 x 12,5 cm.

55 x 20 mm.

P324.901

Li-ion

4

Swiss Peak powerbank 8800mAh

2600mAh portable ABS powerbank with 5V/1A output and 
5V/1A input.

Size 2 x 2 x 9,4 cm.

65 x 15 mm.

P324.831

Li-ion

1

2.600 mAh powerbank

4400mAh portable ABS powerbank with 5V/1A output and 
5V/1A input.

Size 2 x 4,5 x 9,6 cm.

65 x 30 mm.

P324.203

Li-ion

2

4.400 mAh powerbank

Powerful 10.000mAh ABS powerbank with 5V/2.1A and 
5V/1A output and 5V/1.5A input.

Size 2,2 x 7,5 x 10,8 cm.

70 x 55 mm.

P324.213

Li-ion

4

10.000 mAh powerbank
P324.223
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4% 37% 59%

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

2200 mAh

Compact 2200mAh lithium battery stored in a lightweight 
aluminium case. The USB output with 5V/1A allows you to 
use it on any mobile.

Size 9,5 x 2,2 x 2,2 cm.

65 x 14 mm.
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Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh backup battery

Compact and portable ABS powerbank with 2200mAh 
lithium battery. Output 5V/1A and input 5V/800mA. The 
clever design enables you to remove the battery when it 
needs to be replaced and allows you to recycle the battery.

Size 2,3 x 2,5 x 10 cm.

6 x 30 mm.

P324.010 - pink
P324.011 - black
P324.012 - silver

P324.015 - blue
P324.017 - lime

Li-ion

1

2.200 mAh powerbank

2 pcs set including 2200 mAh aluminium powerbank with 
5V/1A output and matching aluminium pen with ballpoint 
and stylus tip. 

Size 3,7 x 9,5 x 16 cm.

65 x 14 mm.

P324.050 - pink
P324.051 - black
P324.053 - white
P324.054 - red

P324.057 - lime
P324.058 - orange
P324.059 - blue

Li-ion

1

2 pcs charging set 

3 pcs charging set including 2200 mAh powerbank with 
5V/1A USB output, 3 in 1 cable with micro USB, lightning and 
30 pin connector and car charger with an output of 5V/800 
mAh.

Size 3 x 12 x 15 cm.

55 x 8 mm.

P317.241 - black
P317.242 - silver

P317.245 - blue
P317.248 - orange

Li-ion

1

3 pcs ultimate charging set 

P317.051 - black
P317.053 - white

P317.055 - blue
P317.057 - green

hoW iMPorTAnT iS 
BATTEry LiFE To yoU?

Slightly important

Quite important

Essential

Source: Swiftkey study with 23.000 smartphone users

Apple Dock

Apple Lightning

Mirco USB
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2.000 mAh 1x

3x 0,5x5.000 mAh

5x 1x10.000 mAh

7x 1,5x15.000 mAh

10x 2x20.000 mAh

mAh

mA

2000 mAh

10000 mAh

1

2

3

4

5 i

2500 mAh

1

1

Ultra thin ABS 2500mAh powerbank with integrated micro 
USB cable. Including lightning plug adapter for IPhone 5 and 
6. Output 5V/1A and input 5V/1A.

Size 0,8 x 6,2 x 9,6 cm.

50 x 80 mm.
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Li-poly

1

Ultra thin 2.500 mAh powerbank
P324.113

hoW MUCh PoWEr do i nEEd?

Milliamps Hour (mAh) is important because it’s the easiest way to 
distinguish the strength or capacity of a battery. The higher the mAh, 
the longer the battery will last.

Average smartphone:

Average tablet:

BATTEry CAPACiTy

SPEEd oF ChArging

5 USEFUL TiPS To SAVE BATTEry PoWEr
on yoUr SMArTPhonE

A 600 mAh battery can supply 600 mA for 1 hour. Or: 
A 600 mAh battery can supply 100 mA for 6 hours.
It depends on your device how fast it can draw power from the adapter.

Turn off GPS, Bluetooth, Wireless

Adjust the brightness to a minimum

Disable life wallpapers

Turn off auto sync

Disable vibration

Need a job done yesterday? Our digital (UV) printers turn your ideas 
into reality in minutes. Perfect for short-runs, personalization and 
prototypes, the digital printing technology does not have any set-up 
time and print directly on a vast array of objects, including three-
dimensional items up to 30 cm thick.

digiTAL PrinTing
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2200 mAh
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1400 mAh
650 mAh

4000 mAh

4

4

Unique aluminum pen with integrated 650 mAh powerbank, 
ballpoint and stylus tip. Use the cleverly designed powerbank 
to recharge your mobile phone. Including integrated 
lightning plug adapter for Iphone 5/6. 

Size 13,2 x ø 1,4 cm.

40 x 5 mm.
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3 in 1 powerbank pen  

4000 mAh powerbank in ABS casing. Including mobile 
phone stand, mirror and torch. Output 5V/1A, input 
5V/800mAh.

Size 2,4 x 5,8 x 7,5 cm.

70 x 25 mm.

P324.403

Li-ion

2

4000 mAh Powerbank with stand

Aluminum case with integrated 1400mAh battery to charge 
your mobile phone and torch with different light functions. 
The inside battery can be charged in your car and then be 
taken out to have that extra battery power wherever you 
need it.

Size 12 x ø 2,5 cm.

50 x 10 mm.

P324.553

Li-ion

1

Car power bank and torch

2200 mAh powerbank in ABS casing with UV coating 
including laser presenter. Output 5V/1A, input 5V/800mAh.

Size 2,6 x 2,2 x 9,7 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

P324.021

Li-ion

1

2200 mAh Powerbank with laser presenter
P324.453

Li-poly

1
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2200 + 2600 mAh

2000 + 2200 mAh

2000 mAh

2200 + 2600 mAh

2200 + 2600 mAh

2500 mAh

2200 mAh

10000 mAh

250
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With our increasing mobility, the need for power to stay online is also growing. The powerbank is 
a new and popular promotional gift for clients employees and colleagues. They are versatile gifts 
because they can be used with a variety of portable devices and especially useful as mobile phone 
chargers. Now you have freedom to have it the way you want. Step out of the ordinary and have it 
exclusively custom made, directly from the factory!

Options:
- Various models
- Various casing colours, or
- your own 3D model
- Various types of packaging
-  Minimum order quantity: 250
-  Delivery time: from 4 weeks onwards

Ask your distributor for additional information and prices.

Powerbank transparant plastic 3D customizable powerbank

Powerbank rubberisedPowerbank plastic keychain

Powerbank with 2 USB portsPowerbank aluminium case

Powerbank 2200 mAhPowerbankcreditcard shape

Minimum order quantity

pieces
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20%

33%

Sunflower Suntree

Sunshine

Ginkgo
2500 mAh

2600 mAh

4000 mAh

1350 mAh

The Ginkgo has an integrated 4000mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery to store your clean energy and the capacity 
is displayed on small LED’s. It is made of eco friendly 
materials, ReSound and bamboo. The USB output allows 
you to connect any phone, tablet or any other mobile device. 
Registered design®

Size 22 x 19 x 19,2 cm.

50 x 10 mm.
Li-poly

1

Ginkgo solar tree

Sunflower brings solar energy to your desk with a smile! The 
2500mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside is powerful 
enough to easily charge your mobile phone or MP3 player. 
The solar charger has an USB output and mini-USB input. 
Including mini USB cable. Registered design®

Size 23 x 10 x 10 cm.

25 x 20 mm.

P323.113

Li-poly

1

Solar Sunflower

Suntree uses 9 solar leaves to charge your mobile phone or 
MP3 player using solar cell technology. A real eye catcher 
for any desk, with a powerful 1350mAh rechargeable lithium 
battery inside. The solar charger has an USB output and 
mini-USB input. Including a mini USB cable. Registered 
design®

Size 10 x 10 x 22 cm.

40 x 12 mm.

P323.233

Li-poly

1

Solar Suntree

Sunshine is the bunch of flowers that fits every desk or 
household. Due to its unique Resound® material combination 
and the 5 integrated solar panels it’s a very sustainable gift. 
The 2600mAh rechargeable lithium battery will make sure 
you can store all that energy and pass it through to your 
mobile device whether it’s a phone or a tablet. Including a 
Micro USB cable. Registered design®

Size 22 x 6,5 x 4,3 cm.

15 x 10 mm.

P280.132

Li-poly

1

Sunshine solar charger
P323.003
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Global energy demand will 
grow up to 33% from 2015 to 
2035.

Global energy-related carbon 
dioxide emissions could rise 
20% by 2035.

UN secretary-general Ban 
Ki-Moon has called to 
governments, businesses and 
civil society to double the 
share of renewable energy in 
the global energy mix by 2030.

Source: www.sustainableenergyforall.org
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1400 mAh

Window Sun Solo

Port

1000 mAh

2500 mAh

Charge your smartphone with solar energy? It is possible, at 
home or out and about. In the car, the boat or the caravan. 
Fix the solar charger firmly on to the glass using the suction 
cap and charging can begin. From now on you can call 
cheaply using solar energy.

Size 7,4 x 2,4 x 23,5 cm.

60 x 50 mm.
Li-poly

1

Sun Solo solar charger

Window can be used to charge your mobile phone or MP3 
player in the car, office or at home with the integrated 
1400mAh rechargeable lithium battery. Because the charger 
can stick to a window it always faces the sun. This makes the 
solar charging process even more efficient. The charger has 
an USB output and mini-USB input. Including a mini USB 
cable. Registered design®

Size 11 x 11 x 1,75 cm.

55 x 55 mm.

P323.013

Li-poly

1

Window solar charger

Port is the ideal mobile solar charger with embedded USB 
port. Due to the integrated suction pad it can be attached to 
any window, whether it’s at home, in the car or on the plane. 
You are backed up by an internal 1000 mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery which brings your stored sun-power 
wherever you go. Registered design®

Size 2,6 x ø 10 cm.

70 x 70 mm.

P280.142 - silver
P280.145 - navy blue

P280.147 - green

Li-poly

1

Port solar charger

P323.140 - grey
P323.145 - blue
P323.147 - lime

P323.148 - orange
P323.149 - pink
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Tab

Sol
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2600 mAh

750 mAh

2000 mAh

2600 mAh
800 mAh

Anodized aluminium case with solar panel and 2600mAh 
rechargeable lithium battery inside with an output of 
5V/500mA or 1000mA which is suitable for both tablets and 
mobile phones. The voltage can be adjusted according to the 
device. Including connection cable and black velvet pouch 
with strip.

Size 11,5 x 6 x 1 cm.

45 x 10 mm.
Li-poly

1

Tablet solar charger

Extreme outdoor solar charger with stunning resistance 
performance to water and dust (according to IP-x5). The 
2000mAh lithium battery with indication lights has 2 USB 
outputs that deliver 2.1A to charge your phone in no time. 
Including carabiner hook and Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 19 x 10 x 3,5 cm.

60 x 25 mm.

P323.192

Li-poly

1

Swiss Peak water resistant solar charger

Solar set with rubber wrapped solar panel case and 750mAh 
rechargeable lithium battery inside with an output of 5V/
max. 500mA to charge your mobile phone or MP3 player. 
6 adapters for different mobile phones, 1 USB input cable, 
1 output connection cable and 1 LED light. Including pouch 
with carabiner. Packed in black pouch.

Size 4 x 12,5 x 8,5 cm.

70 x 25 mm.

P323.941

Li-poly

1

Water resistant solar charger

40 x 8 mm.

P323.041

Li-poly

1

Tab solar charger stand

Sol uses 2 big solar panels which are connected to the 
800mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside to charge your 
mobile phone or MP3 player wherever you go. The charger 
has an USB output and mini-USB input. Including black XD 
Design travel pouch and mini USB cable. Registered design®

Size 11 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm.

80 x 40 mm.

P323.203

Li-poly

1

Sol travel charger
P323.103
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Tab is a multifunctional solar charger with a powerful 2600 
mAh rechargeable lithium battery. It not only charges your 
phone or tablet but, due to the unique shape, it also holds 
your device. This allows you to comfortably watch a movie 
without being afraid your battery will die. Including a Micro 
USB cable. Registered design®

Size 11,1 x 7 x 1,8 cm.
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Nab

1

1
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2

800 mAh

550 mAh

Wizz

Jam

3

3

4

4

In our current fast growing mobile world we want compact 
and convenience. The Jam audio multitool delivers both needs 
with a smartphone/iPod stand, headphone jack splitter, screen 
cleaner and cable wrap. All of these items are combined in 
this small, yet durable, audio tool to enhance your daily life. 
Registered design® 

Size 8 x 2,2 x 1,8 cm.

42 x 14 mm.

Jam 4 in 1 audio multitool

Forgotten the lead to charge your mobile phone or tablet? 
You always have this one with you. With USB, micro USB and 
Lightning connector. An extendible cable in a very compact case 
that you can also use as a stand for your telephone or tablet. 
You can use it clean your screen as well.

Size 9 x 2,4 x 1,8 cm.

60 x 13 mm.

P326.260 - pink
P326.261 - black

P326.263 - white
P326.265 - blue

Wizz charging multitool

Solar set with 800mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside 
with an output of 5V/max. 700mA, Mini USB input and USB 
output and 3 charging LED’s. Including spiral USB cable and 
6 mobile phone plugs.

Size 10,4 x 5,1 x 0,8 cm.

30 x 40 mm.

P302.010 - pink
P302.011 - black

P302.013 - white
P302.015 - blue

Li-poly

1

Solar charger with 3 LED

You need to take one more photo, send one more email, or 
make one more call but your battery has just died! The Nab 
solar battery with integrated plug will help you out. It has 
the 4 most common plugs, iPhone 4 and 5, Micro USB and 
Mini USB connectors and 1 small charger to do it all. With the 
silicone sleeve it’s easy to hang and catch the sun. Registered 
design®

Size 8 x 5,3 x 1,7 cm.

30 x 12 mm.

P280.062

Li-poly

1

Nab solar battery
P323.023
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Every second, our sun 
produces enough energy to 
sustain Earth’s power needs  
for 500.000 years.
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Quatro 1

2

2

3

3

Fashionable charging cable with both lightning and micro USB 
plug. Can be used for both charging and data transfer. 

Size 1 x 1,8 x 100 cm.

6 x 12 mm.

Fashion charging cable

Charge most common devices using this universal cable with 
Micro USB, Mini USB, iPhone 4 and iPhone 5 plug

Size 13,5 x 3 x 1,9 cm.

18 x 12 mm.

P302.153 - white
P302.155 - blue
P302.156 - pink

P302.157 - light blue
P302.158 - orange

Universal charging cable

The Quatro brings the 4 most common plugs into just one 
cable: Apple Lightning, Apple Dock, Micro USB and Mini USB. 
Now you can have them all together on a handy keychain so 
you’ll never be without the right connector. Registered design®

Size 14,5 x 5 x 1 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

P302.031 - black
P302.033 - white
P302.034 - red

P302.035 - blue
P302.037 - green

Quatro connection cable

P302.020 - pink
P302.021 - black

P302.023 - grey
P302.025 - blue
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Apple Dock

Apple Lightning

Mirco USB
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Portable connector with double USB port and integrated LED 
light on top. Output: 5V/2.1A

Size 7 x ø 3,5 cm.

ø 27 mm.

Powerful dual port car charger

Portable ABS connector that has a USB plug with an output 
of 5V/800mA to charge your mobile phone, iPhone and iPod. 
Including flame retardent protection to prevent overcharing of 
your item. 

Size 4,3 x ø 2,4 cm.

20 x 7 mm.

P302.274

Micro car USB charger

Portable ABS connector that has two USB plugs with one 
output of 5V/800mA and one output of 5V/1.2A to charge your 
mobile phone, iPhone,Ipod or tablet. 

Size 4,2 x 3,3 x 6,7 cm.

13 x 25 mm.

P300.430 - red
P300.431 - black
P300.433 - white

P300.435 - blue
P300.437 - green

Double USB car charger

Powerful 4.2A charging station with 6 USB ports and built in 
LED lights. Comes with white cable and EU adapter. 

Size 3 x 6,6 x 9,4 cm.

50 x 15 mm.

P302.061 - black
P302.063 - white
P302.064 - red

P302.065 - blue
P302.067 - green

6 port USB charger 

EU standard home plug with an input of 100-240V and a strong 
USB output.

Size 8,5 x 3,5 x 1 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

P308.991 - black
P308.995 - blue

P308.997 - lime

USB home plug

Portable connector with a unique cable retraction system and 
integrated indication light. This way you will always have the 
right cable and plug at hand which has an output of 5V/2.1A.

Size 8 x ø 4,5 cm.

ø 30 mm.

P302.103

2.1A retractable car charger plug
P302.121
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Eddy

60%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Compact tablet and phone stand with 2 rubber ends for extra 
grip.

Size 4 x 13,5 x 0,5 cm.

60 x 25 mm.

Foldable stand

Eddy is your flexible phone friend in all circumstances. 
Registered design®

Size 15 x 5 x 1,3 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P325.100 - pink
P325.101 - black
P325.103 - white

P325.104 - red
P325.107 - lime
P325.109 - blueEddy phone stand

Universal stand with push/auto opening function. You can place 
your phone anywhere on the durable non slip base and the 
touch pen included will help you to easily navigate. Registered 
design®

Size 11,8 x 6,6 x 1,6 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

P320.160 - pink
P320.161 - black

P320.167 - green
P320.169 - blue

Push stand with touch pen

Bamboo tablet stand with two angled slots for your preferred 
position. Comes with integrated bamboo touch pen to navigate 
on your tablet.

Size 19 x 13 x 4 cm.

25 x 60 mm.

P325.003 - white
P325.004 - red

P325.005 - blue
P325.007 - limeBamboo tablet stand

Solid tablet in high quality acrylic.

Size 22,3 x 9,6 x 4,7 cm.

60 x 20 mm.

P325.029

Acrylic tablet stand
P325.130
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WhAT´S nExT For TABLETS?

7 inch models make up  
60% of the tablet market 380 million tablets are forecast to be shipped globally in 2017
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Listening to your music really becomes a pleasure with this 
Bluetooth headphone. The soft cushions allow you to wear the 
headphone for a long time and the integrated control makes it 
easy to change your music or adjust the volume. The integrated 
microphone gives you the possibility to even use it for making 
calls.

Size 15,5 x 5,5 x 17 cm.

20 x 35 mm. Li-poly

1

Stereo Bluetooth headphone

Super thin and lightweight bluetooth headphone. Can easily be 
folded to store in the included string pouch. Including state of 
the art finger touch control for volume and next/previous song. 

Size 5 x 18 x 15 cm.

35 x 40 mm.

P326.193

Li-poly

1

Bluetooth headphone 

Light and compact ear headset with neck band to stay in place 
during all your activities. The music can be controlled on the ear 
piece and calls can be made with the integrated microphone. 
Once rolled up it fits in a small pouch to take along.

Size 5,7 x ø 8 cm.

50 x 50 mm.

P326.621 - black
P326.622 - grey

P326.623 - white
P326.624 - red

Li-poly

1

Sport Bluetooth headset

Comfortable Bluetooth headphone made out of ABS with 
rubber finish, packed in EVA pouch. The ability to fold the 
headphone makes it easy to carry in your backpack or suitcase. 
Can also be used with included cable.

Size 17 x 8 x 19 cm.

100 x 55 mm.

P326.181

Li-poly

1

Foldable bluetooth headphone
P326.031
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BLUETooTh hEAdPhonES

These models let you stream audio from recent computers, 
smartphones and tablets. Some also double as headsets, letting 
you switch between music and voice features (for phone calls, for 
example), and most provide music play-back and volume control 
buttons.

portable, wireless, comfortable, some are great for exercise

possible wireless interference, can have lower sound 
quality compared to wired headphones
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5Oova Oova

It doesn’t just look good but it sounds good as well. With flat 
cable, built-in microphone and a rPET travel bag. The Oova is 
part of our sound range.

Size 3 x 1,6 x 1,6 cm.

45 x 20 mm.

Oova earbuds with mic

Flowing design, great sound. With flat cable, built-in 
microphone and a rPET travel bag. The Oova is part of our 
sound range.

Size 18 x 16 x 1,7 cm.

ø 30 mm.

P326.403

Oova headphone with Mic

Comfortable ear buds with a good fit both around and in the 
ear due to the interchangeable plugs.

Size 13,5 x 8 x 3 cm.

30 x 25 mm.

P326.503

Sport earbuds

Headphone with mic and pick up function. Connect the 
headphone to your mobile device via the included 3.5mm audio 
jack cable. 

Size 6,5 x 17 x 15,5 cm.

ø 40 mm.

P326.321

Headphone with mic 

Compact on ear headphone with 3,5mm stereo plug to give 
you a powerful and accurate sound experience of your portable 
devices. Including black string pouch.

Size 18 x ø 7 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P326.411 - black P326.413 - white

Foldable headphone
P326.311
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BEST VALUE
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Universal cable organizer that can be used for organizing both 
your headphone cables and your USB cables.

Size 1,7 x 1,2 x 6,2 cm.

38 x 12 mm.

Universal cable organizer 

Cable organizer to organize all the cables on your desk 
efficiently. Including double side tape on the bottom to attach it 
firmly on your desk. 

Size 1,2 x 3,5 x 3,5 cm.

24 x 24 mm.

P301.711 - black
P301.713 - white
P301.714 - red

P301.715 - blue
P301.717 - lime
P301.718 - orange

Desk cable organizer 

Stand ‘n splitter. Supporting stand for all mobile phones which 
can also be used as an audio splitter, to allow two people to 
listen to the audio at the same time.

Size 3 x 3 x 4,6 cm.

15 x 10 mm.

P301.501 - black
P301.503 - white
P301.504 - red

P301.505 - blue
P301.507 - lime
P301.508 - orangeStand’ n Splitter

On ear headphone that allows you to listen to all your favorite 
songs wherever you go. With comfortable headband and 1.5m 
audio cable. 

Size 7 x 18 x 15 cm.

ø 43 mm.

P300.581 - black
P300.583 - white

P300.584 - pink
P300.587 - green

Headphone 

P326.950 - purple
P326.951 - black
P326.953 - white
P326.954 - pink

P326.955 - blue
P326.956 - green
P326.958 - orange
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3Oova

Take it everywhere and put it down wherever you want. Press 
play and the room is filled with music by a powerful 3W 
speaker! With rPET travel bag. The Oova is part of our sound 
range.

Size 12 x 10 x 4 cm.

45 x 10 mm. Li-poly

1

Oova bluetooth speaker

3W bluetooth speaker with powerful 1200 mAh battery to take 
your music experience to another level! The casing is made of 
alumium with an ABS grill. The bottom of the item is completey 
rubberized to ensure the best sound quality. The speaker is 
compatible with the newest NFC technology.

Size 7,5 x 7,5 x 7,7 cm.

30 x 35 mm.

P326.603

Li-ion

1

Sound bass speaker medium

2 x 3W bluetooth speaker with powerful 1200 mAh battery 
to take your music experience to another level! The casing is 
made of alumium with an ABS grill. The bottom of the item is 
completey rubberized to ensure the best sound quality. The 
speaker is compatible with the newest NFC technology.

Size 6,5 x 8 x 15 cm.

80 x 55 mm.

P326.671 - grey
P326.672 - silver

P326.674 - red
P326.677 - blue

Li-ion

1

Sound bass speaker large

P326.651 - grey
P326.654 - red

P326.655 - blue
P326.657 - green
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2W cube shaped bluetooth speaker with 400 mAh battery. Can 
also be used with the included audio cables. Comes with with 
a strap that can be used to hang your speaker to for example 
your bag. 

Size 5,5 x 5 x 5 cm.

45 x 30 mm. Li-poly

1

Cube Bluetooth speaker

2W Bluetooth speaker with 300mAh rechargeable battery. The 
suction cup enables you to stick the speaker anywhere you 
want or just use the speaker as a stand for your phone or tablet.

Size 5,7 x ø 6 cm.

30 x 7 mm.

P326.732 - grey
P326.733 - white

P326.735 - blue
P326.738 - orange

Li-poly

1

Sticky bluetooth speaker

5W Waterproof IPX4 shower speaker that enables you to listen 
via bluetooth to your favorite music while taking a shower. 
Comes with 300 mAh battery and suction cup to easily stick the 
item on any surface. 

Size 5,7 x 7,8 x 7,8 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P326.121 - black
P326.123 - white

P326.125 - blue

Li-poly

1

Waterproof shower speaker

Powerful 3W Bluetooth speaker with 600mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery to let you enjoy your music wherever you go and 
without any wires.

Size 5 x ø 7,4 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

P326.085

Li-poly

1

Bluetooth speaker

3W speaker with impressive sound detail and performance 
stored in a brushed stainless steel cover. With the Bluetooth 3.0 
it’s easy to connect the devices.

Size 5,3 x ø 8,9 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P326.061 - black
P326.063 - white

P326.067 - lime

Li-poly

1

Bluetooth speaker

Powerful Bluetooth speaker with two 3W speakers and a 
500mAh rechargeable battery. Play your music any time and 
any where you want by simply connecting it to your mobile 
device.

Size 5,7 x 5,5 x 15,5 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

P326.779

Li-poly

1

Stereo bluetooth speaker
P326.131
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3500 mAh
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Sonus

800 mAh

4
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5

5

Universal speaker with two strong 2.5W speakers which make 
any party surprising and pure fun. The unique system allows to 
connect any phone by just putting it on top of the speaker and 
amplifies the sound.

Size 12,7 x 7,1 x 3,8 cm.

80 x 50 mm.

Near field audio speaker

3W induction speaker with 800 mAh battery. The unique 
induction technology allows you to listen to your favorite songs 
by simply placing the phone on the induction area.

Size 8,5 x 7,5 x 9 cm.

50 x 60 mm.

P326.091 - black/lime P326.093 - grey/white

Li-ion

1

Near field audio speaker stand

2W speaker that also supports your phone while watching 
a movie or listening to some music. It’s powered by a 
3500mAh lithium battery with an output of 1A that can be 
used to charge your mobile device simultaneously.

Size 13,8 x 3 x 3 cm.

70 x 15 mm.

P326.801

Li-ion

1

3.500 mAh backup battery speaker

3W MP3 speaker with 600mAh rechargeable lithium battery 
to play on its own when you plug in a Micro SD Card (not 
included). Volume, stop/next, on/off switch on base and USB 
port and input/output audio line on the side to connect to MP3/
MP4/CD/DVD/iPod/iPhone/PSP player, mobile phone and 
notebook computer.

Size 4,5 x 5 x 5 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P326.821 - black
P326.823 - white

P326.825 - blue

Li-poly

1

Square speaker

Sonus is a speaker and charger that let’s you enjoy your music 
wherever you go. Connect your MP3 player or mobile phone to 
the 3,5mm audio in and enjoy two 2W speakers inside. The solar 
panel which is connected to a 800mAh rechargeable lithium 
battery gives you even more flexibility. Including mini USB cable 
and black XD Design travel pouch. Registered design®

Size 9,3 x 15,4 x 3 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

P326.052

Li-poly

1

Sonus speaker charger
P326.103
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Listening to music increases 
endurance by 15%.

A near field audio speaker can 
magically amplify the sound of 
a smartphone by just placing 
the phone on the speaker 
without configuration. 

Comparing to other audio 
transmission technologies such 
as Bluetooth or Wi-fi, near 
field audio is easier to use and 
lower in power consumption.

Scientists found that people can 
boost their mood by listening to 
upbeat music in 2 weeks.

inCrEASE EndUrAnCE nEAr FiELd AUdio

LiFTS Mood
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Remote shutter including extendable monopod to take 
selfie pictures everywhere you go. Compatible with iOS and 
Android. 

Size 3 x 10 x 26 cm.

15 x 20 mm. 1

Selfie shutter with monopod

Don’t lose any time looking for your keys with the Bluetooth 
key finder. Simply place the key finder on your keys, and 
when needed you can find the keys with the key finder app 
on your mobile device. This device can also be used as a 
remote shutter or ‘selfie’ shutter. Compatible with both iOS 
(iPhone 4S and up) and Android 4.4.

Size 4,3 x 2,6 x 0,5 cm.

15 x 30 mm.

P301.843

1

Smartag selfie with app

Remote shutter to take remote pictures of you and your 
friends. Including small phone stand to keep your phone 
in place and at the right angle. Compatible with iOS and 
Android. 

Size 1 x 5,7 x 2,8 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

P301.023

1

Selfie shutter

Take the camera on your mobile device to the next level with 
this 3 pcs mobile device lens set. The set includes a fish eye, 
macro and wide angle lens. Each of them can easily be attached 
to your mobile device. Including black string pouch to take the 
lenses wherever you go. 

Size 2 x 8,5 x 10 cm.

40 x 60 mm.

P301.833

3 pcs mobile device lens set

Compact travel speaker with integrated 200mAh lithium 
battery. Can be either connected to your mobile devices or to 
any laptop or computer to enhance the sound.

Size 5,5 x ø 4,3 cm.

15 x 30 mm.

P301.881

Li-poly

1

Speaker

P326.161 - black
P326.163 - white

P326.165 - blue
P326.167 - green
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Be ready for any conference or meeting with your iPad stand on 
one side an a writing pad on the other side of this holder - you 
can’t miss anything.

Size 27,7 x 22 x 2,7 cm.

130 x 230 mm.

Essential iPad holder

PU iPad holder with velvet inside and integrated elastic band to 
carry. The holder can be put in different standing positions to 
make reading and typing convenient.

Size 24,5 x 19 x 1,5 cm.

45 x 140 mm.

P320.601

iPad holder and stand

High density acrylic gloves with touch functionality. Packed in a 
pouch with one front pocket and one zippered compartment in 
which you can store your mobile phone.

For him: Size 22,4 x 15 x 1 cm.
For her: Size 20 x 14 x 1 cm.

45 x 70 mm.

P320.011

Touch gloves

Comes with cable that connects to the earplug port of your 
smart phone. With pickup, hangup and volume button. This 
product helps reducing radiation going through your body 
because you’re not putting your cell phone right next to your 
ear.

Size 21 x 6 x 6 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

P301.301 - for him P301.311 - for her

Retro phone

This docking station will charge your iPhone while 
simultaneously allowing you to make and receive phone calls 
using the classic receiver that connects to the earplug port in 
your phone. The Rotary Dial App can be downloaded free of 
charge with real dialing function and the traditional clicking 
sound! Works on OS 4.0 and up.

Size 24 x 14 x 16 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

P280.190 - pink P280.191 - black

Retro Phone docking station

Let your mobile phone rest on this dock and use the retro head 
phone (included) to pick up or drop all your calls. Registered 
design®

Size 19 x 8 x 9,5 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

P280.183

Phone dock
P280.201
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8800 mAh
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9-10”

9-10”

7-8”

7-8”

Komo

Knight
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Knight is a universal tablet holder, made of imitation leather 
with an unique dimpled texture. The unique and patented 
systems makes it possible to fit in most popular 9-10” tablets 
and supports your tablet while using it. The elastic band makes 
it easy to hold when you are on the go. Registered design®

Size 26,2 x 20,1 x 3,5 cm.

35 x 4 mm.

Knight universal 9-10” tablet holder

The Komo is a stylish genuine leather portfolio with outer 
pockets and an integrated universal tablet holder that can be 
easily propped for presentations. The unique and patented 
system makes it possible to fit in most 7-8” tablets. Registered 
design®

Size 2 x 14,4 x 21,8 cm.

100 x 90 mm.

P773.751

Komo 7-8” universal portfolio

The Komo is a stylish genuine leather portfolio with outer 
pockets and an integrated universal tablet holder that can be 
easily propped for presentations. The unique and patented 
system makes it possible to fit in most 9-10” tablets. Registered 
design®

Size 2 x 19,5 x 27,5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P320.871

Komo 9-10” universal portfolio

Ultra slim but strong PU tablet case that offers both good 
protection and a fashionable appearance. Can also be used as a 
tablet stand by simply folding the front cover.

Size 15 x 0,4 x 21,5 cm.

90 x 180 mm.

P320.811

Slim 7-8” universal tablet case

Ultra slim but strong PU tablet case that offers both good 
protection and a fashionable appearance. Can also be used as a 
tablet stand by simply folding the front cover.

Size 20,5 x 0,4 x 27 cm.

140 x 200 mm.

P320.122 - grey
P320.123 - white
P320.125 - blue

P320.127 - lime
P320.128 - orange

Slim 9-10” universal tablet case

Universal tablet case with built-in 8800 mAh paper thin 
powerbank to re-charge your tablet on the go without 
removing it from the protective case. Comes with integrated 
3 in 1 cable with micro USB, lighning and 30 pin connector. 

Size 1 x 20,5 x 25 cm.

170 x 220 mm.

P320.112 - grey
P320.113 - white
P320.115 - blue

P320.117 - lime
P320.118 - orange

Li-poly

1

Universal power case 
P320.541
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Nino

Nino Nino
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8gB

8gB

8gB

You can work faster and easier on your telephone and tablet 
with the special touch screen pen. It also includes a normal pen. 
But this Nino is in fact chiefly a good-looking 8 GB USB-stick. 
With an ultra-thin sunken clip so that you can always carry it 
with you everywhere.

Size 13,4 x ø 1,3 cm.

50 x 6 mm.

Nino stylus pen USB 8GB

Nino is a solid aluminum 2.0 memory flash drive with enough 
capacity to store all your important files. The integrated clip 
makes the touch pen convenient from any side. Registered 
design®

Size 4,5 x 1,2 x 0,7 cm.

5 x 25 mm.

P300.902

Nino touch USB 8GB

It is on the one hand a laser for use during presentations- 
you can use the laser dot to point out what you think is 
important. And it is a handy 8 GB USB stick on the other. 
With a sunken clip so that you can always carry it with you 
everywhere.

Size 1,2 x 1,5 x 5,8 cm.

20 x 5 mm.

P300.020

3

Nino laser USB 8GB
P314.002
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1

Point | 021Point | 01 

4gB

2

2 3Stylo

2gB

Stylo brings traditional writing and current technology 
together in one pen. Small notes or a quick sketch can be 
made with the ballpoint on paper or with the precision touch 
pen on your phone or tablet. On top of that all your data can 
be stored on the 2Gb USB stick. Registered design®

Size 15,65 x ø 1,37 cm.

25 x 5 mm.

Stylo 3 in 1 pen

Point | 02 is a sleek aluminum pen that integrates many 
of today’s necessities. The clip has an integrated stylus to 
control your mobile devices and a ball point pen, while on 
the other side of the pen there’s a laser pointer function. 
Registered design®

Size 13 x ø 0,9 cm.

50 x 5 mm.

P327.150 - silver P327.152 - grey

3

Point | 02 tech pen - stylus & laser pointer

The Point | 01 tech pen is by no means average. This pen has 
an integrated stylus, ultra-thin 4 GB USB stick and clip to 
attach to your papers. This is the pen you will never lose or 
forget at home. Registered design®

Size 14,5 x 0,9 x 1,25 cm.

80 x 5 mm.

P314.241 - black P314.243 - white

Point | 01 tech pen - stylus & USB

P300.141 - black
P300.143 - white

P300.145 - blue
P300.147 - turquoise
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4gB

1

1

250

BEST VALUE

3 in 1 USB pen with ballpoint, stylus and 4 GB memory. 

Size 1,2 x 1,4 x 14,5 cm.

50 x 5 mm.

3 in 1 USB pen, 4 GB

P300.850 - blue
P300.851 - grey
P300.853 - white
P300.854 - red

P300.855 - navy blue
P300.857 - lime
P300.858 - orange
P300.859 - pink

TE
CH

NO
LO

GYWith our increasing mobility, the need for our data to be available regardless of where we are is also
growing. Sharing pictures, music and movie files or professional data is a must at all times. This makes
the USB stick a very practical little product and an ideal carrier of a company logo. Now you have
freedom to have it the way you want. Step out of the ordinary and have it exclusively custom made, 
directly from the factory!

Options:
- Various models
- Your own desired GB capacity 
- Various casing colours
- Various types of packaging
- Minimum order quantity: 250 pieces
- Delivery time: from 4 weeks onwards

Ask your distributor for additional information and prices.

Minimum order quantity

pieces
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Tag Mini

Tag 2Shard Flip
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4gB

4gB 2gB

8gB

2gB

4gB2gB2gB

Tag2 USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive with a very straight 
forward and practical design. The coloured clip can be easily 
clipped on to something to make sure you’ll never lose it. 
Registered design®

Size 5,1 x 1,2 x 0,9 cm.

25 x 6 mm.

Tag2 USB stick

Tag Mini USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive which in 
addition to having a smooth design can easily be clipped on to 
something to make sure you’ll never lose it. Registered design®

Size 3,9 x 1,7 x 0,5 cm.

34 x 8 mm.

P300.750 - 2 gB, black
P300.751 - 2 gB, blue
P300.752 - 2 gB, red

P300.753 - 2 gB, white
P300.754 - 2 gB, orange
P300.755 - 2 gB, lime

Tag Mini USB stick

Tag USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive which in addition to 
having a smooth design can easily be clipped on to something 
to make sure you’ll never lose it. Registered design®

Size 4,5 x 1,2 x 0,7 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P300.792 - 4 gB

Tag USB stick

Flip USB stick is a high precision zinc alloy 2.0 memory flash 
drive with a surprisingly smart magnetic closer. Registered 
design®

Size 4,5 x 1,9 x 0,4 cm.

20 x 8 mm.

P300.601 - 2 gB
P300.602 - 4 gB

P300.603 - 8 gB

Flip USB stick

The Shard USB stick has a 2.0 memory flash drive. The 
sophisticated design incorporates a small ring so it can be easily 
attached to your keys. Registered design®

Size 5,2 x 1,2 x 0,5 cm.

15 x 8 mm.

P300.760 - 2 gB, black
P300.761 - 2 gB, blue
P300.762 - 2 gB, red

P300.763 - 2 gB, white
P300.764 - 2 gB, orange
P300.765 - 2 gB, limeShard USB stick

Link USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive in a metal frame with 
acrylic cover and slider on the side. Registered design®

Size 5,2 x 2,2 x 0,7 cm.

47 x 16 mm.

P300.812 - 4 gB, grey
P300.813 - 4 gB, white

P300.814 - 4 gB, red
P300.815 - 4 gB, blueLink USB stick

P300.621 - 2 gB P300.622 - 4 gB
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The glossy reflections of domed 
stickers catches your attention and 
invites people to reach out and 
touch the sticker.  

Domed stickers are very resistant, 
scratchproof and colour-proof.

doMEd STiCkErS
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Beam
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Portable USB hub with 4 USB 2.0 ports that extends the 
amount of USB ports on your laptop or computer. 

Size 1 x 4,1 x 5,1 cm.

45 x 25 mm.

Travel USB hub

1. slot for: CF I/CF II, 2. slot for: SDHC/SD/MMC/MMCII/RS 
MMC/UltraII SD/Extreme SD/Extreme II SD/Mini SD, 3. slot for: 
T-Flash/Micro SD+M2, 4. slot for: MS/MS PRO/MS DUO PRO/
MS DUO/MS MG/MS Pro MG/MS Duo MG, 5. slot for: XD Card 6. 
Three USB HUB port.

Size 5,7 x 5,7 x 4,1 cm.

40 x 30 mm.

P308.751 - black
P308.753 - white
P308.754 - red

P308.755 - blue
P308.757 - greenUSB cube hub & card reader

Station connects all your portable devices to your computer 
with 4 slots for 1)SD,SDHC,Mini SD; 2) MS,MS PRO,MS DUO; 3) 
M2; 4) TFLASH. On the opposite side with 3 USB ports. The light 
on the top gives you an indication of your connection. Including 
black XD Design travel pouch. Registered design®

Size 1,5 x 7 x 5,3 cm.

45 x 28 mm.

P300.443

Station hub & card reader

Beam is a high end radio frequency presenter which let’s you 
run through your presentation with the page up & down button 
and gives you the ability to highlight with the laser button. 
Including black XD Design travel pouch. Registered design®

Size 3,5 x 1 x 10 cm.

40 x 15 mm.

P308.103

2

Beam laser presenter

Brass pen with stylus function, laser pointer and torch all in one 
to make presenting easy.

Size 12 x ø 0,8 cm.

50 x 5 mm.

P314.103

3

4 in 1 pen

Laser presenter with functions, infrared powerpoint presenter, 
(control distance up to 15 meters) and laser pointer. Packed in 
black flocked PVC tray.

Size 15 x 10,5 x 3 cm.

25 x 5 mm.

P327.101 - black
P327.102 - silver
P327.104 - red

P327.105 - blue
P327.107 - lime

3

Laser presenter
P300.532
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More than half of employees 
said they were more 
productive when working 
remotely.

FLExiBLE oFFiCE

• PEN
• STYLUS 
• LASER POINTER
• TORCH
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Tego Tega

Folio

Folio is a multimedia set that combines all what you need 
on a business trip. The travel case includes: Orby pen in 
white, Station to connects all your portable devices to your 
computer with 4 standard card reader slots and on the 
other side with 3 USB ports, Mice is a mouse with integrated 
retractable cable and the Link USB memory stick (2 GB). 
Registered design®

Size 22 x 3 x 15 cm.

120 x 90 mm.

Folio travel set

The Tego multimedia set includes a 4 in 1 connection cable 
and a solar powered battery, both with iPhone 4, 5, Micro 
and Mini USB output, and USB input. The set also includes 
a 4 GB USB and a 2 in 1 stylus pen. All of this packed in a 
compact travel pouch to make sure you’re always prepared. 
Registered design®

Size 17,7 x 13,3 x 3 cm.

120 x 80 mm.

P317.103

Li-poly

1

Tego multimedia set

The Tega multimedia set includes a 4 in 1 connection cable with 
Apple Lightning, Apple Dock, Micro USB and Mini USB. It also 
includes an audio multitool with headphone jack splitter, and a 
2 in 1 stylus pen. All of this packed in a compact travel pouch to 
make sure you’re always prepared. Registered design®

Size 16,8 x 9,4 x 3 cm.

120 x 55 mm.

P317.303

Tega multimedia set

USB hub with 4 ports on the reverse side to connect all your 
digital devices. All arms and legs can move around and be put 
in the desired position.

Size 11,3 x 10,5 x 3 cm.

37 x 49 mm.

P317.203

Hubman

Trendy 4 port flower USB hub. White ABS base with 4 wires 
which change to red colour when plugged in and ports in 
orange, blue, pink and green.

Size 7 x 7 x 14 cm.

20 x 10 mm.

P308.023

Flower 4 port USB hubs with LED light
P300.561
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Presentation business set. Link USB memory stick (1 GB 
flash memory) with carbon fibre pattern. Metal frame laser 
pointer with torch. Matt metal rollerball pen with carbon fibre 
decoration. Packed in neoprene pouch, black outside and red 
inside with 3 compartments. Brushed stainless steel rim for logo 
imprint/engraving. Including black gift box.

Size 20 x 20 x 2,5 cm.

80 x 10 mm. 3

3 pcs business set in neoprene pouch

Black 600D zipper pouch with CD compartment in front. 
Content: mini earphone and microphone with extendable 
line, mini USB hub with 4 USB ports (USB 2.0), mini mouse in 
rubberized black, 800 dpi, with extensible line in black, mini 
keyboard with extendable line and multi-card reader for SDHC 
support.

Size 14,5 x 18 x 5 cm.

100 x 70 mm.

P300.341

Travel set

Never forget anything for your tablet again! With this set you 
can conveniently charge, transfer data, view, type and control 
your tablet.

Size 9 x 15 x 6 cm.

120 x 60 mm.

P300.332

Tablet travel set

All in one multimedia travel set with: charging cable (Micro 
USB, iPhone 4 and 5 plug), stand, multi-card reader, USB hub, 
earphones, optical mouse and ballpoint touch pen. All are 
stored in a strong case to keep travelling practical.

Size 13,5 x 21,5 x 3,8 cm.

170 x 90 mm.

P317.073

Multimedia travel set
P317.143
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Your audience can 
read your slides 
faster than you can 
read it to them.

no bullet points

Start on paper
The computer will 
only box you into 
templates.

The 30PT rule
Your audience does 
not have super-human 
vision. Use a font no 
smaller than 30 PT.

no starburst

no chart junk

Don’t use crazy shapes 
in an effort to “jazz up” 
your slides. Make sure 
your message is clear.

Your presentation was 
likely not created for an 
academic class. Don´t 
fill it with complicated 
charts.

1 thought per slide

Tell a story

When a slide is packed 
with 5 different ideas, 
your story is lost.

As a presenter, your job is to 
tell a story. Make sure your 
presententation and speech 
work together to tell a clear 
story.

7 rULES 
To iMProVE yoUr 
PrESEnTATion
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PLA

Calculator with 8 digit LCD screen which works on solar panel.

Size 20 x 14,5 x 5 cm.

80 x 12 mm.

Desk calculator

10 digit solar powered LCD screen calculator in a PLA case with 
24 keys.

Size 12 x 6 x 0,9 cm.

50 x 12 mm.

P305.202

PLA calculator

Save reduces your energy consumption. The wired optical 
mouse has an additional standby button so your energy saving 
is only only one click away. Registered design®

Size 10,3 x 5,8 x 3,3 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P305.003 - white P305.007 - green

Save standby mouse

High precision wireless mouse with integrated USB receiver 
and DPI switch from 1000 to 1600 DPI. The flat and ergonomic 
design makes daily use comfortable for both left and right 
handed people.

Size 10,7 x 6 x 2,5 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P300.383

AAA

2

Slim 2.4GHz wireless mouse
P317.002
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PLA stands for Polylactic acid 
and is made from corn starch.
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7inch TFT LCD (16:9) picture frame, file format  JPEG. 
Supported SD/MMC/MS cards, including slide show function, 
zoom in/out and photo rotation. USB device can connect 
with your USB disk. Including power adapter.

Size 23 x 16 x 3,5 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

7 inch digital photo frame

Desktop photo frame with 2,4inch TFT screen. Stores up to 
70 pictures JPG and BMP (4 MB flash memory). Includes LCD 
screen displaying indoor temperature, humidity, date, time 
and weekday display. Built-in rechargeable battery for 9 
hours standalone photo viewing. Including USB cable.

Size 15,2 x 7 x 4,7 cm.

45 x 5 mm.

P300.011 - black P300.013 - white

1

2,4inch digital picture frame with weather station

Electronic weather forecast station with LCD screen where you 
can check the temperature (C/F), calendar, clock and alarm with 
snooze function.

Size 2 x 13 x 13 cm.

70 x 8 mm.

P300.030

AAA

2

Calendar alarm clock with thermometer

Electronic weather forecast station with LCD screen where you 
can check the temperature (C/F), humidity, moon phase, max 
or min temperature settings, humidity record, calendar, clock 
and alarm.

Size 3,5 x 5,5 x 11 cm.

45 x 10 mm.

P279.502

1

Sky weather station

In/outdoor weather station with LCD screen and special 
outdoor sensor. Functions: Time and calendar, indoor/outdoor 
temperature, weather forecast, humidity and alarm.

Size 3,5 x 8,8 x 13 cm.

60 x 25 mm.

P279.701

AAA

4

Indoor/outdoor weather station
P279.201
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NOTEBOOKS

SEATTLE

A5 NOTEBOOK 

FACTORY DIRECT
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Knight

Seattle 9-10”

7-8”

3
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4

4

Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office fits in. 
Your tablet, of course, that you can stand upright thanks to the 
Seattle. And your other things because this handy portfolio 
contains compartments and files for everything you need. In the 
most compact form. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).

Size 3,5 x 24,5 x 17,5 cm.

120 x 70 mm.

Seattle 7-8” tablet portfolio

Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office fits in. 
Your tablet, of course, that you can stand upright thanks to the 
Seattle. And your other things because this handy portfolio 
contains compartments and files for everything you need. In the 
most compact form. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).

Size 36 x 27 x 37 cm.

180 x 90 mm.

P772.872

Seattle 9-10” tablet portfolio

1680D zipper portfolio with metal Swiss Peak logo on the 
front. On the inside it has lots of functional pockets for all you 
accessories and A4 20 sheet recycle notebook with white cover 
and recycle logo.

Size 33,8 x 27 x 3,5 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

P772.812

Swiss Peak portfolio

Knight is a zipper portfolio, made of imitation leather with 
an unique dimpled texture and fine red details inside. This 
portfolio has all the necessary pockets to store documents, 
notes, business cards, etc. Including a 20 sheets writing pad of 
recycled paper. Registered design®

Size 33,2 x 27,5 x 3 cm.

40 x 4 mm.

P772.941

Knight crafted A4 portfolio
P773.731
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Portfolios are the all-in-one 
solution for professionals on 
the go.  Besides decorating 
the portfolio with your logo, 
how about adding a pen 
with your logo engraved 
or printed for a ready to 
use gift. Please check 
our collection of writing 
instruments from page 80 
onwards.

Add-on
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Portfolio with 2 name card holders, USB pocket and pen holder, 
including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled 
paper, with recycle logo.

Size 33 x 25 x 1,5 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

Essential portfolio

Zipper portfolio with zipper closure, zippered pocket and slide 
in pocket inside, 4 name card holders, USB pocket and pen 
holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets 
recycled paper with recycle logo.

Size 34,1 x 25,6 x 3 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

P773.611

Essential zipper portfolio

Zipper portfolio with zipper closure, handle and removable 
2-ring binder, zippered pocket and slide in pocket inside, 4 
name card holders, USB pocket and pen holder, including A4 
writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with 
green recycle logo.

Size 36,1 x 28,1 x 5 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

P773.621
Essential zipper portfolio with binder

Portfolio, microfibre, metal badge and 4 name card holders, 
1 USB pocket and 1 pen holder, including A4 writing pad with 
beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with green recycle logo.

Size 32,9 x 24,8 x 1,9 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P773.631

Executive portfolio

Zipper portfolio, microfibre, zipper closure and metal badge 
and 1 zippered pocket and slide in pocket inside, 5 name card 
holders, USB pocket and pen holder, including A4 writing pad 
with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with green recycle 
logo.

Size 34,2 x 25,5 x 3 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P773.641

Executive zipper portfolio

Zipper portfolio, microfibre, zipper closure, handle, metal badge 
and removable 2-ring binder, with zippered pocket and slide in 
pocket inside, 5 name card holders, USB pocket and pen holder, 
including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled 
paper with green recycle logo.

Size 36,2 x 28,3 x 4,7 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P773.651
Executive zipper portfolio with binder
P773.661
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6Prestige

This A5 size notebook allows you to write down your notes, but 
also offers you the option to turn it into a tablet stand with one 
simple movement. The inside contains 80 pages of 80g paper 
with lines. 

Size 1,5 x 14,2 x 21,3 cm.

40 x 180 mm.

A5 notebook and tablet stand

Prestige is an A5 notebook set with stylish fabric inside and 
outside, magnetic closure and metal plate. Inside there’s an A5 
notebook with 96 sheets for all your notes. Including complete 
stainless steel ballpoint pen. Registered design®

Size 21,5 x 15 x 1,5 cm.

40 x 25 mm.

P773.101

A5 Prestige notebook set

A5 hardcover notebook with 80 pages of 80g inside, page 
divider and elastic band. All papers have a square motive print 
of 5mm x 5mm.

Size 21,3 x 14,2 x 1,5 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

P773.470 - grey
P773.472 - silver

P773.474 - pink

A5 squared hardcover notebook

PU notebook perfect for embossed logo with 80 pages inside 
of 80g/m2.

Size 1,5 x 14,5 x 21,5 cm.

60 x 25 mm.

P773.201

A5 notebook

A6 size, black cover with black band, paper sleeve, elastic band, 
art paper for front & back of cover, round corner, inner pages 
cream paper with black colour lines, 80g 80 sheets, black page 
divider.

Size 14,3 x 9,9 x 1,9 cm.

50 x 40 mm.

P773.421 - black
P773.425 - blue

P773.428 - orange

A6 hardcover notebook

A5 size, elastic band, art paper for front & back of cover, round 
corner, inner pages cream paper with black colour lines, 80g 80 
sheets, black page divider.

Size 21,3 x 14,5 x 1,6 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

P773.541 - black P773.542 - silver

A5 hardcover notebook
P773.531 - black P773.532 - silver
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Soft PU notebook with 96 lined pages inside of 80g/m2.

Size 21 x 14 x 1,3 cm.

80 x 60 mm.

A5 notebook

Fashionable hardcover notebook with 80 pages of 80g. The side 
of the pages are matching with the elastic band. 

Size 1,5 x 14,2 x 21,3 cm.

ø 100 mm.

P773.020 - pink
P773.021 - black
P773.025 - light blue

P773.026 - yellow
P773.027 - green
P773.028 - orange

A5 notebook with colored side

Hardcover notebook with 80 pages inside, page divider and 
elastic band. Including matt stainless steel Victory pen, black 
ink. Gift box in matching colours.

Size 23,6 x 19,5 x 2,7 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P773.300 - purple
P773.304 - red
P773.305 - blue

P773.307 - green
P773.308 - orange

A5 size notebook with pen in gift box

A6 hardcover notebook with 80 pages of 80g with matching 
colour sides and elastic band. Including aluminium pen with 
ballpoint and stylus tip. 

Size 1,2 x 9,2 x 14,3 cm.

55 x 80 mm.

P773.561 - silver/black
P773.564 - black/red
P773.565 - blue/white

P773.567 - black/green
P773.568 - black/orange
P773.569 - black/silverA6 notebook with touch pen

A6 hardcover notebook with 80 pages of 80g inside, page 
divider and elastic band. Including matt stainless steel Victory 
pen, black ink. Gift box in matching colours.

Size 17,2 x 14,4 x 2,4 cm.

55 x 80 mm.

P773.914 - red
P773.915 - blue

P773.917 - green

A6 notebook with pen in gift box
P773.591
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BEST VALUE

ECO notebook made out of natural cork with 80 pages of 
80g. With black page divider and black elastic band. Including 
bamboo pen with stylus tip and ballpoint.

Size 1,6 x 14,2 x 21,3 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

A5 notebook with bamboo pen including stylus

Hard greyboard eco spiral notebook with 60 pages inside made 
of cream recycled paper with one colour lines, binding black 
double spiral.

Size 17,8 x 14 x 1,7 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

P773.779

XD Eco notebook

Convenient pocket sized notebook with 40 pages of 80g. 
Including matching elastic band.

Size 1,1 x 6 x 12,3 cm.

35 x 100 mm.

P773.529

Phone sized notebook

P773.991 - black
P773.993 - white

P773.999 - beige
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Make your notebook truly noticeable and recognizable. That is the idea behind the customized 
notebook. It doesn’t matter what line of business you are in, presenting yourself professionally is a 
smart thing to do, and every corporate identity can be transferred to this notebook. Have it exclusively 
custom made, directly from the factory!

Options:
- Own design full colour cover
- Choice of interior lay out (blank / lined / squared)
- Choice from range of page divider and elastic band  colours
- Minimum order quantity: 1.000 pieces
- Delivery time from 10 weeks onward

Ask your distributor for additional information and prices.

Minimum order quantity

pieces
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Kompakt

Konekt

+ +

Kliq

Twist

3

3
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+

+

One moment you can use it to write and draw on your tablet. 
the next it is a ‘normal’ pen. And made out of one piece of 
aluminium for a modern and elegant result. And the button at 
the top? it’s to play with...

size 13,4 x ø 1 cm.

80 x 4 mm.

Twist stylus pen

A clip that disappears into the pen and only reappears when 
you have finished writing. this gives the pen its minimalistic 
form and has clearly been well thought out. made from one 
piece of aluminium so that is sits well in the hand and is 
indestructible.

size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

P610.191 - black P610.193 - white

kliq pen

Konekt brings an aluminum ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen 
closer together by connecting the clips. the pens are both 
delivered with a blue and black refill. registered design®

size 17,5 x 12 x 2,5 cm.

30 x 50 mm.

P610.371 - black P610.373 - white

konekt connected pen set

Kompakt is an aluminum stylus pen with a soft touch hand grip. 
the pen comes with a blue and black refill. registered design®

size 17 x 4,3 x 2,3 cm.

40 x 5 mm.

P613.012 - black
P613.013 - white

P613.015 - blue

kompakt stylus pen

P610.182 - black
P610.183 - white

P610.185 - blue
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Kube

+

+

Nino

3

3

+

You can work faster and easier on your telephone and tablet 
with the special touch screen pen. But this nino is in fact chiefly 
a good-looking pen. with an ultra-thin sunken clip so that you 
can always carry it with you everywhere.

size 13,5 x ø 1,1 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

Nino stylus pen

Kube combines all your daily mobile needs in one aluminum 
stylus pen. the clip is designed to hold your mobile phone and 
cleans your screen. the pen comes with a blue and black refill. 
registered design®

size 17 x 4,3 x 2,3 cm.

60 x 8 mm.

P610.601 - black P610.603 - white

kube 4 in 1 pen

spin is an aluminum 360° ergonomic stylus pen with 6 clips so 
you can attach it anywhere you want. the pen comes with a 
blue and black refill. registered design®

size 17 x 4,3 x 2,3 cm.

30 x 5 mm.

P610.092 - black
P610.093 - white

P610.095 - blue

Spin stylus pen

P610.082 - black
P610.083 - white

P610.085 - blue
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24%

26%

50%

BEST VALUE
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stainless steel touchscreen pen with easy grip for a comfortable 
use.

size 13,3 x ø 1,33 cm.

50 x 7 mm.

Touchscreen pen

Aluminium ballpoint with stylus tip with easy to use twist 
mechanism. 

size 13,6 x ø 0,8 cm.

50 x 3 mm.

P327.111

Thin metal stylus pen 

touch 2-in-1 pen combines the function of a touchscreen stylus 
with a ballpoint pen. registered design®

size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

P610.621 - black
P610.622 - silver

P610.623 - white

Touch 2-in-1 pen
P610.471 - black P610.472 - silver
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Pens are the most stolen items in any 
organisation. According research, 100% of 
office employees admitted to stealing pens 
from work.  But only 1 in 5 said they stole the 
pen on purpose. 

Why did they steal my pen?

They liked the colour

They liked the way it looked

It writes smoothly

ThE officE PEn ThiEf
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small ballpoint inside pencil shaped casing with stylus tip.

size 11,2 x ø 1,1 cm.

60 x 6 mm.

Pencil shaped touch pen 

Ballpoint pen in ABs case with touch function on top.

size 5,7 x ø 0,97 cm.

30 x 5 mm.

P610.771 - black
P610.772 - silver
P610.775 - blue

P610.777 - lime
P610.778 - orange

keychain bP with touch pen

stainless steel pen with eVA coating which is very compact.

size 11 x ø 1,2 cm.

35 x 5 mm.

P327.050 - pink
P327.051 - black
P327.052 - silver

P327.054 - red
P327.055 - blue
P327.057 - lime

Small pen

metal touch screen pen with separate ballpoint, stylus tip and 
LeD light. the LeD can easily be switched on by clicking the top 
of the pen. 

size 13 x ø 1,2 cm.

50 x 6 mm.

P610.611

3 in 1 pen with led 

Aluminum ballpoint and touch pen in one.

size 11,5 x ø 0,9 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

P610.951 - black
P610.953 - white
P610.954 - red

P610.955 - blue
P610.957 - lime

Touch pen

Ballpoint pen in ABs case with touch function on top.

size 14 x ø 1,16 cm.

50 x 6 mm.

P327.011 - black
P327.012 - silver
P327.014 - red

P327.015 - blue
P327.017 - greenMetis ballpoint pen with touch pen

P327.001 - black P327.002 - silver
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1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen with shiny chrome clip.

size 17,2 x 5,7 x 2,7 cm.

35 x 6 mm.

Montana pen set

1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen in with shiny clip.

size 17,2 x 12 x 2 cm.

35 x 5 mm.

P610.011 - black P610.012 - silver

hyperion pen set

1 ballpoint pen and 1 rollerball pen in stainless steel with metal 
clip. Packed in a Pu pouch.

size 15,5 x 4,65 x 1,1 cm.

30 x 6 mm.

P610.001 - black P610.002 - silver

Portofino pen set

Aluminum pen set including 1 ballpoint pen with touch function 
on top and 1 pencil.

size 16,4 x 5 x 1,8 cm.

35 x 5 mm.

P610.061

crius 2pcs pen set

Aluminum ballpoint pen with 3 rings in the middle.

size 14 x ø 1,05 cm.

30 x 5 mm.

P613.081 - black
P613.082 - silver

P613.083 - white
P613.085 - blue

crius ballpoint pen

P610.401 - black
P610.402 - silver

P610.403 - white
P610.405 - blue
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Aluminum pen set including 1 ballpoint pen with touch function 
on top, 1 pencil and one fountain pen. 

size 16,4 x 6,8 x 1,8 cm.

35 x 5 mm.

crius 3pcs pen set

P613.091 - black 
P613.092 - silver 

P613.093 - white
P613.095 - blue
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Pine wooden box with 12 colours water paint, 12 colour pencils, 
12 marker pens, 12 oil pastels, 12 crayons, palettes, glue, eraser, 
sharpener, HB pencil and paint brush for all your creativity.

size 28,5 x 4,5 x 24 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

67 pcs young artist set

25cm wooden carpenter pencil.

size 25 x 1,1 x 0,8 cm.

80 x 8 mm.

P612.679

25cm wooden carpenter pencil

Bamboo ballpoint pen with silver finish in bamboo box.

size 17 x 5,3 x 2,3 cm.

100 x 30 mm.

P169.253 - white P169.254 - red

bamboo pen in box

Bamboo ballpoint pen with metal ring clip and metal tip.

size 13,5 x ø 1,1 cm.

45 x 5 mm.

P610.319

bamboo pen

Bamboo touch pen with integrated stylus tip and ballpoint. 

size 13,8 x ø 1,1 cm.

80 x 5 mm.

P610.329

bamboo stylus pen
P610.509
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6Quad

Quad is a square marker in matt finish with 4 caps covering the 
markers in blue, yellow, orange and green. registered design®

size 1,3 x 8 x 8 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

Quad marker set

Light bulb shaped marker with yellow tip to highlight all your 
good ideas.

size 5,5 x 1 x 9 cm.

40 x 40 mm.

P611.041

Marker bulb

Aluminium business card holder with matt finish.

size 9,3 x 6,1 x 0,55 cm.

70 x 40 mm.

P611.143

alu card holder

Paper adhesive notes in 4 colours: pink, green, blue and yellow 
all attached in a cardboard thumb. registered design®

size 9 x 8 x 0,4 cm.

55 x 30 mm.

P820.632

like it post-it notes

sandblasted thumb – following the ‘Like it’ social media theme 
with 2,5cm keyring.

size 0,3 x 4 x 5,2 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P611.249

like it keychain

Curv has a unique matt and shiny finish combination and makes 
sure all your keys are kept together. registered design®

size 4 x 0,4 x 8,5 cm.

25 x 13 mm.

P191.582

curv keychain
P191.332
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Rio
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D-Axis

3

3

9 - 10”

D-Axis opens up a completely new concept in the world of 
bags. As on-the-go tablet use has become a daily activity 
for many of us, this bag is designed to make that extremely 
convenient to do. the D-Axis has an integrated universal 
tablet holder which can be securely closed with the Fidlock® 
system, both are patented. the inside of the bag is organised 
very efficiently so that there is plenty of flexible storage space, 
and there is even room for a 15,6” laptop. this practical bag is 
made of 100% rPet in combination with high quality eVA to 
strengthen the bag. registered design®

size 43,4 x 31 x 9 cm.

350 x 140 mm. 10L
15,6”

d-axis document bag

rio unites 100% rPet and well thought out design in one urban 
laptop bag. inside the bag there are separate pockets for all of 
todays gadgets and even more. All your inside content will be 
well protected and still easy accessible. the adjustable shoulder 
band makes daily use comfortable. registered design®

size 32 x 44 x 12 cm.

300 x 180 mm.

P732.011

13L
15,6”

Rio RPET laptop bag

the Osaka laptop bag brings sustainable fashion into daily 
use with it’s recycled rPet material. this urban laptop bag is 
completely padded to safely secure all of your belongings and 
for your convenience there is a quick and easy to reach pocket 
on the outside. registered design®

size 8 x 49 x 34,5 cm.

300 x 60 mm.

P732.901

10L
15,6”

osaka laptop bag
P732.602
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Here’s how we make our 
products from recycled 
plastic bottles:

Recycled plastic bottles 

Smashed and shredded
bottles

rPET

Woven fiber

Cloth

Bag
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microfiber with 1680D and PVC, 2 big compartments, padded 
15,6” laptop compartment, 2 front pockets. the laptop does 
not have to taken out of the bag, it simply passes through the 
boarding control.

size 42 x 32 x 15 cm.

200 x 80 mm. 17L
15,6”

Quick Scan laptop bag

the laptop bag which offers a maximum protection, using 
strong materials and a padded pocket for your laptop. to carry 
your valuables, carry it as a briefcase with the soft padded grip, 
or alternatively around your shoulder, using the adjustable and 
padded shoulder band. registered design®

size 41,5 x 9,5 x 33 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

P705.011

10L
15,4”

Swiss Peak laptop bag

600D ribstop, main compartment with 15,6” laptop pocket, 
zippered front pocket with organizers inside, back straps can be 
hidden in back slip pocket, webbing handles on top. PVC free.

size 43 x 32 x 10 cm.

220 x 120 mm.

P742.041

10L
15,6”

florida laptop bag Pvc free

1680D with padded 15,6” laptop compartment, front pocket 
with organizer function, padded handles at two sides and 
adjustable shoulder strap.

size 13 x 40 x 32,5 cm.

180 x 80 mm.

P703.741

13L
15,6”

Executive laptop bag

PP hard shell laptop bag that, due to its thick padded interior,  
gives the right protection to your laptop and all other precious 
goods which you like to carry with you. the efficient interior 
also provides place for your pens, usB’s, etc.

size 32 x 42,5 x 12 cm.

45 x 13 mm.

P728.041

13L
15,6”

hard shell laptop bag
P732.002
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300D polyester laptop bag which is ideal for lightweight 
travelling. it has all the pockets you need, 13” laptop 
compartment, space to put your papers and a trolley sliding 
system. PVC free.

size 5,5 x 38 x 26 cm.

200 x 150 mm. 3L
13”

13” exhibition laptop bag Pvc free

300D polyester laptop bag which is ideal for lightweight 
travelling. it has all the pockets you need, 15,4” laptop 
compartment, space to put your papers and a trolley sliding 
system. PVC free.

size 28 x 40 x 5 cm.

200 x 170 mm.

P732.131 - black P732.139 - beige

4L
15,4”

15” exhibition laptop bag Pvc free

300D polyester laptop bag for women needing to carry a 
laptop. Due to the extendable zipper this bag always stays 
stylish yet practical. PVC free.

size 2 x 36 x 27,5 cm.

300 x 140 mm.

P732.151 - black P732.159 - beige

2L
13”

ladies laptop bag Pvc free

600D 2 tone polyester laptop bag with fashionable brown 
details on the handles and zippers.

size 6,5 x 30 x 40 cm.

230 x 150 mm.

P732.031

8L
15,6”

fashion duo tone laptop bag

Padded microfiber laptop bag with grey suede detail, 2 front 
pockets with organizers and 1 main compartment with laptop 
compartment inside, fits 15,6” laptop. Padded shoulder strap. 
registered design®

size 44 x 34,5 x 6,5 cm.

100 x 120 mm.

P732.200

8L
15,6”

The city laptopbag
P729.441
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no more bags, flaps and zips: this is a backpack in its purest 
form. Cut from one piece of canvas (with water-resistant eVA 
coating) and this applies to the straps as well. making it ultra 
strong and durable and giving this backpack its straightforward 
appearance. Of course it is very useful!

size 10 x 42 x 32 cm.

290 x 220 mm. 10L

Pure backpack

Durability. style. Original design. Practical usefulness. And it’s 
water-resistant as well! made from one piece of canvas with 
special eVA coating and strong straps. in two exceptional 
colours and it can be combined with the Pure backpack.

size 10 x 31 x 42 cm.

370 x 130 mm.

P705.052 - grey P705.055 - blue

10L

Pure messenger bag

reversible 15,6” laptop sleeve made of 5mm neoprene, the 
unique flip it inside out offers you two colours for one price!

size 40 x 30 x 0,8 cm.

230 x 100 mm.

P729.052 - grey P729.055 - blue

15,6”

Reversible laptop sleeve

600D polyester sleeve which not only carries your laptop but 
also has space to conveniently store your charger, cables, keys, 
etc. PVC free.

size 37,8 x 2,5 x 25,5 cm.

150 x 140 mm.

P788.301 - black/turquoise
P788.312 - grey/black

P788.385 - blue/orange

2L
15,4”

laptop sleeve 15” Pvc free
P788.051
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A pure and simple bag 
range. Not only in style but 
also simple in materials and  
construction with minimal 
waste. Pure is made with a 
single length of canvas. Heat 
sealed for extra durability 
with a special PEVA coating, 
which also makes the canvas 
water resistant.

PUrE
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600D, 1 zippered compartment, 1 front pocket, 4 pen holders, 1 
name card and adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad.

size 40 x 10 x 33 cm.

250 x 120 mm. 10L

Exhibition bag

600D, 2 big compartments including 15,6” laptop pocket, 2 
small pockets, 1 Velcro closure pocket, 4 pen holders and 1 
phone pouch, with adjustable shoulder strap.

size 40 x 11 x 33 cm.

300 x 250 mm.

P729.200 - blue
P729.201 - black
P729.202 - grey

P729.204 - red
P729.207 - lime
P729.209 - light blue

10L

Shoulder document bag

trendy 600D polyester exhibition bag with 1 main compartment 
covered by a padded flap, pen loops, phone pocket, mesh 
pocket on the side and the option to slide it over a trolley 
system. PVC free.

size 12 x 41 x 32 cm.

220 x 160 mm.

P729.270 - pink
P729.271 - black
P729.273 - grey

P729.275 - blue
P729.277 - lime
P729.279 - light blue

12L

Exhibition bag Pvc free

600D polyester congress bag with 1 main compartment. the 
front panel has 1 patch pocket to store smaller objects like your 
keys + 4 pen holders + 1 smaller pocket to store for example 
your mobile phone or name cards. 

size 33,5 x 9,5 x 39 cm.

260 x 110 mm.

P729.801 - black
P729.802 - grey
P729.805 - blue

P729.808 - orange
P729.809 - light blue

10L

congress bag with adjustable zipper 

P729.060 - blue
P729.061 - black
P729.064 - red

P729.065 - navy blue
P729.067 - lime
P729.069 - orange
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Make sure your bag is truly noticeable and recognizable. Besides a logo 
decoration, you can also customize your bag with an additional zip 
puller in contrasting or matching colour.  Your bag, your style. Ask your 
distributor for more information and pricing.

Colour options:

cUSTomizE yoUr congrESS BAg
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BEST VALUE
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B-Axis

3

3

9 - 10”

there is no safer way of transporting your tablet than in the 
B-Axis because it has a patented holder in which you can 
store your tablet out of sight. And it can be produced in one 
movement thanks to the Fidlock system, which is also patented. 
the accessories fit in the special side pocket and this modern, 
water-resistant backpack also provides plenty of space for your 
other things. made from rPet (recycled Pet bottles).

size 44 x 9 x 35,5 cm.

120 x 70 mm. 10L
15,6”

b-axis laptop backpack

600D, 1 main compartment on top, 1 front pocket, 2 handles and 
adjustable shoulder strap. registered design®

size 41 x 10 x 27 cm.

250 x 120 mm.

P705.111

9L

durban document bag

600D polyester messenger bag with fashionable white details 
around the zipper. 

size 26 x 4 x 36 cm.

350 x 200 mm.

P708.051 - black P708.055 - blue

2L

Messenger bag 

P729.660 - blue
P729.661 - black
P729.664 - red

P729.665 - navy blue
P729.667 - lime
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A small change can make a 
big difference.

grEEn EVEnTS & ExhiBiTS

BEforE:

DUring:

Purge your mailing list 
regularly to prevent muliple 
mailings and wasted paper.

To reduce travel, have your 
(inter)national sales meeting 
at the same time and city as 
your largest trade show.

Give away reusable water 
bottles to your qualified 
prospects instead of bottled 
water.

Don’t give away plastic bags 
as a way to promote your 
logo or brand. A reusable and 
durable bag will be kept and 
leaves a positive impression.

Plan for eco-friendly booth 
material like recyclable 
aluminium.

When you are finished with 
your exhibit recycle it wisely, 
or use parts of it again for 
another year.
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Berlin
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Protect your laptop in a dynamic style. Both your back and your 
laptop will be protected with the padded laptop compartment. 
the distinguished design bag offers additional compartments, 
organizer and zippers that can be locked. registered design®

size 31 x 41 x 16 cm.

100 x 80 mm. 17L
15,6”

Swiss Peak laptop backpack

1680D polyester laptop backpack with unique balance between 
comfort and outdoor protection. the backpack covers pockets 
for all your necessities from padded laptop compartment and 
iPad holder to pen loops and mesh pockets. On the shoulder 
strap there is an audio jack to connect your headphone and 
a sunglass carrier. it even has a rain cover to protect it all. 
registered®

size 10 x 37 x 46 cm.

70 x 90 mm.

P742.001

20L
15,6”

Swiss Peak outdoor laptop backpack

the Berlin backpack is a unique combination of 2 rPet recycled 
materials and well-thought out functionality. All pockets are 
designed with keeping the balance between ease and safety in 
mind. there are 3 hidden pockets on the front, 2 on the side and 
one main compartment. registered design®

size 10 x 29 x 47 cm.

210 x 100 mm.

P742.011

17L
15,6”

berlin backpack

monaco backpack is a strong material backpack that will 
accompany you on travels and trips, keeping your gear safely 
packed in style. registered design®

size 20 x 34 x 44 cm.

80 x 30 mm.

P705.401 - black P705.402 - grey

25L
15,6”

Monaco backpack

the Osaka backpack brings sustainable fashion into daily 
use with its recycled rPet material. this urban backpack is 
completely padded to safely secure all of your belongings and 
for your convenience there is a quick and easy to reach pocket 
on the outside. registered design®

size 12 x 34 x 47 cm.

230 x 60 mm.

P774.302

17L
15,6”

osaka backpack
P705.602
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Rio

Milano
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microfiber with 1680D and PVC, 2 big compartments, padded 
laptop compartment fits 15,6” laptop, 2 front pockets. the 
laptop does not have to taken out of the bag, it simply passes 
through the boarding control.

size 46 x 34 x 15 cm.

150 x 120 mm. 20L
15,6”

Quick Scan laptop backpack

1680D and jacquard backpack. Zippered front pocket with 
organizer. Zippered main compartment with 15,6” padded 
laptop pocket. reflective piping. two side mesh pockets. PVC 
free.

size 13 x 37 x 50 cm.

90 x 30 mm.

P705.001

20L
15,6”

denver laptop backpack Pvc free

strong formed eVA and 1680D polyester laptop backpack to 
protect all your valuables. inside there are pockets for almost 
everything which you could imagine and most of them are 
labelled to indicate the purpose. PVC free.

size 14 x 33 x 47 cm.

180 x 180 mm.

P705.021 - black P705.025 - blue

17L
15,6”

chicago laptop backpack Pvc free

this cleverly wired backpack is made in sturdy 1680D with 
integrated earphone cable linked to inside neoprene pocket 
for your iPad or mP3 player. Just plug in your earphone on the 
shoulder strap and you are ready to go! there is also a separate 
compartment to fit your 17” laptop.

size 18 x 42 x 50 cm.

120 x 100 mm.

P705.161

32L
17”

Plug & play laptop backpack

milano is a lifestyle laptop backpack designed out of high 
quality eVA and 1680D. the integrated handles, small colour 
details on the outside and matching colour on the inside give 
the bag a new and fresh style. On the inside there are padded 
compartments for your laptop and tablet and many other 
practical pockets. registered design®

size 44 x 35 x 12 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P705.101

15L
15,6”

Milano laptop backpack

rio unites 100% rPet and well thought out design in one urban 
laptop backpack. inside the bag there are separate pockets for 
all of todays gadgets and even more. All your products will be 
well protected and still easy accessible. the padded shoulder 
straps make daily use comfortable. registered design®

size 46 x 33 x 15 cm.

200 x 200 mm.

P705.072 - silver P705.075 - blue

17L
15,6”

Rio RPET laptop backpack
P705.901
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Padded microfiber and grey suedine detail, 2 compartments 
with padded folder suitable for 15,6” laptop, earphone exit, 
adjustable shoulder straps with phone pouch.  
registered design®

size 11,5 x 29 x 40 cm.

100 x 100 mm. 10L
15,6”

The city backpack

300D polyester laptop backpack with 1 main compartment 
which has a separate tablet pocket and an organizer. PVC free.

size 11 x 30 x 42 cm.

180 x 220 mm.

P729.411

10L
15,6”

london laptop backpack Pvc free

600D, zippered frontpocket with organizer and zippered main 
compartment with 15,6” padded laptop pocket. PVC free.

size 17,5 x 31,5 x 47 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

P705.031

20L
15,6”

boardroom laptop backpack Pvc free

unique 1680D polyester laptop backpack with two main 
compartments. One compartment contains a universal storage 
system to store almost any laptop size. the other comparment 
has a special storage pocket for your tablet. the front has 
two zipper pockets ideal for storing your smaller valuable 
belongings including a hook to hang your keys on. 

size 12 x 44 x 32 cm.

150 x 80 mm.

P705.301

12L
15,6”

Universal laptop backpack

600D and baby ripstop, 4 compartments, padded phone pouch, 
earphone exit and keyring hook, padded carry handle and air 
mesh backing. PVC free.

size 19 x 27 x 43 cm.

120 x 60 mm.

P732.051

17L
15,6”

florida backpack Pvc free
P703.711
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Page 133
The City 
laptopbag

The City  
toiletry bag

The City 
backpack trolley

The City  
trolley bag
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milano is a lifestyle backpack trolley designed out of high 
quality eVA and high quality polyester. the integrated trolley 
system and handles, the small colour details on the outside and 
the matching colour on the inside give the bag a new and fresh 
style. On the inside there are padded compartments for your 
laptop and tablet and many other practical pockets. registered 
design®

size 53 x 35 x 24 cm.

150 x 100 mm. 37L
15,6”

Milano backpack trolley

1680D metal look wheels, aluminium trolley handle, padded 
15,6” laptop compartment, extendable waist, front pocket with 
organizer, lined handle and (removable) shoulder straps.

size 22 x 34 x 44 cm.

130 x 80 mm.

P728.072 - silver P728.075 - blue

27L
15,6”

Executive backpack trolley

Form and Functionality. this backpack trolley combines high 
quality functionalty with designer looks. From trolley handle to 
wheels, this bag catches the eye. registered design®

size 31 x 24 x 44,8 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

P728.031 - black P728.032 - silver

27L
15,6”

Swiss Peak backpack trolley
P742.081
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600D basic backpack trolley with steel extendable handle. 
PVC free.

size 22,5 x 34,5 x 50 cm.

200 x 200 mm. 32L
15,6”

Golden backpack trolley Pvc free

Padded microfiber, with grey suedine details. Large front 
pocket with organizer. main compartment with 15,6” laptop 
compartment inside. Carry handle on top. including padded 
shoulder strap. registered design®

size 47 x 31 x 17 cm.

90 x 45 mm.

P728.001

20L
15,6”

The city backpack trolley

1680D and jacquard backpack trolley with reflective piping. 
One front zipper closure pocket with organizer. Zippered main 
comparment with 15,6” laptop pocket inside. PVC free.

size 36 x 17 x 46 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P729.451

23L
15,6”

denver backpack trolley Pvc free

600D nylon with metal look wheels, extendable waist and front 
pocket with organizer.

size 19 x 34 x 43 cm.

130 x 80 mm.

P728.211 - black
P728.214 - red

P728.215 - blue

23L
15,6”

business backpack trolley

600D ripstop, main compartment with 15,6” laptop pocket 
inside, zippered front pocket, 2 side mesh pockets with 
organizers inside, padded handle on front, back straps can be 
hidden. PVC free.

size 35 x 22 x 45 cm.

150 x 60 mm.

P728.021 - black
P728.024 - red

P728.025 - blue

30L
15,6”

florida backpack trolley Pvc free
P703.761
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this tarpaulin duffel backpack can be carried both as a duffel 
bag and a backpack. the sturdy design makes it suitable for 
the most adventurous trips and the cleverly designed straps 
increase the comfort of carrying the bag. inside it has one main 
compartment with 1 mesh pocket and two smaller pockets. 

size 31 x 31 x 51 cm.

140 x 100 mm. 40L

Swiss Peak duffel backpack

210D polyester and 210D ribstop waterproof backpack with a 
big main compartment to be closed with buckles, zippered front 
pocket and firm padded shoulder straps. now all your gear can 
be taken along in dry conditions. PVC free. registered®

size 12,4 x 26,6 x 62 cm.

60 x 200 mm.

P775.202

17L
15,4”

Pvc free Swiss Peak waterproof backpack

420D jacquard polyester light weight activity backpack. Perfect 
for short hikes, bike riding, running or other activities. including 
air mesh shoulder straps for increased comfort and earphone 
hole to listen to your favorite music during your work outs. 
PVC free.

size 6 x 39 x 27,5 cm.

150 x 60 mm.

P775.052

4L

Pvc free activity backpack

 600D polyester, black 420D jacquard hiking backpack with 1 
zippered main compartment with 3 pockets inside and 1 mesh 
zipper pocket. Outside two mesh pockets on the side, ideal 
for bottles. including integrated rain cover to protect your 
belongings. with adjustable straps. PVC free.

size 15 x 55 x 34 cm.

110 x 250 mm.

P775.402

23L

Pvc free hiking backpack

600D ripstop, front pocket with water proof zippers. two main 
compartments with zipper closure. Hip straps with 2 pockets 
and zipper closure and 2 mesh bottle pockets. PVC free.

size 20 x 37 x 52 cm.

80 x 40 mm.

P775.152

35L

Pvc free outdoor backpack
P775.001 - black P775.005 - blue
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600D polyester backpack with fashionable brown base. 1 
main compartment and 1 front pocket. Comes with adjustable 
matching color straps. 

size 45 x 13,5 x 29 cm.

150 x 100 mm. 13L

backpack with adjustable zipper puller 

600D backpack with smart double compartment. this makes 
it easy to separate e.g. wet from dry clothes. inside the main 
compartment there’s also specific space for small accessories.

size 50 x 36 x 15 cm.

150 x 200 mm.

P760.010 - light blue
P760.011 - black
P760.012 - grey

P760.014 - red
P760.015 - navy blue
P760.017 - lime

23L

Utah backpack

600D polyester backpack with special front compartment to 
store your sport shoes separated from your other belongings. 

size 23 x 45 x 35 cm.

120 x 180 mm.

P775.591 - black
P775.594 - red
P775.595 - navy blue

P775.597 - green
P775.598 - orange

27L

backpack with sport shoe compartment 

600D and 300D, 3 zipper pockets.

size 43,9 x 34 x 14,8 cm.

160 x 60 mm.

P775.300 - light blue 
P775.301 - black
P775.304 - red

P775.305 - navy blue
P775.307 - lime

17L

basic backpack

P760.201 - black
P760.202 - grey
P760.204 - red
P760.205 - navy blue

P760.207 - green
P760.208 - orange
P760.209 - light blue
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Make sure your bag is truly noticeable and recognizable. Besides 
a logo decoration, you can also customize your bag with an 
additional zip puller in contrasting or matching colour.  Your bag, 
your style. Ask your distributor for more information and pricing.

Colour options:

cUSTomizE yoUr BAcKPAcK
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20-50

2-3

50-60

2-5

60-80

5+

80+

600D 2 tone polyester backpack with fashionable brown details 
on the handles and zippers.

size 14 x 45 x 32 cm.

200 x 130 mm. 17L

fashion duo tone backpack

600D ripstop, four compartments, padded phone/PDA/mP3 
pouch, earphone exit, key ring hook, padded carry handle and 
air mesh backing.

size 19 x 27 x 43 cm.

120 x 60 mm.

P760.750

17L

Missouri backpack

600D backpack with vertical front zipper and printed color 
detail. Furthermore there are 2 zippered pockets on the side 
and one big main compartment.

size 47 x 30 x 19 cm.

160 x 180 mm.

P775.121 - black
P775.122 - grey
P775.124 - red

P775.125 - blue
P775.128 - orange

20L

dallas backpack

600D polyester and 420D jacquard outdoor backpack with one 
zippered main compartment, mesh pockets, reflective piping 
and an integrated whistle in case of emergencies. PVC free.

size 29 x 14 x 44 cm.

100 x 200 mm.

P775.021 - black
P775.024 - red
P775.025 - blue

P775.027 - lime
P775.028 - orange

15L

adventure backpack Pvc free

P775.091 - black
P775.095 - blue

P775.098 - orange
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efficiency in packing, that what this airporter trolley is all about. 
Plenty of pocket space and zippers that allow you to secure 
your belongings. A shame to stow it away out of sight in the 
plane, as this cabin trolley also has good looks. registered®

size 50 x 18,5 x 34 cm.

100 x 100 mm. 25L

Swiss Peak airporter trolley

600D cabin trolley with big front zipper pocket with organizer 
and silver coloured wheels.

size 14,5 x 40,5 x 53 cm.

180 x 50 mm.

P742.031

25L

basic cabin trolley

All your documents packed in this business trolley. Papers 
and laptop can be neatly placed in one of the compartments, 
some of which can be locked. with duo-tube trolley system for 
stability on your way. registered design®

size 45 x 24 x 36 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P787.101

32L
15,4”

Swiss Peak document trolley

Padded microfiber document trolley, grey suede details, 2 
front pockets with organizers, separated document and laptop 
compartment inside, fits 15,4” laptop, with padded shoulder 
strap, black wheels and trolley handle. registered design®

size 38 x 44 x 17 cm.

130 x 100 mm.

P742.021

25L
15,4”

The city business trolley

1680D polyester business trolley with durable aluminium trolley 
system. inside there is plenty of space with organizational 
pockets, document dividers, laptop sleeve and much more.

size 24 x 43 x 41 cm.

320 x 150 mm.

P729.461

35L

Executive business trolley

1680D nylon with aluminium trolley handle, padded 15,4” 
detachable laptop compartment, 4 compartments with A4 
folders, front pocket with organizer function and metal look 
wheels.

size 41 x 21 x 39 cm.

180 x 80 mm.

P709.011

27L
15,4”

office trolley bag
P776.112
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20” hard shell trolley made of high quality ABs/PC, with 
aluminum trolley system. the 4 double wheels on the bottom 
make it possible to push him in any direction you want.

size 56 x 37 x 23 cm.

63 x 25 mm. 40L

hard shell spinner trolley

Compact hard shell trolley made of high quality ABs/PC, with 
long trolley system. inside it has one compartment for your 
clothing and on the other side there are open pockets for e.g. 
laptop or other brochures or documents and an organizer.

size 38 x 40 x 20 cm.

63 x 25 mm.

P703.012

25L
15,4”

hard shell business trolley

milano is a lifestyle cabin trolley designed out of high quality 
eVA and 1680D. the integrated trolley system and handles, the 
small colour details on the outside and matching colour on the 
inside give the bag a new and fresh style. All practical things 
you need during your travel like an inside pocket which can 
easily be reached to take out your tablet or a front pocket for 
your travel documents have been thought of and integrated. 
registered design®

size 58 x 36 x 22 cm.

150 x 150 mm.

P709.001

40L

Milano 2 wheel cabin trolley

1680D nylon cabin trolley with extendable front compartment. 
PVC free.

size 37,5 x 26 x 58 cm.

180 x 70 mm.

P703.072 - silver P703.075 - blue

50L

Extendable cabin trolley Pvc free

1680D airport trolley with metal colored wheels and aluminium 
trolley system. Front pocket with organizer for pasport, pens, 
mobile phone and business cards. Zippered main compartment 
with mesh zipper pockets inside. Handle on top and side. PVC 
free.

size 36 x 25 x 52 cm.

150 x 50 mm.

P775.061

40L

office cabin trolley Pvc free
P775.031
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600D and 210D ribstop, large main compartment with 
zipper closure. Plenty of inside zipper pockets, including one 
detachable mesh zipper pocket. Aluminum trolley handle in 
matching colour. including name card holder. the ultimate off 
the road travel bag.

size 43,5 x 75 x 38 cm.

200 x 100 mm. 100L

large adventure trolley

A touch of class. with this weekend trolley you travel in style. 
the heavy material and the solid trolley mechanism are built to 
last, allowing you to use it time and time again. roll it or carry it, 
the choice is yours. registered design®

size 29 x 57,5 x 34,5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P750.005

50L

Swiss Peak weekend trolley

milano is a lifestyle weekend trolley designed out of high quality 
eVA and high quality polyester. the integrated trolley system 
and handles, the small colour details on the outside and the 
matching colour on the inside give the bag a new and fresh 
style. inside there are 2 separate compartments which can be 
transformed to one large compartment to make sure you can 
take all your gear. registered design®

size 35 x 36 x 56 cm.

180 x 50 mm.

P742.051

60L

Milano weekend bag on wheels

take exactly the allowed luggage amount with you with this 
ABs hard shell cabin trolley with integrated luggage scale 
which measures up to 25kg. inside there are 2 large zippered 
compartments to easily store and separate all you luggage.

size 50 x 35,5 x 22,5 cm.

65 x 20 mm.

P750.072 - silver P750.075 - blue

35L
2

4-wheel trolley with integrated scale

4-wheel trolley “the spinner”. Pongee polyester interior and 
ABs shell with special doming label area. One zippered main 
compartment with 2 zipper pullers and 1 zippered pocket. 
Handle with double aluminum silver tube.

size 50 x 22 x 34 cm.

68 x 23 mm.

P703.001

32L

4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”

4 wheel trolley with approved cabin allowance size for all 
european airlines. the shell has a special doming area. One 
zippered main compartment with 2pcs black zipper pullers and 
one mesh pocket. Lockable aluminium handle with double tube. 

size 50 x 20 x 40 cm.

65 x 20 mm.

P703.631 - black
P703.632 - lime

P703.635 - red

35L

Ultimate cabin luggage
P703.051
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600D, large main compartment with zipper closure. metal 
trolley system with rubber wheels and 2 handles.

size 27 x 27 x 53 cm.

250 x 100 mm. 32L

basic weekend sports trolley

Padded microfibre and grey suede detail, 4 compartments, 
extra-large opening for easy access, separate trolley 
compartment and solid base, ca. 40L, registered design®

size 54 x 28 x 32 cm.

200 x 100 mm.

P787.011 - black
P787.015 - blue

P787.017 - lime

40L

The city Trolley bag

600D ripstop, main compartment, big front compartment, 
zippered front pocket with organizers inside, webbing handles 
and shoulder strap, thick padded handle on side. PVC free.

size 61 x 28 x 28 cm.

250 x 120 mm.

P729.401

40L

florida trolley weekend bag Pvc free

600D, with reflecting decoration on both bottom corners, 
zippered main compartment, zippered front pocket, 2 webbing 
handles on top, handle at left side, 2 round plastic stand feet at 
trolley wheel side.

size 71 x 29 x 34 cm.

300 x 170 mm.

P703.721

60L

london weekend bag with trolley

300D high density extra strong fabric. with extendable trolley 
system, silver coloured wheels and adjustable shoulder strap. 
One front pocket and one zipper closure main compartment.

size 62 x 31 x 32 cm.

140 x 100 mm.

P703.621 - grey
P703.623 - red

P703.624 - green

50L

basic weekend trolley

P790.001 - black
P790.005 - blue

P790.007 - lime
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600D ribstop, zippered front pocket with organizers inside, side 
pocket, shoe pocket, webbing handles and shoulder strap, 4 
stand feet on base, PVC free.

size 55 x 26 x 27,5 cm.

220 x 100 mm. 32L

florida sports bag Pvc free

monaco weekend bag makes you enjoy your weekend road trip 
in style, whether you’re going on a survival trip or a 5-star city 
trip. Hiking shoes, sporty sneakers or slik pumps, store them in 
the separate shoe compartment. registered design®

size 56 x 28 x 25 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

P703.731

32L

Monaco weekend bag

enjoy your weekend trip in style with this durable weekend 
bag. the heavy material allows you to use the weekend bag for 
many of your trips. the comfortable grips make it easy to carry 
the bag to your destination. 

size 30 x 30 x 27 cm.

220 x 140 mm.

P774.032

17L

Swiss Peak weekend bag

600D, base in black, 1 main compartment on top, content 25L, 1 
big compartment, 1 front pocket, 1 attachable pouch with plastic 
hook inside, 2 mesh pockets on right side and 1 handle at left 
side. registered design®

size 51 x 28 x 34 cm.

180 x 100 mm.

P707.031

40L

durban sports bag

300D high density extra strong fabric. shoulder strap included. 
One zipper closure main compartment and one zipper closure 
pocket on front with one hang pocket inside. including side 
carry handles.

size 57 x 23 x 23 cm.

140 x 100 mm.

P708.013 - white
P708.014 - red

P708.015 - blue

25L

Ultimate weekend bag

P707.021 - black
P707.025 - blue

P707.027 - green
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1680D polyester toilet bag with one main compartment with 
4 compartments + 2 mesh open pocket 1 mesh zipper pocket 
inside. including hook to hang your toilet bag in convenient 
places. 

size 14,5 x 7 x 20 cm.

60 x 90 mm.

Swiss Peak toilet bag

1680D nylon, eight compartments including stainless steel hook.

size 22 x 7 x 26,5 cm.

120 x 100 mm.

P820.311

office toiletry bag

300D ripstop, 5 storage pockets, integrated clothes-hanger, 
smart carrying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.

size 48 x 58 x 2 cm.

200 x 120 mm.

P780.031

Smartline garment bag

microfiber weekend bag with zipper, one compartment with 
front pocket and zipper, handles and separate shoulder strap.

size 46 x 42,5 x 20 cm.

120 x 100 mm.

P786.241

32L

Weekend bag

600D 2 tone polyester travel bag with fashionable brown details 
on the handles and zippers.

size 27 x 38 x 58 cm.

340 x 220 mm.

P707.001

50L

fashion duo tone travel bag
P707.220
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Reduce your carbon footprint 
when travelling.

Choose an airline or hotel 
who gives you a chance 
to offset your carbon 
footprint when booking.

Avoid air travel when 
possible, opt for the train.

Holiday closer to home.

Use rechargeable gadgets 
or even better a solar 
powered battery charger.

Don’t hire a car whilst on 
holiday - use a bike or 
walk instead.

Support the local 
community you are 
visiting by purchasing 
food/goods from local 
suppliers.

Treat your hotel room 
like it’s your own house 
- Turn the lights and air 
conditioning off when 
you leave.

TrAVEL grEEn
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including earplugs, eye cover and inflatable neck cushion in 
pouch.

size 10 x 17,5 x 1 cm.

120 x 40 mm.

Traveller’s comfort set

small and compact travel set with all necessities for on the way. 
in the eVA case there are: ear buds for listening to your music, 
3 in 1 charging cable, travel plug and for resting out a neck 
cushion, eye mask and earplugs.

size 11 x 16 x 6 cm.

65 x 70 mm.

P820.012

fly travel set

travel set, including blue PP luggage strap, size 200x5cm, black 
buckle, blue address tag, red travel lock with steel wire, packed 
in black non-woven pull string pouch.

size 1 x 3 x 8 cm.

60 x 120 mm.

P820.332

Travel set

Padded microfiber and grey suede detail, 6 compartments, 
including metal hook. registered design®

size 7 x 21 x 26 cm.

80 x 100 mm.

P820.194 - red P820.195 - blue

The city toiletry bag

600D ribstop, main compartment, metal hook, mirror, mesh 
pocket inside, front pocket, mesh pocket at left side, PVC free.

size 27 x 15,5 x 14,5 cm.

150 x 40 mm.

P729.431

florida toilet bag Pvc free

Cosmetic bag made from padded microfiber with grey suede 
detail, 6 compartments, including metal hook, foldable laundry 
bag, travel lock, address label and airtravel luggage scale. 
registered design®

size 7 x 21 x 26 cm.

80 x 100 mm.

P703.751

business travel set
P820.141
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rio unites 100% rPet and well thought out design in one urban 
utility bag. the bag is on the inside specially developed for 
todays gadget like your tablet, phone, pens, usB’s, etc. All the 
inside content will be well protected but still easy accessible. 
registered design®

size 28 x 20 x 5 cm.

150 x 100 mm. 3L

Rio rPET tablet bag

the Osaka tablet bag brings sustainable fashion into daily 
use with it’s recycled rPet material. this urban tablet bag is 
completely padded to safely secure all of your belongings and 
for your convenience there is a quick and easy to reach pocket 
on the outside. registered design®

size 8 x 24 x 29 cm.

160 x 60 mm.

P820.901

4L

osaka tablet bag

300D ripstop, pouch including sewing kit, manicure set, shoe 
shine set and 13 pieces first aid kit (conform en 13485:2003).

size 3,5 x 16 x 9 cm.

60 x 40 mm.

P820.701

Smartline travel set

High quality manicure set, stainless steel parts. Big nail clipper, 
diagonal head nail clipper, small nail clipper, scissor, nail file, 
tweezers, double end nail cleaner. Packed in Pu pouch with 
stainless steel rim.

size 10,5 x 8 x 2,5 cm.

50 x 70 mm.

P786.181

Manicure deluxe set

imitation leather case, including wooden shoe brush, neutral 
polish, soft cloth shine polish, shoehorn and one pair of black 
shoelaces.

size 13,9 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm.

80 x 25 mm.

P820.211

Essential shoe maintenance set
P250.031
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600D travel wallet with zipper closure to secure all your travel 
documents. On the inside there’s place for credit cards, name 
cards, money, passport, pen, etc.

size 26 x 14 x 1,5 cm.

200 x 80 mm.

Travel wallet

moov is a high quality microfiber passport holder that puts your 
passport in another daylight. there’s also space for your credit 
cards in this compact a trendy holder. registered design®

size 15 x 11 x 1 cm.

35 x 14 mm.

P820.401

Moov passport holder

moov is a high quality microfiber travel wallet that will bring 
your journeys to a more comfortable level. You can have 
everything from your travel documents to your passport and 
credit cards with you in a compact and trendy wallet. registered 
design®

size 23,2 x 11,2 x 2,2 cm.

40 x 15 mm.

P820.272

Moov travel wallet

1680D zippered travel wallet with metal swiss Peak logo on 
the front. On the inside all pockets required for a comfortable 
and practical journey are there. Furthermore there’s a cord 
integrated to easily hang the wallet around your neck. 
registered®

size 14,5 x 13,5 x 2,5 cm.

65 x 65 mm.

P820.282

Swiss Peak travel wallet

the Komo leather passport holder raises your travel experiences 
to the next level. the combination of leather and stylish fabric 
makes the item luxurious and durable. the inside provides 
space for all necessities making your boarding experience a 
breeze. registered design®experience a breeze. registered 
design®

size 15 x 11 x 2 cm.

120 x 80 mm.

P820.941

komo leather passport holder

the Komo leather travel wallet raises your travel experiences 
to the next level. the combination of leather and stylish fabric 
makes the item luxurious and durable. the inside provides 
space for all necessities and the zipper closure provides extra 
safety, making your boarding experience a breeze. registered 
design® 

size 23 x 10,5 x 2 cm.

90 x 120 mm.

P820.802

komo leather travel wallet
P820.821
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travel plug set, white fire resistant ABs, white translucent cover, 
4 types of power plug, convert to universal AC outlet, power 
input/output 110V-250V, packed in white box.

size 6 x 4 x 5 cm.

45 x 25 mm.

3 pcs travel plug set

travel plug set, black fire resistant ABs, solid  transparent cover, 
4 types of power plug, convert to universal AC outlet, power 
input/output 110V-250V.

size 5 x 5 x 8,5 cm.

18 x 10 mm.

P820.173

4 pcs travel plug set

4 types of power plugs, convert to universal AC outlet, AC max. 
250V/6A, usB max. 5V/500mA DC, packed in black pouch.

size 9,6 x 5,6 x 4,4 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P820.181

Travel plug with USb port

travel plug with one usB port packed in little box which makes 
it easy to carry around. Comes with 4 types of plugs. AC max 
250V/3A, usB max 5V/1000mA DC.

size 8,3 x 5 x 4 cm.

70 x 25 mm.

P300.361

3 pcs travel plug with USb port

travel plug with two usB ports for charging two devices at the 
same time. Comes with 4 types of plugs to be used around the 
world. AC max 250V/6A, usB max 5V/2100mA DC. Packed in 
in black pouch.

size 5,5 x 4,5 x 6 cm.

50 x 40 mm.

P820.363

Travel plug with dual USb port

Portable 4 port usB travel plug to charge all your devices 
when on the road. the powerful 3.1A output gives you enough 
power to charge all your devices at the same time.  AC max 
240V/350mA, usB max 5.25V/3.1mA DC. Comes with four 
different plugs. Packed in pouch.

size 7,5 x 5,5 x 2,9 cm.

40 x 60 mm.

P820.352

Travel plug with 4 USb ports
P820.373
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Digital luggage scale, max capacity 40kg, division 100g, zero 
and tare function, low battery and overload function.

size 3,5 x 10 x 3 cm.

20 x 15 mm. 1

digital luggage scale

electronic luggage scale, max capacity 50kg, division 50g, zero 
and tare function, low battery and overload function, room 
temperature display, one 3V lithium battery included.

size 12,7 x 3 x 2,4 cm.

12 x 25 mm.

P820.301 - black
P820.303 - white

P820.307 - lime

1

Electronic luggage scale

including wire connector.

size 0,3 x 8 x 4,3 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P820.112

alu luggage tag

including strap and buckle.

size 0,2 x 8 x 4,3 cm.

50 x 15 mm.

P820.022

Stainless steel luggage tag

stainless steel body with coated steel wire and push release 
button.

size 7,5 x 4,1 x 0,8 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P820.002

Travel lock
P820.021
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Boom

1

1 Dia

2

2

227 ml.

without spills and without burning your hands. Closable, 
insulated and compact enough for under the coffee machine 
(227 ml). And very hygienic because the lining of the mug is 
made of stainless steel, not from plastic. Designed so that the 
mug is easy to take apart for recycling. 

size 8,5 x 9,2 x 10,2 cm.

25 x 20 mm.

dia travel mug

the Boom is a 225ml leakproof, double walled travel mug for 
your hot or cold beverages on the go. the most surprising 
feature is that it’s designed to be completely dismantled at 
the end of it’s life-cycle for recycling. show your commitment 
by disassembling and recyling each part for a cleaner world. 
registered design®

size 17,2 x ø 7 cm.

25 x 60 mm.

P432.021 - black
P432.023 - white
P432.024 - red

P432.025 - blue
P432.027 - lime

boom eco mug

P432.341 - black
P432.342 - white

P432.345 - blue
P432.347 - lime
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The world population is 
growing very fast! From 7 
Billion in 2013 up to 10 billion 
in 2050. For our resources 
today we already need 1½ 
planet. To satisfy our needs 
we need 3 planets in 2050 
and that is impossible! 

We have to find alternative 
solutions. A very good 
option. We need to reuse our 
resources!

The Boom is a good example 
and can be dismantled easily, 
each part is identified and 
can be separated and is ready 
to recycle, no harmful glue 
involved!! Aluminum with 
aluminum, no mixed
materials anymore! Dia is the first coffee machine 

standard reusable coffee cup.  
 
Most disposable cups cannot 
be recycled. Make it your 
choice to go for sustainable 
coffee consumption.

The first cradle to cradle 
certified product in the 
promotional product 
industry!

Sustainable cup
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Contour is a 350ml easy to hold tumbler with matching lid. 
registered design®

size 17,8 x ø 7,7 cm.

35 x 20 mm.

contour tumbler

Auto is a 350ml tumbler with black PP coating and an 
innovative push system which allows you to control it with only 
one hand. ideal for in the car. registered design®

size 20 x ø 7,5 cm.

35 x 70 mm.

P432.531 - black
P432.532 - grey

P432.533 - white

auto leak proof tumbler

350ml stainless steel outside and PP inside tumbler with screw 
on lid and unique push button closure to prevent spilling. 
suitable for single hand operation. registered design®

size 18 x ø 7,7 cm.

35 x 40 mm.

P432.451 - black
P432.452 - silver
P432.453 - white

P432.454 - red
P432.455 - blue

leak proof tumbler

400ml double wall and leak proof push mug. the easy push 
system allows you to open and close your mug with one simple 
movement. the silicone ring provides you with a steady grip 
of the mug. 

size 20,6 x 6,8 x 8,1 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P432.420 - silver
P432.422 - black

P432.423 - white
P432.424 - red

double wall leak proof push mug 

P432.391 - black
P432.394 - red

P432.395 - blue
P432.397 - lime
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nomad is a 400ml tumbler ideal for outdoor use with its easy to 
attach carabiner. registered design®

size 11 x 8 x 17 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

Nomad tumbler

metro is a 275ml tumbler where style is created from simplicity. 
registered design®

size 15,5 x ø 7 cm.

25 x 50 mm.

P432.311 - black
P432.312 - silver

P432.313 - white

Metro tumbler

400ml double wall mug with easy to use push system to open 
and close your mug.

size 21,5 x ø 8,2 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

P432.191 - black
P432.192 - silver

P432.193 - white

double wall push mug

400ml As outside and PP inside tumbler with screw on drinking 
lid and unique push button closure to avoid spilling.

size 22 x ø 8,5 cm.

35 x 30 mm.

P432.220 - pink
P432.221 - black
P432.223 - white

P432.225 - blue
P432.227 - lime
P432.228 - orangeleakproof tumbler easy

450ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel tumbler with 
black PP lid.

size 18,5 x ø 8 cm.

35 x 40 mm.

P432.461 - black
P432.464 - red

P432.465 - blue

vacuum tumbler
P432.212 - silver P432.213 - white
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300ml single wall stainless steel mug with ABs handle and lid.

size 11,8 x ø 6,5 cm.

30 x 80 mm.

Stainless steel straight mug

200ml double wall stainless steel mug with PP lid and carabiner 
handle. registered design®

size 7 x 11,5 x 8,5 cm.

30 x 50 mm.

P432.412

carabiner mug

350ml stainless steel outside and PP inside mug with lid and 
bottom in black.

size 17 x ø 8 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P432.162

Stainless steel mug

350ml double wall stainless steel mug with ABs rim, handle 
and lid.

size 14,6 x ø 8,8 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

P432.102 - silver
P432.131 - black
P432.133 - white
P432.134 - red

P432.135 - blue
P432.138 - orange
P432.139 - limehighland mug

urban is a 400ml mug which is ideal to use on your desk and to 
enjoy your coffee or tea. registered design®

size 11,5 x 8 x 15,5 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P432.512 - grey
P432.514 - red

P432.515 - blue

Urban mug

P432.000 - grey
P432.002 - silver
P432.003 - white

P432.005 - blue
P432.007 - lime
P432.008 - orange
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wave med is a 400ml double wall and vacuum flask in an 
elegant design with matching cup. registered design®

size 24,5 x ø 7,2 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

Wave Med flask

wave grip is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an 
elegant stainless steel design and contains two matching cups 
with grip to deliver an optimal drinking experience. registered 
design®

size 33 x ø 8,7 cm.

35 x 80 mm.

P433.530 - purple
P433.531 - black
P433.532 - silver
P433.533 - lime

P433.534 - red
P433.535 - blue
P433.538 - orange
P433.539 - light blue

Wave Grip flask with handle

wave is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an elegant 
design, awarded with the red Dot design award. the flask 
contains two matching cups which delivers you a perfect, take 
away drinking experience. registered design®

size 33 x ø 8,7 cm.

30 x 80 mm.

P433.521 - black
P433.522 - silver

P433.524 - red

Wave flask

P433.510 - purple
P433.511 - black
P433.512 - silver
P433.513 - lime

P433.514 - red
P433.515 - blue
P433.518 - orange
P433.519 - light blue
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Bopp Hot

1

1 Boom Hot

2

2

Boom Hot is a representation of Cradle to Cradle (C2C) ideology. 
this 500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask is easy 
to recycle as no glue is used to fix the components and all the 
different materials are easy to separate and all are  recyclable. 
the flask has a twist closure double walled cup with a splash of 
colour. registered design®

size 26,3 x ø 7,5 cm.

30 x 70 mm.

boom hot eco flask

Bopp Hot is a 600ml double wall flask with matt body, push 
closure and cup with handle in contrasting finish, ideal for the 
trendy coffee drinker. registered design®

size 24,5 x ø 7,5 cm.

35 x 60 mm.

P433.012 - black
P433.015 - blue

P433.017 - lime

bopp hot flask

P433.221 - black
P433.223 - white
P433.224 - red

P433.225 - blue
P433.227 - green
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Contour is a distinguished 500ml insulation flask with design 
shiny waist ring for your first class cup. Registered design®

Size 24,8 x ø 7,2 cm.

35 x 80 mm.

Contour flask

1L double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push 
closure and cup.

Size 33 x ø 8 cm.

35 x 80 mm.

P433.711 - black
P433.712 - grey

P433.713 - white

Stainless steel flask

850ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with black 
detail grip, 2 integrated cups and 2 separate compartments of 
600ml and 250ml.

Size 34,9 x ø 8,5 cm.

35 x 80 mm.

P430.102 - silver P430.104 - red

Double vacuum flask
P433.912

500ml double wall and vacuum flask with push closure and cup. 
Registered®

Size 25,5 x ø 7 cm.

25 x 70 mm.
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Swiss Peak vacuum flask
P433.952
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500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push 
closure and cup. Packed in black lid box.

Size 29 x 7,7 x 20,9 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

Director’s stainless steel set

500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push 
closure and two 200ml single wall stainless steel coffee mugs. 
Packed in white magnetic gift box.  

Size 27,5 x 21 x 8,8 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P433.102

Vacuum flask and 2 mugs set

500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push 
closure and two 300ml single wall stainless steel coffee mugs. 
Packed in a carry bag. Colour is different depending on the 
chosen flask colour.

Size 7 x 17,5 x 26,5 cm.

130 x 200 mm.

P433.344

Traveller set

500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push 
closure and cup.

Size 24,5 x ø 6,8 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

P433.301 - silver P433.304 - red

Stainless steel flask

P430.111 - black
P430.112 - silver
P430.113 - white
P430.114 - red
P430.115 - navy blue

P430.120 - grey
P430.125 - light blue
P430.127 - lime
P430.128 - orange
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Bopp Cool

Bopp Mini
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600ml Tritan bottle with lockable cap and press open function. 
The bottle has a strap to carry.

Size 21 x ø 7,4 cm.

30 x 100 mm.

Tritan bottle

800ml Tritan bottle with fruit infuser compartment. Infuse your 
water with a load of vitamins and flavour by adding fresh fruits 
into the infuser compartment. The infuser compartment can 
also be used to chill your water by adding ice cubes.

Size 27,5 x ø 7,2 cm.

25 x 80 mm.

P436.001 - grey
P436.005 - blue

P436.007 - green

Water bottle with infuser

Bopp Mini is a compact 350ml transparent water bottle made of 
eco-friendly Tritan™ material. The attached carabiner makes it 
easy to clip the bottle onto your bag, belt or other gear you take 
with you. Registered design®

Size 19,1 x ø 6,8 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

P436.055 - blue
P436.057 - lime

P436.058 - orange

Bopp Mini bottle with carabiner

Bopp Cool is a design award winning drinking bottle with a 
capacity of 700ml in eco-friendly Tritan™ material. A sustainable 
bottle with an ingenious integrated cooler element to cool your 
drinks from inside the bottle. Registered design®

Size 25 x ø 8 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

P436.701 - grey
P436.703 - white

P436.705 - blue
P436.707 - green

Bopp Cool bottle

P436.101 - grey
P436.103 - white

P436.105 - blue
P436.107 - green
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400ml drinking bag with drinking nozzle and matching 
anodized carabiner which gives you the possibility to take your 
tap water whenever you need it, wherever you go.

Size 3 x 11,2 x 27 cm.

50 x 80 mm.

Foldable water bottle

600ml transparent tritan bottle with PP top. Bring and drink 
your water wherever you go.  

Size 23,7 x ø 6,5 cm.

25 x 60 mm.

P436.200 - red
P436.203 - white

P436.205 - blue
P436.207 - greenTritan water bottle

700ml transparent tritan bottle. The top of the bottle can easily 
be unscrewed and used as a drinking cup. 

Size 24,5 x ø 7 cm.

25 x 80 mm.

P436.805

Tritan water bottle with cup
P436.555
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• Reusable

• Washable

• Foldable

• Attachable

• Freezable

• Customizable

FOLDABLE BOTTLE

Reusable, attachable and easy to wash water bottle that can be folded away in your bag when empty. 
With a fully customizable surface, it is the perfect logo carrier, and also sends out a green message 
by promoting the use of tap water instead of using one time use only polluting PET bottles. Have it 
exclusively custom made, directly from the factory!

Options:
- Your own unique all-over design 
- Choice from range of carabiner colours
- Minimum order quantity: 3000 pieces
- Delivery time from 10 weeks onward

Ask your distributor for additional information and prices.

Minimum order quantity

pieces
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500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel water bottle with 
screw on lid and silicon ring inside.

Size 26,8 x ø 7,2 cm.

30 x 70 mm.

Double wall water bottle

350ml aluminium flask with screw cap and climbing hook.

Size 16 x ø 6,5 cm.

30 x 60 mm.

P433.172 - silver
P433.173 - white

P433.175 - blue

Aluminium bottle

500ml aluminum flask with screw cap, carabiner and Swiss 
Peak logo on the front. Registered®

Size 19,2 x 9,5 x 5,3 cm.

50 x 70 mm.

P436.010 - silver
P436.011 - black

P436.013 - white

Swiss Peak waterbottle

500ml aluminum flask with screw cap and climbing hook.

Size 19 x ø 7 cm.

35 x 80 mm.

P436.941

Triangle sport bottle

Bopp Mini is a compact 350ml bottle with a matt body and with 
attached carabiner that makes it easy to clip onto your bag, belt 
or other gear you take with you. Registered design®

Size 18 x ø 6 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

P436.602 - grey
P436.605 - blue

P436.607 - lime

Bopp Mini bottle with carabiner

Sport is the sustainable drinking bottle with capacity of 500ml. 
Instead of using a plastic bottle, use and re-use this stainless 
steel sports bottle with practical straw to quench your thirst. 
Registered design®

Size 22,5 x ø 6 cm.

30 x 70 mm.

P436.501 - black
P436.503 - white

P436.505 - blue
P436.507 - green

Sport bottle with straw

P433.160 - silver
P433.163 - white

P433.165 - blue
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Hexo

#WITHXDDESIGN

#WITHXDDESIGN

3

A fun picnic starts with placing a blanket (160x147cm) on the 
ground and this one makes all the difference. Special form for 
more fun, clever material – soft on one side and waterproof on 
the other. And it includes a tray to put your bottle and glasses 
on. Easy to fold up and take with you.

Size 1 x 142 x 160 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

Hexo picninc blanket

160GSM fleece plus EPE and PE to provide a comfortable and 
practical picnic blanket.

Size 8,5 x 32 x 18,5 cm.

240 x 120 mm.

P459.021 - black P459.025 - blue

Picnic blanket

Traditional styled blanket, size 130x145cm, top woven acrylic 
120gsm coloured square pattern, back of blanket is waterproof 
PVC 110gsm.

Size 5,5 x 32 x 18,5 cm.

150 x 70 mm.

P459.091 - black
P459.095 - navy blue

P459.097 - lime
P459.099 - light blue

Tartan picnic blanket

P459.610 - green/blue
P459.615 - blue/white

P459.619 - beige
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Join the XD Design picnic community by capturing and sharing memories with your 
family and firiends, and post your picnic selfie using the hashtag #withxddesign. 

So tweet, post, like and share, and see how other people all over the world enjoy 
their picnic. 
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600d rPET cooler bag with aluminium frame, aluminium inside 
lining and thick 6mm foam to hold all your foods and drinks at 
the right temperature.

Size 37 x 24 x 28 cm.

300 x 190 mm. 20L

Foldable picnic basket

600d foldable basket with aluminium frame and cooler 
compartment.

Size 41,8 x 26,4 x 22,4 cm.

100 x 60 mm.

P733.321 - black P733.325 - blue

20L

Foldable picnic basket

Fleece blanket 220g, size 120x180cm in luxury gift box.

Size 120 x 180 x 0,6 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P459.001

Fleece blanket in giftbox

220g fleece, packed in black 170T polyester string bag.

Size 120 x 150 x 0,6 cm.

120 x 200 mm.

P459.621 - black
P459.622 - grey

P459.624 - red

Fleece blanket

P459.600 - lime
P459.601 - black
P459.603 - white

P459.604 - red
P459.605 - blue
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600d polyester in black with PE coating, 30cm diameter, 
foldable. usable as cooler and seat.

Size 35 x ø 30 cm.

150 x 150 mm. 23L

Cooler seat
P733.441 - black P733.445 - blue
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Kool
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600d cooler bag with silver inside to keep all your food and 
beverages cold. The front pocket allows you to store small 
items that you want to bring allong. Comes with color matching 
shoulder strap. 

Size 15 x 22 x 27 cm.

240 x 160 mm. 8L

Cooler bag with adjustable zipper 

Kool is a compact cooler bag in 300d with a comfortable to 
carry shoulder strap. Now all your cans or small drinks will never 
be warm again. Registered design®

Size 19,5 x 31 x 18,5 cm.

200 x 120 mm.

P733.501 - black
P733.503 - white
P733.504 - pink

P733.505 - blue
P733.507 - lime

9L

Kool cooler bag

Kool carries all your drinks or even food ‘cool’ to wherever you 
want to go. With the large backpack made out of 300d you can 
still have your hands free but yet take anything you need along. 
The 2 side pockets can be used to store your cutlery and have a 
nice picnic. Registered design®

Size 40 x 32 x 20 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P733.025

20L

Kool backpack cooler

Kool is a very functional cooler/shopping bag. The option to 
detach the cooler bag out of the larger 300d carrying bag 
makes it suitable for all kind of purposes, whether it’s going 
on a daytrip to the beach or just to do some grocery shopping. 
Kool is always comfortable to carry. Registered design®

Size 34 x 37 x 16,5 cm.

150 x 210 mm.

P733.015

17L

Kool family cooler bag
P733.005
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CusTOmizE yOuR COOLER BAg

Make sure your bag is truly noticeable and recognizable. Besides 
a logo decoration, you can also customize your bag with an 
additional zip puller in contrasting or matching colour.  Your bag, 
your style. Ask your distributor for more information and pricing.

Colour options:
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Lightweight towel 80 x 40 cm. in polyester pouch. Easy to bring 
to activities! The towel dries faster and can absorb twice as 
much as a regular cotton towel. 

Size 0,6 x 40 x 80 cm.

100 x 60 mm.

Microfiber towel in pouch

300GSM cotton towel with Tic-Tac-Toe imprint on the front and 
Tic-Tac-Toe pieces. Packed in a rucksack with mesh window on 
the front.

Size 3,2 x 27 x 34 cm.

100 x 60 mm.

P453.015

Tik Tak Toe beach towel

350GSM cotton towel with pillow and shoulder strap for easy 
transportation.

Size 150 x 77 x 0,5 cm.

180 x 180 mm.

P453.265

Beach towel with pillow

600d cooler bag with silver inside to keep all your food and 
beverage cold. on the front there’s one additional pocket with 
printed color detail around the zipper for storing your other 
belongings.

Size 22 x 24 x 25,5 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P453.167 - lime P453.168 - orange

10L

Foldable cooler bag

600d cooler backpack with silver inside to keep all your food 
and beverage cold. on the front there’s one additional pocket 
with printed color detail around the zipper for storing your 
other belongings.

Size 40 x 32 x 16,5 cm.

100 x 80 mm.

P733.190 - pink
P733.191 - black
P733.193 - white

P733.195 - blue
P733.197 - lime

17L

Cooler backpack

P733.181 - black
P733.184 - red

P733.185 - blue
P733.187 - lime
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POLARIZED
GLARE BLOCKING

ULTRA VIOLET

Trendy polarized sunglasses (uV-400) in a complete 
handcrafted bamboo frame.

Size 7 x 17 x 5,5 cm.

80 x 40 mm.

Bamboo sunglasses

Strong PC frame with PC lenses (uV-400). Including EVA Swiss 
Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 6,5 x 16,5 x 6,5 cm.

80 x 30 mm.

P453.991 - black P453.999 - brown

Swiss Peak sunglasses

Strong PC frame with 3 sets of interchangeable PC lenses (uV-
400) for varying conditions. Including EVA Swiss Peak pouch. 
Registered®

Size 13,6 x 12,5 x 4 cm.

100 x 40 mm.

P453.901

Swiss Peak extreme sunglasses

Strong zinc alloy compass with big hook, which makes it 
comfortable to attach to all your outdoor gear, including Swiss 
Peak pouch.

Size 15,9 x 15 x 3,9 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P453.951

Swiss Peak compass

Inflatable pillow bag containing: size 3 soccer ball, plastic pump, 
frisbee, beach rackets and ball and 40cm beach ball.

Size 37 x 32 x 14 cm.

220 x 120 mm.

P410.941

Beach game set

Compact soccer set with 2 goals, ball and a pump for the ball. 
Ideal to replay any famous soccer game.

Size 42 x 33 x 8 cm.

200 x 110 mm.

P453.219

Beach soccer set
P453.061
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12x32, black rubber finish, lens cover and ring in nickel plated 
shiny silver, ruby lenses, nylon pouch and cleaning cloth. Packed 
in magnetic gift box.

Size 13 x 12 x 4 cm.

30 x 12 mm. 12 32

Challenger binoculars

10x25, with ruby lenses, including cord, nylon pouch and lens 
cloth.

Size 10,4 x 11,1 x 4,4 cm.

50 x 20 mm.

P412.492

10 25

Extreme binoculars

10x25, with high quality ruby lenses that make everything that 
is far away seem to be close by, including Swiss Peak pouch. 
Registered®

Size 6,5 x 8,6 x 14 cm.

35 x 30 mm.

P412.701

10 25

Swiss Peak binocular

10x60, black colour with rubber parts in silver, blue lenses, nylon 
pouch and cleaning cloth.

Size 25,2 x 18,7 x 7,9 cm.

80 x 25 mm.

P412.941

10 60

Panorama binoculars

Spotting wildlife will become much easier with this strong 
10x50 binocular with blue lenses. The shoulder strap makes it 
comfortable to take along and easy to use. once you get back 
from your adventure the binocular can be stored in it’s own 
luxury box.

Size 22 x 23 x 9,5 cm.

105 x 105 mm.

P412.471

10 50

Vision binocular
P412.011
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WhAT DO ThE NumBERs mEAN?

Binoculars are specified by a set of numbers such as 12×32 or 8×21, the first number indicates the strength of magnification (how many times 
closer the subject is to you, 5 times closer, 7 times closer, 10 times closer) and the second number is the size of the objective lens measured 
in millimeters going across the lens.  

The size of the objective lens will determine how much light the binocular can obtain for effective viewing. The higher the number, the larger 
the lens; in effect allowing more light to pass through thereby projecting a brighter image and viewing experience. However, binoculars with 
smaller lenses are more compact and portable.
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5x30, including nylon pouch, cord and lens cloth.

Size 11,5 x 11 x 4,3 cm.

70 x 20 mm.

Executive binoculars

8x21, including nylon pouch, neck cord and lens cloth.

Size 10 x 6 x 3 cm.

40 x 15 mm.

P412.002

8 21

Promo binoculars

Everest is an 8x21 binocular with red coated lenses which lets 
you see the smallest details. Including a lens cloth. Registered 
design®

Size 10 x 9,5 x 3 cm.

35 x 20 mm.

P412.101

8 21

Everest binoculars

When you don’t want to get lost anymore this expedition set 
with 8x21 binocular and military compass with magnifier and 
target marker will always direct you back home.

Size 17,4 x 18,9 x 5,1 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P412.450 - silver
P412.454 - red

P412.455 - blue

8 21

Outdoor survival set

8x22, including cord, nylon pouch and lens cloth. Packed in 
magnetic gift box.

Size 6 x 9,2 x 3,4 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

P412.121

8 22

Ultimate binoculars

10x50 with ruby lenses, including cord, nylon pouch, lens cloth 
and lens covers.

Size 18,5 x 20,5 x 7 cm.

80 x 30 mm.

P412.502

10 50

Safari binoculars
P412.441
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Nido
Luxo

Luxo is a set of 3 barbecue tools brought together in a smart 
way. The stainless steel spatula and tong fit harmoniously 
around the silicon brush which can then be hooked on to the 
barbecue. Registered design®

Size 38,2 x 9 x 3,7 cm.

15 x 15 mm.

luxo barbecue tools

Nido is a carbon steel barbecue for the preparation of your food 
on those summer days. Thanks to its square shape it has more 
surface area to grill your delicious food just the way you like it. 
Registered design®

Size 35 x 35 x 23,5 cm.

100 x 15 mm.

P422.222

Nido barbecue

Kettle barbecue with design handle, food grill with wire handle 
and adjustable air valves. Registered design®

Size 42 x ø 32,1 cm.

33 x 10 mm.

P422.211 - black P422.213 - white

12 inch barbecue

P422.292 - grey
P422.294 - red

P422.297 - lime
P422.298 - orange
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TOP FOODs gRiLLED
Steak

Chicken

Burgers

Vegetables

Sausages

Number of grillers who use 
marinades, rubs and dry 

seasoning when they grill.

Don’t leave food out for more 
than 1 hour if the outside 

temperature is over

to eradicate germs

seconds

gRiLL mAsTER OF ThE hOusE
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Luxurious stainless steel barbeque tools with bamboo handles. 
Set includes spatula and tongs.  

Size 7 x 21 x 53,5 cm.

80 x 20 mm.

2 pcs bamboo BBQ set deluxe

3 pcs stainless steel barbecue set with bamboo handles 
including spatula, carving fork and pair of tongs. 

Size 6 x 19,3 x 42 cm.

100 x 10 mm.

P422.839

3 pcs bamboo BBQ set

4 pcs bbq set with stainless steel spatula and tong, bbq glove 
and meat thermometer. 

Size 6 x 26,5 x 42 cm.

60 x 10 mm.

P422.509

4 pcs BBQ set

Hamburger set with hamburger press and BBQ brush. Allows 
you to make and prepare perfect hamburgers.

Size 3,3 x 22,7 x 28,6 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

P422.751

BBQ set with hamburger press and brush

BBQ smoker box. Serve your guest something special by 
preparing your meat or fish on this BBQ smoker box. Place 
some woodchips in the smoker box and place the box on your 
BBQ to start smoking your favorite dishes. 

Size 3,9 x 9,2 x 26 cm.

45 x 90 mm.

P422.401

BBQ smoker
P422.311
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Complete barbecue set with lighter (not filled), fork, brush and 
tong for a great summer barbecue with friends.

Size 40 x 22,7 x 7 cm.

50 x 6 mm.

4pcs barbecue set

Trendy barbecue set with turner, tong and silicon brush, all in SS 
with TPR handle and green coloured loop.

Size 12,2 x 12,2 x 45 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

P422.252

3pcs barbecue set

3 pcs stainless steel barbecue set including, spatula, carving fork 
with protection cover and pair of tongs, stainless steel handles. 
Packed in aluminium case with handle and hinges.

Size 38 x 10 x 8 cm.

50 x 25 mm.

P422.332

3 pcs barbecue set in aluminium box

12 pcs stainless steel barbecue set, including 4 pcs skewers, 
carving knife, 4 corn holders, spatula, carving fork with 
protection cover and pair of tongs. Packed in aluminium case 
with hinges and handle.

Size 46 x 17 x 7 cm.

50 x 25 mm.

P422.172

12 pcs barbecue set in aluminium box

Luxury BBQ box with turner, tong, silicone brush, brush and fork 
to help you BBQ as a real chef.

Size 46 x 17 x 7 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P422.182

BBQ tool set
P422.122
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Manual design umbrella in 190T pongee polyester with 
aluminium shaft and top, fibreglass ribs, ABS tips and handle. 
Packed in Xd design gift box. Registered design®

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

23” Hurricane umbrella

The Hurricane umbrella features a 27” double layered panel that 
is ideal for rough conditions and is dry again in no time due to 
the waterproof fabric. The unique opening mechanism provides 
ease of use when opening and closing. Registered design®

Size ø 120 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P850.101 - black
P850.102 - silver

P850.105 - blue

27” Hurricane storm umbrella

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with 14mm wooden shaft, 
metal fluted frame and wooden tips, top and curved handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P850.501 - black
P850.502 - grey

P850.505 - blue

Deluxe 23” classic umbrella

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with aluminium shaft, 
metal fluted frame, metal tips, aluminium top and a curved 
handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P850.080 - grey
P850.081 - black
P850.083 - white

P850.084 - red
P850.085 - blue

Deluxe 23” aluminium umbrella

P850.281 - black
P850.283 - white

P850.285 - blue
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Manual, 2-fold umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, 
metal frame, metal tips, PP top and handle.

Size ø 92 cm.

200 x 100 mm.

Deluxe 20” foldable umbrella

Automatic opening and closer, 3-fold umbrella in 210T polyester 
with metal shaft, fibreglass ribs, metal tips and PP top and 
handle.

Size ø 96 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P850.261 - black
P850.263 - white
P850.264 - red

P850.265 - blue
P850.267 - lime

Deluxe 21,5” 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, metal 
fluted frame, PP tips, metal top and wooden handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

200 x 150 mm.

P850.361 - black
P850.362 - silver

P850.365 - blue

Deluxe 23” automatic umbrella

Manual golf umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, double 
metal fluted frame, PP tips, metal top and a straight wooden 
handle.

Size ø 125 cm.

250 x 180 mm.

P850.201 - black
P850.203 - white
P850.204 - red
P850.205 - blue

P850.207 - lime
P850.224 - white/red
P850.225 - white/blue
P850.229 - white/light blue

Deluxe 30” golf umbrella

Manual storm umbrella in 190T polyester with fibreglass shaft 
and ribs, PP tips and top and a straight EVA handle.

Size ø 125 cm.

250 x 180 mm.

P850.001 - black
P850.003 - white
P850.004 - red
P850.005 - blue

P850.007 - lime
P850.024 - white/red
P850.025 - white/blue
P850.029 - white/light blue

Deluxe 30” storm umbrella
P850.301 - black P850.305 - blue
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The only droplet you can feel is the handle of this umbrella. use 
it to hold onto and you will always know it’s yours. The umbrella 
has a diameter of 90 cm which can be folded into a compact 
package. Choose from a white, a blue or a red droplet. Made 
from rPET (recycled PET bottles) & reSound. Registered design®

Size ø 88 cm.

200 x 70 mm.

19.5” Droplet pocket umbrella

Brolly is an ecological and high end solution for all those bad 
weather days. The 100% rPET canvas, the ergonomic Resound® 
handle and the unique auto open/closing system won’t let you 
down in the rain. Registered design®

Size ø 96 cm.

200 x 120 mm.

P850.011 - black 
P850.013 - white

P850.015 - blue

21,5” Brolly 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella

P850.110 - white
P850.111 - black

P850.115 - blue
P850.117 - lime
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8 functions, black stainless steel multitool with 9pcs bit set. 
Including Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 15,5 x 14,3 x 4,3 cm.

15 x 6 mm.
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Swiss Peak multitool with bit set

13 functions, black stainless steel multitool with Swiss Peak logo. 
Including black Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 10,5 x 4,5 x 2,2 cm.

60 x 5 mm.

P221.961

Swiss Peak multitool

Multifunctional hammer with stainless steel components and 7 
functions. Including black Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 13,8 x 7,1 x 2,3 cm.

15 x 15 mm.

P221.941

Swiss Peak hammer multitool

Tek is a stainless steel multitool with 13 functions and a smooth 
design grip. Registered design®

Size 10 x 5,2 x 2 cm.

15 x 10 mm.

P221.951

Tek multitool

Grip is a stainless steel multitool with aluminum grip, has 13 
functions and comes including pouch. Registered design®

Size 10,8 x 5 x 2 cm.

50 x 5 mm.

P221.041

grip multitool

P221.101 - silver/black
P221.102 - black/grey

P221.104 - black/red
P221.105 - black/blue
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13 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium anodized 
handle. Including black pouch.

Size 6,8 x 3,1 x 1,7 cm.

25 x 20 mm.
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Mini Fix multitool

Aluminium multitool, handle with black details, 14 functions, 
packed in black 600d pouch.

Size 10 x 4,5 x 2 cm.

30 x 6 mm.

P221.172 - silver 
P221.174 - red

P221.175 - blue

Fix multitool

13 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium anodized 
handle. Including black pouch.

Size 6,8 x 3,1 x 1,7 cm.

25 x 15 mm.

P221.132 - silver
P221.134 - red

P221.135 - blue

Mini Fix multitool

14 functions, black stainless steel multitool with aluminium 
anodized handle. Including black pouch.

Size 10 x 4,5 x 2 cm.

25 x 15 mm.

P221.411

Fix grip multitool

Tovo is the ultimate multitool for the urban adventurer. The 
sleek handle in combination with the stainless steel tools 
provide a complete new look and feel. The multitool is supplied 
with a neoprene pouch and carabiner so it can be stored and 
hooked anywhere. No obstacle is too big anymore with this 
tool’s elaborate 16 functions. Registered design®

Size 16,5 x 15,5 x 3,2 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P221.401

Tovo multitool

P221.151 - black/white
P221.152 - grey/lime

P221.153 - white/blue
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Tovo

Everest

Everest is a stainless steel multitool, has 13 functions and an 
aluminium grip. Registered design®

Size 8,5 x 4,1 x 2 cm.

50 x 5 mm.
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Everest multitool

Tovo is the ultimate pocket knife for the urban adventurer. 
The sleek handle in combination with the stainless steel tools 
provide a complete new look and feel. The pocket knife has 
an integrated carabiner so it can be conveniently hooked 
anywhere. With its 10 functions, no obstacle is too big for this 
tool. Registered design®

Size 10,3 x 12,7 x 2 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P221.214

Tovo pocket knife

14 functions, stainless steel multitool.

Size 6,5 x 2 x 1 cm.

14 x 6 mm.

P135.111 - black/white
P135.112 - grey/lime

P135.113 - white/blue

Mini Multitool

15 functions stainless steel multitool, incl. 2 pliers, wire cutter, 
big knife, several screwdrivers, small knife, file, fish scaler, hook 
remover, hex spanner punched on the handle 6/8/10mm. Black 
pouch included. Registered design®

Size 10,4 x 2,9 x 1,5 cm.

22 x 7 mm.

P221.312

Framework multitool

P221.072 - silver
P221.074 - red

P221.075 - blue
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Pouch 600d, including pencil, cutter, folding rule and A5 note 
pad.

Size 27,5 x 19,5 x 4 cm.

160 x 40 mm.
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The Executive organiser

Stainless steel knife with pakka wooden grip and metal clip.

Size 10,3 x 1,5 x 3 cm.

40 x 5 mm.

P190.077

Hunter outdoor knife

12 functions, stainless steel pocket knife, polished covers with 
pakka wooden inlay in luxurious gift box.

Size 10,1 x 3,5 x 2 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P414.209

Design pocket knife with wooden grip

16 functions, stainless steel multitool with pakka wooden grip. 
Including pouch and 10 pcs bitset.

Size 4,3 x 10,2 x 2,3 cm.

32 x 5 mm.

P135.339

Multitool with wooden grip and bitset

16 functions, stainless steel with pakka wooden grip, including 
pouch.

Size 10,1 x 3,8 x 1,9 cm.

50 x 5 mm.

P120.329

Multitool with wooden grip

14 functions, aluminium cast with pakka wooden inlay, including 
pouch. Registered design®

Size 10,5 x 5,1 x 2,6 cm.

25 x 22 mm.

P120.369

Classic multitool
P120.359
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European made wooden rule with 10 fold and 2m measuring 
distance.

Size 23,7 x 3,8 x 1,6 cm.

80 x 5 mm.
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Wooden folding rule

10 fold, 2m, white, with hot print graduation.

Size 23,5 x 3,1 x 1,5 cm.

80 x 25 mm.

P215.123

Fibreglass folding rule

10 fold, 1m, white, with hot print graduation.

Size 13 x 2,4 x 1,3 cm.

80 x 15 mm.

P6501h-E

Fibreglass folding rule

Aluminium rule with 5 different scales (1:20;1:25;1:50;1:75;1:100), 
one fold unprinted for advertising purpose.

Size 32 x 2 x 2 cm.

80 x 6 mm.

P6207h-E

Aluminium triangle rule, 30cm

Cutter in soft touch grey/black case, blade retracts 
automatically.

Size 14,3 x 2,3 x 3,6 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P165.132
Retractable cutter softgrip

18mm cutter in soft touch black/blue case, including 2 spare 
blades.

Size 17,1 x 4,6 x 2,2 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P215.082

Reload cutter
P215.035
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Mars is the start-to-work set for the true handyman. From now 
on you can really do it yourself with this 25 pcs high quality 
toolset. Registered design®

Size 17,2 x 18 x 6 cm.

80 x 50 mm.
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Mars executive toolbox

Saturn is the smart and compact toolset. Numerous small jobs 
can be done with a flick of the wrist! Registered design®

Size 18,2 x 17,2 x 6,1 cm.

60 x 50 mm.

P238.020

AA
1

Saturn tool set

Bit set including screwdriver with black and red handle, bit 
holder and 10pcs nickel plated bits: PH0, PH1, PH2, SL3, SL4, 
SL5, SL6, PZ0, PZ1 and PZ2, packed in grey colour box which 
opens automatically. Registered design®

Size 13 x 8 x 2 cm.

40 x 9 mm.

P238.050

Tool Pro bit set

38 pcs tool set including 28 pcs carbon steel bits, 9 pcs socket, 
4/4,5/5/5,5/6/7/8/10/12mm, chrome plated, heat treated carbon 
steel, ratchet screwdriver with red and black handle, packed in 
red and black transparent box PC box.

Size 14,5 x 8,5 x 3,8 cm.

80 x 45 mm.

P238.072

Tool Pro 38pcs tool set

39 pcs Tool Pro set in black case with red details. Registered 
design®

Size 27,7 x 20,3 x 6,7 cm.

70 x 30 mm.

P238.064

Essential Tool Pro set

51 pcs Tool Pro set in black case with red details. Registered 
design®

Size 35,5 x 21,2 x 7,8 cm.

70 x 30 mm.

P238.804

2

Tool Pro deluxe set
P238.814
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Extreme

Tovo

The Tovo set is the ultimate duo for the urban adventurer. The 
multitool with stainless steel tools and solar powered torch 
means you’ll never be left unequipped or in the dark.  Simply 
clip the attached carabiners anywhere for easy access and 
you’re ready to go.  Registered design®

Size 15,8 x 16,7 x 3,7 cm.

70 x 10 mm.
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AAA

3

Tovo set solar torch & multitool

Extreme is the combination of an aluminium powerful LEd torch 
and a sturdy 13 functions stainless steel multitool. Both packed 
in a handy pouch. Registered design®

Size 17,8 x 11,3 x 6,7 cm.

35 x 7 mm.

P238.151 - black/white
P238.152 - grey/lime

P238.153 - white/blue

3

Extreme tool set

13 functions, aluminium matt anodized pocket knife with a big 
blade, saw, fish scaler, nail puller, scissors, bottle opener, slotted 
screwdriver, can opener, corkscrew, phillips screwdriver, small 
blade, nail file and awl plus the Quattro torch in aluminium.

Size 12,5 x 9,5 x 3,5 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P030.314

AAA

3

Outdoor Quattro set

Set including 9 LEd torch, stainless steel multitool 15 functions 
and 600d pouch. Packed in tin box.

Size 19,6 x 13,4 x 4,2 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

P221.192 - silver
P221.195 - blue

P221.197 - lime
P221.198 - orange

AAA

3

Quattro adventure set in tin box

Set with 14 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium 
anodized handle and aluminum torch with 9 white LEd’s.

Size 14 x 13 x 4 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

P416.602

AAA

3

Multitool and torch set

P238.082 - grey
P238.084 - red

P238.085 - blue
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ABS body with carbon steel tools: 2 slotted, 2 phillips, 1 torx 
and 4 white LEd’s to give you a clear view of what you are 
working on.

Size 9 x ø 4,1 cm.

25 x 7 mm.
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AAA

2

6 in 1 screwdriver set

Satin finish head with bottle cap opener and soft rubber grip.

Size 26,3 x 3,7 x 11 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

P221.161

Friday afternoon hammer

up to 15m with various functions, with cat.II laser pointer. 
Including black pouch.

Size 12,7 x 5,7 x 3,6 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

P134.014

9V
1

Ultrasonic measurer

1m tape in ABS case with soft rubber tire and keychain.

Size 1,6 x ø 4,2 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P118.032

Car tire keychain measuring tape

Keychain leveler.

Size 3,9 x 1,5 x 1,5 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P190.002

libelle keychain level

10 fold 50cm ruler with hot print graduation.

Size 6,6 x 2,4 x 1,3 cm.

35 x 17 mm.

P9001

Mini folding rule
P112.003
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Magnum

5m

3m/16mm, silver ABS case with carbon fibre look details and 
silver colour tape, auto stop.

Size 6,2 x 7,3 x 3,6 cm.

20 x 15 mm.
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Carbon tape

5M/19mm measuring tape, with carabiner, grey ABS case with 
black TPR grip, black belt clip, black self-lock button, black 
end hook with 2 strong magnets, yellow tape, matt silver PVC 
sticker. Registered design®

Size 10 x 3,5 x 7,4 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P112.801

Measuring tape with carabiner

Magnum is a high quality 5m/19mm measuring tape in 
double graduation to measure horizontally and vertically and 
comes with a continuous auto stop to make your work easier. 
Registered design®

Size 8 x 7 x 4 cm.

40 x 15 mm.

P113.652

Magnum double tape

Measuring tape, red ABS case with black rubber grip, black belt 
clip, black stop button, black end hook with 2 strong magnets, 
yellow tape, matt silver PVC sticker at case.

Size 8 x 7 x 3 cm.

35 x 30 mm.

P113.001

Tool Pro measuring tape, 5m/19mm

Measuring tape, red ABS case with black rubber grip, black belt 
clip, black stop button, black end hook with 2 strong magnets, 
yellow tape, matt silver PVC sticker at case.

Size 9,5 x 8 x 4,5 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P113.554

Tool Pro measuring tape, 8m/25mm

3m/15mm measuring tape, abs case, yellow tape, red laser and 
suction cup to attach the tape to windows or other surfaces.

Size 5,9 x 2,7 x 15 cm.

32 x 15 mm.

P113.584

AAA

2

Tool Pro laser with tape
P252.304
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Stainless steel case with belt clip.

Size 8 x 7,2 x 4,7 cm.

40 x 30 mm.
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Stainless steel tape, 5m/25mm

Stainless steel case with belt clip.

Size 7,5 x 7 x 3,9 cm.

35 x 25 mm.

P115.652

Stainless steel tape, 3m/19mm

5m/19mm ABS chrome plated case with soft rubber grip and 
yellow matt tape. Including belt clip and wrist strap. 

Size 4,1 x 7,1 x 8,1 cm.

33 x 20 mm.

P115.632

Chrome plated auto stop tape measure

ABS case in matt silver, black rubber grip, black belt clip, silver 
colour sticker, matt silver continuous tape.

Size 7 x 7 x 4 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P113.401

Rubber tape, 5m/19mm

ABS case in matt silver, black rubber grip, black belt clip, silver 
colour sticker, matt silver continuous tape.

Size 6 x 6 x 3,5 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P113.152

Rubber tape, 3m/16mm

5m/19mm, chrome plated case with soft rubber grip and belt 
clip.

Size 6,7 x 3,6 x 6,5 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P113.132

Chrome constructor tape
P115.452
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With wrist strap and belt clip, tape automatically stops and 
retracts with push on the button, including magnetic hook.

Size 9 x 4,3 x 7,5 cm.

35 x 10 mm.
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Auto stop tape, 5m/19mm

With wrist strap and belt clip, tape automatically stops and 
retracts with push on the button, including magnetic hook.

Size 7,7 x 3,8 x 6,8 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P112.352

Auto stop tape, 3m/16mm

With wrist strap and belt clip.

Size 7 x 7 x 3,8 cm.

35,7 x 36,9 mm.

P112.332

Kiev measuring tape, 5m/19mm

With wrist strap and belt clip.

Size 5,7 x 3,9 x 5,8 cm.

27,2 x 28,6 mm.

P112.454 - red P112.455 - blue

Kiev measuring tape, 3m/16mm

Grey ABS case, black rubber grip with self lock, 1 black release 
button, black clip and black rubber strap, sticker in matt silver 
colour, yellow continuous tape with EC logo and with black 
hook with 2 strong magnets.

Size 7,5 x 4,5 x 7,7 cm.

27 x 27 mm.

P112.434 - red P112.435 - blue

grip tape, 5m/19mm

Grey ABS case, black rubber grip with self lock, 1 black release 
button, black clip and black rubber strap, sticker in matt silver 
colour, yellow continuous tape with EC logo and with black 
hook with 2 strong magnets.

Size 6,9 x 3,8 x 6,7 cm.

25 x 25 mm.

P113.452

grip tape, 3m/16mm
P113.432

Diy sAFETy

PLAN & PREPARE sAFETy gEAR BE smART

It is important to think of safety when carrying out a project, however big or small. Here some tips.

Make sure you plan everything you have to 
do in advance, this includes all of the correct 
tools that you need for the job.

Along with all your tools and equipment, 
remember to pick up some safety gear while 
you are down at the hardware store. It might 
just safe your life.

If you aren’t 100% sure on what you are 
doing, get a professional to help out. It 
might cost a little more  than doing it 
yourself, but it might just safe you a trip 
to the hospital. 
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Lumix

The Lumix is a 3W LEd torch in a strong yet elegant aluminum 
body. This torch is the ultimate combination of style and 
function. The silicone sleeve provides protection from scratches 
and allows you to hang your light where needed. Registered 
design®

Size 21 x ø 5 cm.

100 x 13 mm. C
3

lumix large torch

The Lumix is a 1W LEd torch in a strong yet elegant aluminum 
body. This torch is the ultimate combination of style and 
function. The silicone sleeve provides protection from scratches 
and allows you to hang your light where needed. Registered 
design®

Size 16 x ø 3,7 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P513.801 - black P513.805 - blue

AA
2

lumix small torch

Stong 1W outdoor light with a very strong aluminum body, 
including a Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 14,8 x ø 3,3 cm.

25 x 20 mm.

P513.701 - black P513.705 - blue

AAA

3

Swiss Peak 1W torch

Safety set comprising of a strong 0.5W LEd torch with 
integrated bottle opener at the back and multifunctional knife 
with emergency hammer and belt cutter. Both items can be 
stored in a Swiss Peak pouch and stored in the car in case of 
any emergencies. Registered®

Size 16 x 16,8 x 3,4 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P513.941

AAA

3

Swiss Peak car safety set

ABS chrome plated case with matt yellow metal tape, ECII and 
stamped. Black stop and strap and stainless steel clip.

Size 3 x 9 x 6 cm.

35 x 15 mm.

P239.941

Economic auto stop, 5m/19mm

ABS chrome plated case with matt yellow metal tape, ECII and 
stamped. Black stop and strap and stainless steel clip.

Size 2,5 x 7,5 x 5,5 cm.

25 x 15 mm.

P112.052

Economic auto stop, 3m/16mm
P112.032
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BEST VALUE

Anodized aluminum with laser striped body, 9 white LEd.

Size 10 x ø 3,2 cm.

30 x 8 mm. AAA

3

Aluminium torch

Compact 1W torch in a strong aluminium body

Size 10,5 x ø 2,5 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P510.351 - black
P510.352 - silver

P510.357 - green

AAA

3

1W light

Aluminium body with 9 white LEd.

Size 9 x ø 2,6 cm.

20 x 10 mm.

P513.442 - grey
P513.444 - red

P513.445 - blue

AAA

3

Quattro aluminium torch

Aluminum lantern, ideal for on the camping table or in the tent. 
It can also be used as a torch with different light stands.

Size 10,3 x ø 4 cm.

15 x 30 mm.

P513.270 - silver
P513.271 - black
P513.272 - grey
P513.274 - red

P513.275 - blue
P513.277 - lime
P513.278 - orange

AAA

3

Utility light

Compact but powerful 7 led torch with strong aluminium casing. 
With nylon wrist strap.  

Size 14,2 x ø 2,3 cm.

32 x 6 mm.

P513.532 - grey
P513.534 - red

P513.535 - blue

AA
2

Heavy duty 7 lED torch medium

30 x 10 mm.

P513.041

C
3

Heavy duty 7 lED torch large
P513.051
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Powerful 7 led torch with strong aluminium casing. 

Size 3,8 x ø 3,2 cm.

BENEFiTs OF LED

LONg LiFE sPAN

ENviRONmENTALLy FRiENDLy
Another benefit of LED Lights is that they are 
an eco-friendly form of lighting as they do not 
contain mercury or other harmful gasses or emit 
any harmful UV rays. For example, a 13w LED 
light emits 68% less CO2 than a standard 40w 
incandescent bulb running 10 hours per day.

LED Lights have the benefit of a super long life 
span of up to 80.000 hours which means you can 
cut maintainance costs as the lamps last up to 
8-10 times longer than standard halogen lamps.
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Eclipse

Tovo Cyla

Cyla is a bright cylindrical aluminium torch with 9 white LEd’s 
so you will easily find your way through the dark. Registered 
design®

Size 11,7 x ø 2,6 cm.

70 x 12 mm. AAA

3

Cyla cilinder torch

The Tovo solar torch is equipped with 5 LEd lights, a large 
solar panel and carabiner for hanging anywhere in the sun to 
charge. This torch is perfect for the ultimate urban adventurer. 
Registered design®

Size 13,7 x 4,8 x 1,1 cm.

80 x 35 mm.

P513.422

AAA

3

Tovo solar torch

Eclipse is a multiple award winning design solar torch which 
is very eco-friendly as it is charged by sunlight. When fully 
charged the 4 LEd’s can operate for over 2 hours, perfect for all 
emergencies. Registered design®

Size 12,1 x 4,5 x 1 cm.

60 x 20 mm.

P513.601

3

Eclipse torch

Aluminium anodized body, 9 white LEd. Packed in tin box.

Size 18,8 x 5,6 x 3,2 cm.

8 x 25 mm.

P513.172

AAA

3

Quattro torch in tin box

Portable working light with 6 white LEd. The item has a magnet 
on the bottom that makes it easy to attach it to for example 
your car.

Size 3,4 x 1,6 x 16 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

P513.341

AAA

3

Tool Pro working light 6 lED

Red ABS case with black rubberized body, black metal hook, 
24 white LEd’s.

Size 21,5 x 6 x 2,5 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P513.734

AA
2

Tool Pro work light
P513.401
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ABS case with 2 LEd. Can be charged and used by hand or with 
batteries.

Size 10 x 2,5 x 5 cm.

45 x 25 mm. 3

Dyno Torch

ABS body, black PVC grip, 3 white LEd’s, black cranking handle, 
black switch, black nylon strap.

Size 9,2 x 5,1 x 3,5 cm.

30 x 20 mm.

P510.062 - grey P510.065 - blue

1

Man Power torch

ABS silver sprayed body with uSB connector to charge the 1 
LEd torch. Rubberized ends and keychain attached.

Size 5,5 x ø 2 cm.

19 x 10 mm.

P510.082 - silver P510.083 - white

Li-poly

1

USB rechargable lED torch with keychain

Silver ABS body with black rubber grip, 3 white LEd. Can be 
charged by sunlight or turning the handle.

Size 11,5 x 5,6 x 3,9 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P510.312

1

Solar & dyno torch

Aluminium body with 5 LEd, solar energy cells have a capacity 
for 1,5 hours power supply.

Size 12,2 x ø 2,4 cm.

60 x 12 mm.

P510.142

1

Solar energy torch
P513.192
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Light up your room, garage or camping spot with this 1W white 
LEd Pull lamp. Hang it anywhere you want and with one simple 
pull the LEd can be switched on or off.

Size 15,5 x ø 5,5 cm.

12 x 4 mm. AAA

3

Pull lamp 

Powerful 1W head torch lights all the areas you want to explore. 
Includes Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

Size 21 x 12,5 x 5 cm.

45 x 20 mm.

P513.981 - black
P513.985 - blue

P513.987 - lime

AAA

3

Swiss Peak head torch

3 LEd + 1 krypton bulb with 2 function switch and adjustable 
headband.

Size 6,2 x 7,3 x 5 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

P513.951

AAA

3

Everest headlight

ABS body with 3 LEd’s, 3 grades switch. Can be worn as a head 
torch or fixed to the bicycles handle bars.

Size 7 x 5 x 4,2 cm.

20 x 10 mm.

P518.020

1

Dynamo head/bicycle light
P518.031
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2200 mAh
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HEALTH & SAFETy
BEST VAlUE
PAgE 242

SAFETY lED STRAP

CAMERA

PAgE 249

PAgE 247

FIRST AID KIT WITH POWERBANK
PAgE 243
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odin is the help you need during any car break down or even 
an accident. All necessary tools from safety light and torch to 
safety hammer and seatbelt cutter are combined in a robust 
body. Registered design®

Size 21 x 9,6 x 4 cm.

45 x 15 mm.

Odin safety torch

Thor is an emergency safety hammer. If you ever need to smash 
your window, Thor will get you out. Registered design®

Size 17,5 x 3 x 8,5 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P239.313

Thor safety hammer

Aluminium body with 9 white LEd’s on the top of the torch, 18 
white LEd’s + 6 red LEd’s on the side of the torch.

Size 24,5 x ø 3 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P239.323

AAA

3

Safety torch with magnet

Emergency light, silver ABS case, 1 white LEd  and 9 red flash 
lights at side, cutter, window breaker and magnetic base to 
place on the roof of the car.

Size 19,5 x 7 x 4 cm.

50 x 15 mm.

P239.402

AA
2

Emergency light with hammer

ABS emergency dyno torch with 5 LEd (2 positions) and alarm 
light, 4 pcs magnetic block on torch head, with integrated 
emergency car glass hammer and safety belt cutter. Including 
extension cable to charge a mobile phone.

Size 18,5 x ø 6,7 cm.

50 x 10 mm.

P239.212

1

Car Hammer Torch

Multifunctional tyre gauge in ABS case with all necessary safety 
functions. you will be able to check your tyres and even deflate 
them, cut your seat belt, brake your window and light the 
environment.

Size 19,5 x 6 x 2,8 cm.

20 x 10 mm.

P510.072

AAA

2

All in one digital tyre gauge
P239.311
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ABS case with red LEd and keyring.

Size 2 x 3,5 x 7,5 cm.

15 x 10 mm. AAA

2

Alcohol breath tester

Anti-slip shoe spike set which fits from size 36-48 shoe size and 
comes in waterproof pouch.

Size 17 x 9,5 x 4 cm.

60 x 100 mm.

P239.501

Set of shoe spikes

Extreme yet compact aluminium snow shovel with strong PP 
handle. This shovel allows you to clear even the most severe 
snow.

Size 65 x 25 x 7 cm.

100 x 10 mm.

P239.261

Snow shovel

Self-calibrating tyre gauge with different scale selections and 
LCd read-out. The keychain makes it easy to take along.

Size 9,1 x 3,5 x 1,7 cm.

25 x 17 mm.

P239.392

1

Mini digital tyre gauge

digital tire gauge with tyre depth gauge, silver ABS body, 
black grip with back light, red LEd. Range 5-100 PSI, 0,5-7 Bar, 
50-700 Kpa.

Size 13,8 x 3,8 x 2 cm.

35 x 15 mm.

P239.282

2

Digital tyre gauge

Powerful 12V car pump with a max of 260PSI which can 
inflate your car tyre to help you reach the nearest garage in an 
emergency. It could also be used to inflate your air mattress or 
swimming pool as long as it’s connected to a 12V power source.

Size 7 x ø 17 cm.

90 x 25 mm.

P239.192

12V electrical car pump
P239.411
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17 pcs zipper pouch including: 1pc triangle bandage, 1pc 
PBT bandage, 4pcs alcohol pad, 1pc swab, 5pcs plasters, 
1pc scissor, 2pcs pin, 1 pc tape and 2200 mAh emergency 
powerbank to charge your mobile phone in case of an 
empty battery during an emergency situation. Conform EN 
13485:2003. 

Size 4,6 x 10 x 13,5 cm.

80 x 35 mm. HE
AL
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Li-poly

1

First aid kit with emergency powerbank

24 pcs zipper pouch, including bandage, medical gloves, pair 
of scissors and tape in nylon pouch, contents are flat packed so 
complete set fits mailbox, 200g. Conform EN 13485:2003.

Size 10 x 15 x 5 cm.

80 x 60 mm.

P265.904

Mail size first aid kit

350ml stainless steel outside and ABS inside mug with handle, 
0,2L detachable first aid compartment (including foldable 
scissors, bandage, antiseptic pads, tape and plasters, conform 
EN 13485:2003) also to be used as mug. Registered design®

Size 8,3 x 12,3 x 20 cm.

35 x 60 mm.

P265.121 - black
P265.123 - white

P265.124 - red

First aid coffee mug

EVA case with reflective vest, dynamo torch, silver emergency 
blanket, triangular bandage, PBT bandages, alcohol pads, 
antiseptic swabs, cleansing towelettes, non-woven swabs, tape, 
plasters, pins and plastic scissor all conform EN13485:2003.

Size 35 x 8 x 14 cm.

180 x 40 mm.

P265.064

1

47 pcs first aid car kit

EVA box with European emergency phone numbers, including 
first aid kit with hand warmer, rain poncho, reflective vest, work 
gloves, fleece blanket, light stick and dyno torch.

Size 30 x 24,3 x 11,8 cm.

180 x 100 mm.

P239.304

1

Car breakdown set

600D polyester pouch with dynamo torch, reflective vest, 10” 
work glove and 1 pc first aid kit pouch with triangle bandage, 
PBT bandage, alcohol pads, swab, plasters, scissor, pins and 
tape. Conform EN13485:2003.

Size 6,5 x 32 x 12,5 cm.

120 x 35 mm.

P239.174

3

Standard car safety set
P239.251
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18 pcs tin box, including plasters, antiseptic pads, bandage, 
tweezers, tape and pair of scissors, conform EN 13485:2003.

Size 3,1 x 7,5 x 9,1 cm.

50 x 20 mm. HE
AL
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First aid tin box

Small first aid red webbing pouch with white pouch, red Velcro 
closure on bottom part, 1 cm black webbing at left side with 
2,5cm hardened steel keyring, including mouth to mouth mask, 
conform EN 13485:2003.

Size 5,5 x 2 x 5 cm.

35 x 10 mm.

P265.034

Keychain CPR mask

20 pcs, including bandage, medical gloves, pair of scissors and 
tape in tin box with magnetic base, conform EN 13485:2003. 
Registered design®

Size 13 x 13 x 3 cm.

40 x 35 mm.

P265.244

Magnetic first aid tin box

Hospital tin box with all necessary alcohol pads, plasters, 
scissors, bandages, etc. for any emergency, conforms with EN 
13485:2003. Registered design®

Size 18 x 15,3 x 11,5 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P265.112

Home clinic

Acc. to EN14604 standard, case in white colour. Including set 
of screws.

Size 3,5 x ø 10 cm.

40 x 20 mm.

P265.284

9V
1

Smoke alarm

Pouch with one front pocket, one black zipped main 
compartment and belt loop on backside of pouch. Content: 
triangle bandage, PBT bandage, alcohol pad, plasters, scissors, 
pin and tape, conform EN 13485:2003.

Size 13,5 x 8,9 x 4,6 cm.

80 x 35 mm.

P265.183

First aid set in pouch
P265.310     -  red      P265.313     -  white
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Record all your adventures with this 720P high definition 
camera with 4x digital zoom, 120 degree lens and integrated 
2” touch screen. The waterproof case and the bike and 
helmet mount allow you to capture all your extreme sports. 
Micro SD card (up to 32GB) not included.

Size 5,8 x 5,8 x 2,8 cm.

45 x 10 mm.
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Li-poly

1

Sport and adventure camera

26 pcs, including fire starter. Lightweight 420D jacquard 
polyester pouch with emergency whistle. Conform EN 
13485:2003.

Size 3 x 12 x 13 cm.

10 x 45 mm.

P301.011

Outdoor first aid kit

Neoprene travel belt with adjustable buckle and one zipper 
pocket to store your valuable belongings like your mobile phone 
or money. 

Size 0,8 x 10,5 x 32,5 cm.

90 x 40 mm.

P265.558

Travel belt

Neoprene activity belt with adjustable buckle and one zipper 
pocket. Including two 170ml bottles. 

Size 1,2 x 11 x 34 cm.

90 x 40 mm.

P320.551
Running belt with bottles

Neoprene phone armband to place your phone during jogging 
or other sports activities. Fits all common phones for example: 
iPhone 5 and 6, Samsung Galaxy S4 and HTC one. Including 
pocket to store your keys and earbuds. 

Size 16,5 x 4,5 x 0,5 cm.

40 x 35 mm.

P320.651

Universal phone sport armband

P320.191 - black
P320.195 - blue

P320.197 - lime
P320.198 - orange
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Light and compact pedometer connecting with Bluetooth 
4.0 to your iPhone (4S or more recent). You only need this 
compact pedometer when you go out walking or running, as 
all your data will be collected and can be synchronized and 
analysed once your back home.

Size 3,9 x 2,7 x 1 cm.

40 x 35 mm. HE
AL
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1

App pedometer

Track your activity, sleep, and calories burned with this 
activity tracker. Get insights into your achievements and 
set new goals with the free APP. Compatible with both iOS 
(iPhone 4S and up) and Android 4.0. This activity tracker is 
the next step towards a healthier life style!

Size 1,6 x 5 x 6,8 cm.

12 x 4 mm.

P417.091

Li-poly

1

Activity tracker

Safety strap with built-in led that can easily be strapped on your 
arm. The strap makes you more visible during outdoor activities 
in the dark. 

Size 1,4 x 3,8 x 19,5 cm.

70 x 10 mm.

P417.101 - black
P417.104 - red

P417.105 - blue

Li-poly

1

Safety led strap

2 telescopic walking sticks (TÜV/GS approved) including 2 
different rubber tips, step counter and reflective armband in 
70D nylon pouch.

Size 9,7 x 5,3 x 86 cm.

100 x 40 mm.

P239.430

1

Nordic walking set

Set including FM radio pedometer with headset and heart 
rate monitor, watch with accurate wireless pulse measuring, 
visual and audio alert, user profile like gender, weight, exercise 
intensity and target heart rate percentage. Watch has calendar, 
stopwatch, 2 countdown timers, alarm and waterproof up to 
30 meter.

Size 16,7 x 13,6 x 5,7 cm.

100 x 60 mm.

P416.171

1

Jogging set

Blue pouch with reflective line on top, including 15 functions 
multitool with slotted screwdriver, cross-head screwdriver, 
nut driver, hex keys: 2mm, 2,5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 
wrenches: 8mm, 10mm, 15mm, spoke wrench: 14GE, sockets: 
8mm, 9mm, 10mm, set with black plastic rack, 2 nickel plated 
crowbar, tube glue, grinder and 3 rubber.

Size 11,7 x 9 x 4,5 cm.

45 x 17 mm.

P417.041
Bike repair kit
P416.331
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Keep in control of your health with this blood pressure and 
pulse rate meter and keep track of your history. To make it 
even more convenient you can easily share your data with 
e.g. your personal doctor. (For iPod touch, iPhone 3 & 4, or 
iPad only.)

Size 11,5 x 11,5 x 6,6 cm.

30 x 15 mm. HE
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Li-poly

1

iHealth BPM + app

1,5m/60inch fibreglass tape with return push button, for fitness 
and fashion.

Size 1,6 x ø 5,2 cm.

30 x 30 mm.

P417.053
Tailor tape, round, in inch/cm

1,5m/6mm obesity tape, ABS case in solid white colour, weight/
height comparison table.

Size 1,7 x ø 6 cm.

35 x 8 mm.

P110.015

BMI tape

Single function pedometer, black ABS case with silver panel.

Size 4,8 x 3,8 x 1,5 cm.

20 x 8 mm.

P110.043

1

Basic pedometer

ABS case with 3 buttons and clip, solar panel and black panel 
with LCD screen. Counts steps, calories burned and distance 
travelled in Miles/Kilometers.

Size 4 x 4,5 x 2,5 cm.

20 x 13 mm.

P417.001

1

Solar pedometer

Round white ABS case with black buttons with unique carbon 
dioxide offset converter. Functions: counts the carbon footprint 
reduced by walking instead of using a vehicle, counts 0-99.999 
steps.

Size 1,8 x ø 5 cm.

15 x 4 mm.

P417.063

1

CO2 pedometer
P417.013

WALK IT OFF
Adding 2000 or 3000 more steps 
daily to regular activities may 
prevent weight gain, according 
health experts.

Average number of steps 
per day for men.

Average number of steps 
per day for women.

are burned by walking 
about 2000 steps.

1 minute of 
bicycling or 
swimming. 

1 minute of 
rollerskating.

100 CALORIES

150 STEPS =

200 STEPS =
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Aerato

Gliss

Gliss takes white wine tasting and drinking to a higher level 
of enjoyment. With this easy but complete wine carafe you 
have an all in one unit to cool wine, serve wine and pour wine. 
Registered design®

Size 32,8 x ø 10,9 cm.

45 x 45 mm.
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Gliss white wine carafe

Aerato takes red wine tasting and drinking to a higher level 
of enjoyment. With this easy but complete wine carafe you 
have an all in one unit to air wine, serve wine and pour wine. 
Registered design®

Size 18,9 x ø 20,9 cm.

45 x 45 mm.

P264.021

Aerato red wine carafe

Lumm adds extra more atmosphere to the serving of your 
beverages. With an integrated LED light this carafe is not only 
very functional but also a decoration piece on your serving 
table. Registered design®

Size 28,4 x ø 10,2 cm.

70 x 70 mm.

P264.001

2

Lumm water carafe

Trendy 1,2 litre glass water carafe with silicone lid.

Size 28 x ø 8,8 cm.

30 x 35 mm.

P264.011

Water carafe
P264.030
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Airo Plate

Airo Plate is a stainless steel drip tray making sure your table 
stays clean while you are enjoying your wine. Registered 
design®

Size 3,6 x ø 12 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

Airo Plate wine tray
P911.372

Stainless steel cooler with double walled insulation. Registered 
design®

Size 23 x ø 13,3 cm.

50 x 20 mm.
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Design wine cooler

Stainless steel bucket with sprayed color.

Size 19,5 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 50 mm.

P915.052

Cooler bucket

Unique design acrylic ice bucket and bottle chiller, including 
cooler with liquid inside, lid in top part flask shape, one pair of 
tongs and lid to fit bottom part, bottom part with chrome rim, 
packed in black box with line drawings.

Size 45,3 x ø 12,8 cm.

40 x 40 mm.

P915.001 - black
P915.002 - grey

P915.004 - red
3 in 1 wine cooler

Fashionable wine cooler sleeve to chill your wine and keep it at 
the right temperature.

Size 22,5 x 15,5 x 2,5 cm.

100 x 140 mm.

P915.060

Wine cooler sleeve

P915.111 - black
P915.112 - silver

P915.115 - blue
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Airo Lux

Airo Primo

Airo Primo is a new way of enjoying wine. It’s an extensive set 
of wine accessories to make sure wine is opened, served and 
kept in the right way. All these pieces can be kept in a trendy 
storage box. Registered design®

Size 24,2 x 25,6 x 12,6 cm.

90 x 12 mm.
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Airo Primo wine set

Airo Lux is a new way of enjoying wine. It’s a set of wine 
accessories to make sure wine is opened, served and kept in the 
right way. All these pieces can be kept in a trendy storage box. 
Registered design®

Size 26,1 x 31,7 x 8,4 cm.

75 x 12 mm.

P911.921
Airo Lux wine set

Ora is a very functional and easy to use lever corkscrew. The 
integrated foil cutters help you remove the foil and with the 
leveller your bottle is opened with 2 simple movements, down 
and up. Enjoy your wine. Registered design®

Size 10 x 4,5 x 20 cm.

14 x 30 mm.

P911.911

Ora lever corkscrew

Airo makes sure your bottle of wine or champagne is closed 
properly so you can enjoy it again the next day. Both pieces can 
be kept in a trendy storage box. Registered design®

Size 14,5 x 9 x 6,5 cm.

55 x 12 mm.

P911.811
Airo bottle stoppers

Airo Tech combines the modern world and the enjoyment 
of wine in one. It perfectly fits on your table or around your 
kitchen as one and includes a 2 step wine opener, a wine bottle 
drip tray and a tablet holder. Registered design®

Size 13 x 13 x 9 cm.

25 x 10 mm.

P911.901

Airo Tech wine set
P911.602
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Design wine opener, zinc alloy handle with black rubber sprayed 
ABS holder, packed in white magnetic box with black inlay.

Size 15,5 x 15 x 4,2 cm.

60 x 60 mm.
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Design wine opener

Corkscrew with lever mechanism made of aluminium, hardened 
steel and teflon coated spiral, including foil cutter and plaque 
with a review of the best wine regions as of 1990.

Size 18,4 x 13 x 14,4 cm.

40 x 12 mm.

P910.281

Executive pull it corkscrew

Corkscrew with lever mechanism made of aluminium with 
metallic red finish, Teflon coated spiral in contemporary gift case 
including ABS stand with integrated foil cutter.

Size 18,4 x 13 x 15,3 cm.

80 x 60 mm.

P910.212

Executive pull it corkscrew in red

9 piece professional wine set including 2 wine stoppers, 
thermometer, black ABS foil cutter, stainless steel wine pourer, 
stainless steel ring, Rabbit corkscrew and 2 stainless steel 
spirals. Packed in black MDF box with black EVA interior and 
chrome hinges and lock.

Size 26,8 x 22 x 6,5 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P910.244

9 pcs professional wine set

Open your wine bottle with ease by using this electric corkscrew 
with built in foil cutter. Including AC adapter to charge the 
device.

Size 20,5 x ø 5,5 cm.

100 x 7 mm.

P911.359

Li-poly

1

Electric corkscrew

You can be sure to serve your wines at the right temperature 
to all your guests using this digital thermometer which can be 
easily clipped on a bottle.

Size 3,2 x ø 7,2 cm.

35 x 3 mm.

P911.401

1

Wine thermometer
P911.361

SOMMELIER’S ADVISE
Red wines are generally served too 
warm, which damages the aromatic  
expression. Place your red wine in 
the refrigirator for one hour, and let 
it gradually rise up to 16 to 18°C.
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Swirl is a luxurious wine carrier that makes sure your bottle of 
wine (not included) and the glasses (included) arrive safely at 
their destination. Registered design®

Size 39 x 8,5 x 29 cm.

60 x 50 mm.
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Swirl wine carrier

Flute is a luxurious champagne carrier that makes sure your 
bottle of champagne (not included) and the glasses (included) 
arrive safely at their destination. Registered design®

Size 29 x 8,8 x 39 cm.

60 x 50 mm.

P911.301

Flute champagne carrier

Stainless steel wine pourer and champagne stopper packed in 
luxury gift box.

Size 10,7 x 11 x 5,1 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P911.311
Wine & Champagne set

Trendy 4 piece wine gift set including stainless steel waitress 
knife, bottle stopper, drop ring and pourer. Packed in luxury 
magnetic gift box with purple flocked PVC inlay.

Size 15,9 x 14,2 x 3,2 cm.

80 x 30 mm.

P911.262

4 pcs modern wine set

Eon is the tool for every barman. It’s a stylish, compact and 
easy to use 2 step opener. The integrated foil cutters help you 
remove the foil and with the leveller your bottle is opened 
with 3 simple movements, down, up and up. Enjoy your wine. 
Registered design®

Size 2,17 x 11,2 x 2,4 cm.

30 x 4 mm.

P911.331

Eon 2 step corkscrew

Tube is a well-engineered and designer stainless steel wine 
opener that will open at the press of the button. Registered 
design®

Size 12,5 x ø 2,5 cm.

60 x 10 mm.

P911.801

Tube wine opener
P910.271
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Cocoa

Glu James

James is all you need to start mixing those splendid cocktails. 
James includes a smart cap to measure the exact quantities 
needed and to filter your finished cocktail mix, a high quality 
shaker to mix it all and a muddler and stirrer to give the final 
touch. Registered design®

Size 23,5 x ø 8,2 cm.

30 x 30 mm.
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James cocktail set

Glu is an all year round carafe set. The included tea light can 
heat up your drinks during those cold winter evenings. Together 
with the 2 double wall glasses this is e.g. excellent for mulled 
wine. During the summer time the carafe set can be used 
without tea light for serving all your cool and refreshing drinks. 
Registered design®

Size 30,5 x ø 16,8 cm.

15 x 50 mm.

P261.162

Glu mulled wine set with glasses

Cocoa is a fondue set that increases the pleasure of desserts. 
Use it with friends, or at the end of a romantic dinner. The set 
includes 4 sticks and a tea light. Registered design®

Size 8,5 x ø 12,4 cm.

15 x 40 mm.

P263.211

Cocoa chocolate fondue set

Orbo is a set of 3 bowls making carrying, serving and presenting 
your snacks a pleasure for any dinner party. Registered design®

Size 22 x 22 x 22 cm.

30 x 10 mm.

P263.201
Orbo serving bowls

Tapas gift set with rubber wood board, 2 black ceramic bowls 
and 4 stainless steel tapas forks in luxury gift box. Board size 
32,5x19,5x1,8cm.

Size 34 x 21,2 x 6,2 cm.

100 x 100 mm.

P263.022

7 pcs tapas set

Natural colour rubber wood cheese board, including 2 pcs 
stainless steel cheese knives. Board size: 34x14x2cm.

Size 34 x 16 x 2,2 cm.

60 x 40 mm.

P262.561
Organic cheese board
P261.119
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Orbit is a stylish mouth blown glass globe which can hold 
both oil and vinegar (not included) to dress all your salads. 
Registered design®

Size 9,5 x 9,5 x 13 cm.

30 x 10 mm.
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Orbit oil & vinegar set

Glass marinade bottle with silicon brush and pipette. Pepper 
and salt mill, transparent AS with black ABS details, ceramic 
grinder. Packed in white magnetic gift box. Registered design®

Size 26,4 x 22,4 x 9,7 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P262.350

Pepper and marinade set

Universal bamboo holder which allows you to arrange your 
knives as you prefer. It comes with a strong and sharp 8” chef 
knife, 8” bread knife, 8” slicer, 4,5” utility knife and 3.5” paring 
knife so a complete set for all your kitchen work.

Size 47 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 100 mm.

P262.480
Knife block set

Laxx is a special made set for cutting your salmon and ham 
where the stainless steel knife slides easily through. It comes 
with a rubber wood cutting board with foldable handles 
with anti slip grips to present your food nicely on the table. 
Registered design®

Size 58 x 27,2 x 4,7 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

P260.202
Laxx board with salmon/ham knife

Blok is a design cutting board out of rubber wood which comes 
with a sharpener, knife and fork to make cooking more fun. 
The cutting board has foldable handles with anti slip grips to 
present your food nicely on the table. Registered design®

Size 49 x 29,5 x 5 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

P261.149
Blok with 3pcs carving set

Trendy hygienic cutting board set. Dark bamboo cutting board 
35x25cm, also functions as storage case for 4 hygienic PP 
dishwasher safe cutting boards. Colour and icon indicates for 
what type of food boards should be used.

Size 35,1 x 25 x 3,5 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

P260.079

Cutting board with 4pcs hygienic boards
P261.219
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Spire brings fresh parmesan cheese directly onto your plate. The 
tall grater can easily be held in your hand or put onto the table. 
Registered design®

Size 40 x ø 10,8 cm.

35 x 35 mm.
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Spire cheese grater

Tower is a beautiful designed tall pepper mill with ceramic 
grinders and is easy in handling because of it’s slim body and 
it’s rubber finished top. Registered design®

Size 42 x ø 7 cm.

50 x 50 mm.

P261.611 - black
P261.614 - red

P261.617 - lime

Tower pepper mill

Tower is a beautifully designed tall bamboo pepper mill with 
ceramic grinders and is comfortable to handle because of its 
slim body and firm grip. Registered design®

Size 42,5 x ø 10 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P262.572 - black
P262.573 - white

P262.574 - red
P262.577 - limeTower pepper mill

Tower & Spire lift your kitchen space to a higher level. These 2 
art pieces are an exclusive gift for anyone who loves cooking. 
The Tower will make sure each of your dishes have the right 
amount of pepper and the Spire will help you when it comes to 
fresh cheese. Registered design®

Size 44 x 25 x 11 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P262.239

Tower & Spire set
P261.629
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Pesta is all about freshness. Whether you want to make your 
own pesto, smash garlic or grind herbs, Pesta will make sure 
that what you put on the table is fresh. Registered design®

Size 23,3 x ø 10,5 cm.

30 x 20 mm.
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Pesta mortar and pestle

Put a flower on your table and delight your guests with the 
Tulip salad set. The base has a dual function as a cup allowing 
you to easily mix and serve your dressing and also stores the 
utensils. If you have any left-over dressing, the cup can be 
sealed and stored in the fridge. Registed design®

Size 28 x ø 9 cm.

25 x 30 mm.

P261.309

Tulip salad set

Planet is a stylish pepper and salt set that has an unique spring-
action design in each grinder that allows convenient one-hand 
operation. As the globes are transparent it’s easy to see your 
sea salt and peppercorn levels. Registered design®

Size 14,9 x 8 x 7,8 cm.

30 x 15 mm.

P261.192 - white
P261.194 - red

P261.197 - lime

Planet pepper & salt set

Easy to operate spring pressure system, including refill funnel. 
Packed in gift box.

Size 15 x ø 2,7 cm.

15 x 20 mm.

P262.340

Helix pepper and salt push mill set

ABS with rubber spray finish, adjustable ceramic mill, with light 
function. Packed in magnetic gift box.

Size 22 x ø 5,2 cm.

20 x 45 mm.

P262.082

AA
8

Electric pepper and salt mill set
P262.323

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR 
MORTAR AND PESTLE?

Try grinding fresh herbs into an herbal paste 
(great for herbal butters), crushing peppercorns, 
crushing garlic for garlic bread, making hummus, 
almond paste, making flour the really old-
fashioned way and of course: Pesto!

Pesto is traditionally made with a mortar and 
pestle. The flavours pesto is so famous for are 
carried in oils present in the herbs, those oils are 
released by pressing, which sharp blades from 
food processors are very poor at. 
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Press

4 knives for orange in orange colour, banana in yellow colour, 
kiwi in green and berry in red. Registered design®

Size 18,1 x 14,5 x 2,5 cm.

80 x 80 mm.
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Smoothie tools

Grape fruit/kiwi peeler in green colour and orange peeler in 
orange colour, packed in luxurious white gift box. Registered 
design®

Size 10 x 14 x 3 cm.

40 x 80 mm.

P262.453

Vitamin C set

Press is your vital companion in the kitchen. The 2 changeable 
drills make sure you have the right size for each fruit. After 
squeezing your fruits, the glass carafe and it’s pourer can go 
straight to the table so you don’t spill any vitamins. Registered 
design®

Size 20 x ø 11 cm.

35 x 20 mm.

P262.503
Press hand juicer

High quality easily adjustable apron with two front pockets, 
made of 35% cotton and 65% polyester.

Size 98 x 69,5 x 0,6 cm.

150 x 100 mm.

P261.181

Adjustable apron

High quality chef apron made of 35% cotton and 65% polyester.

Size 100 x 58 x 0,6 cm.

450 x 350 mm.

P262.711 - black
P262.713 - white
P262.715 - blue

P262.717 - green
P262.718 - orange
P262.719 - brown

Chef’s apron
P261.001
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Early Bird coffee mug set is a fun way of drinking your coffee or 
tea. The 2 bird spoons help you in mixing in your milk or sugar. 
Registered design®

Size 14 x 22 x 8 cm.

50 x 3 mm.
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Early Bird coffee mug set

Early Bird is your fun start of the day that delivers fresh coffee 
for 2. With 350ml capacity of the coffee press, you can even get 
an instant refill. Comes with bird decorated spoons. Registered 
design®

Size 21,8 x ø 8,2 cm.

25 x 20 mm.

P263.037
Early bird coffee press with cups

Set of two coffee glasses, double wall, 180ml. Packed in 
magnetic gift box.

Size 19,3 x 11,6 x 10,3 cm.

65 x 65 mm.

P263.107

Coffee glasses set

Set of 2 tea glasses, double wall, 280ml. Packed in white 
magnetic gift box.

Size 11,5 x ø 7,8 cm.

70 x 60 mm.

P263.010

Tea glasses set

Chef is the tablet stand for all modern and creative chefs. The 
sturdy touch pen makes it easy to use your tablet under steamy 
kitchen circumstances without leaving any traces of food on 
your tablet. Registered design®

Size 3 x ø 12 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

P262.660

Chef tablet stand with touchpen
P261.171

FRENCH PRESS
How to brew the perfect cup.

Add one or 
two scoops 
of freshly  
ground 
coffee.
Add water.

Stir, and 
allow to 
brew for 4 
minutes. 

Then slowly 
press the 
filter down.

Enjoy! your 
perfect cup 
of coffee is 
ready to be 
served.
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Unscrew the roof and you are able to fill the whole feeder with 
birdseed. It drops down automatically to the feeding tray. The 
feeder is easy to take apart and clean. With a real wooden pole. 
The birds will love visiting your garden.

Size 14,4 x ø 22,2 cm.

45 x 20 mm.
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Hoot bird feeder

The Tweet bird house can be easily hung or screwed anywhere 
outdoors, bringing you closer to nature.  The bottom is easily 
removed for cleaning seasonally. With drainage holes on 
the bottom and air circulation holes on top, there is always a 
comfortable place for your small friends. Registered design®

Size 18 x ø 14,6 cm.

40 x 35 mm.

P269.403

Tweet bird house

Cardboard, including wooden perch and packed in brown 
envelope, weight 120gr. Registered design®

Size 9,5 x 11 x 24,5 cm.

70 x 40 mm.

P269.003

Foldable bird house

4mm MDF, diameter hole 38mm, with perch and small screws, 
including manual. Packed in brown colour corrugated recyclable 
box.

Size 24,9 x 10 x 10 cm.

50 x 50 mm.

P416.759

Wooden bird house
P416.779
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Luma

Vlam

Vlam is a table light, ideal for some extra warmth during colder 
days, or for some romantic dim light. Made of iron and glass, 
you can use it indoor as well as outdoor, it will bring light and 
warmth to your table. Registered design®

Size 16,3 x ø 18,3 cm.

30 x 15 mm.
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Vlam table fire

Luma is a 2 in 1 stainless steel candle holder set that can hold 
both tea lights and normal candles. The set includes 2 tea lights 
for a dinner at candle light. Registered design®

Size 8 x 24 x 31 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P262.521
Luma 2 in 1 candle set

Extensive herb growing set with biodegradable bamboo fibre 
pots. Including the soil and parsley, basil and chive seeds, this 
set will help give your dishes optimum flavour.

Size 9,5 x 24,5 x 6,5 cm.

25 x 15 mm.

P262.592

Herb garden

Plant pot made of biodegradable bamboo fibre, light beige 
with 20g soil and sunflower seeds. Packed in folded corrugated 
recyclable brown box. Registered design®

Size 6 x 6,3 x 7 cm.

35 x 35 mm.

P269.399

Plant pot

Three white ceramic herb pots with chalkboard writing surface. 
Including chalk, soil and seeds: parsley, basil, chives and 
sunflower seeds. Pot size dia 9,5x10cm.

Size 31 x 10 x 13 cm.

70 x 50 mm.

P269.279

3 pcs herb garden
P262.733
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Gol is the soccer game to replay all those famous cups and 
soccer leagues in style and with even more fun. The 3-3 line set 
up keep the game dynamic while playing but compact and easy 
to take it along on all your trips. Registered design®

Size 55 x 52 x 12,9 cm.

60 x 13 mm.
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Gol tabletop soccer game

Time has always been precious but now more than ever. The 
Pomodoro glass timer will make sure you’ll spend your time 
wisely and effectively with the necessary time breaks.

Size 23,1 x 11,2 x 10,9 cm.

80 x 10 mm.

P940.233
Pomodoro time management

Opto will help you avoid those annoying moments where you 
have trouble reading the small letters in a restaurant, bank, 
hotel, or any other place. The timeless design makes him fit 
in any circumstances and makes reading with glasses trendy 
again. Registered design®

Size 17 x ø 3,8 cm.

25 x 6 mm.

P262.260

Opto reading glasses

P262.900 - pink
P262.901 - black
P262.904 - red

P262.905 - blue
P262.907 - lime

SOME CREATIVE THOUGHTS ABOUT THE APPLICATIONS

The restaurant that has an eye for true personal 
approach on the menu.

The insurance company that is transparent about the 
small print.

The bank that wants their customers to think about 
the big picture and see the smallest details.

The innovative industry that wants to show the full 
scale of possibilities to investors.

The pharmacy that will focus the customer’s attention 
to the information leaflet on the drug.

POMODORO  
TIME MANAGEMENT

The technique uses a timer to 
break down work into intervals 
traditionally 25 minutes in length, 
separated by short breaks. 

The method is based on the idea 
that frequent breaks can improve 
mental agility.
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5 in 1 game set including: mikado, playing cards, domino, chess 
and backgammon. White pine wood box 17x17x3,7cm with 
black print chess board at one side of lid and black/red printed 
backgammon board on bottom of box. One side of sliding lid 
for logo imprint. Packed in black box with separate red lid and 
red felt inside.

Size 18,4 x 18,4 x 5 cm.

100 x 100 mm.
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5 in 1 game set

Have fun with this game set with 2 decks of playing cards, an 
aluminum ballpoint and a hard cover notebook to keep track 
of the score.

Size 24 x 27 x 2,5 cm.

80 x 50 mm.

P940.181

Playing cards set

Tease your brain every day with this bamboo brain teaser.

Size 11,4 x 11,4 x 9 cm.

95 x 25 mm.

P940.315

Desk brain teaser

Tease your brain every day with this bamboo brain teaser set.

Size 18 x 12 x 9,6 cm.

75 x 10 mm.

P940.423

2 pcs brain teaser set

White sprayed pine wooden box with 3 different brain puzzles. 
Packed in black box with separate blue lid and matching blue 
felt inside and bottom.

Size 18,2 x 7,8 x 7,2 cm.

100 x 50 mm.

P940.413

3 pcs brain teaser set
P940.201
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Set including XD Design 1500mAh Ni-Mh AA rechargeable 
batteries, USB battery charger (can be used for rechargeable 
AA and AAA Ni-Mh batteries, with overcharging protection), 
battery tester and battery recycling box.

Size 20 x 33 x 8 cm.

100 x 100 mm.
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2

Battery saving set

Including 11W saving bulb (E27 Fitting), 4W spiral saving bulb 
(E14 fitting), fridge thermometer in Celsius and 5 minutes 
shower coach with silicon suction cup. Packed in XD Eco 
corrugated box. Registered design®

Size 15 x 32,5 x 7,5 cm.

80 x 40 mm.

P268.011

Saving box medium

Set including two plant pots made of biodegradable bamboo 
fibre with 20g soil and sunflower seeds and PP watering can.

Size 16 x 14,5 x 6,5 cm.

60 x 40 mm.

P269.027

Gardening set

Radio with double power supply function via solar panel and 
dynamo. (Important in case of emergency!) Silver with black 
speaker web, high performance station selectivity and speakers, 
telescope antenna, packed in XD Eco corrugated box.

Size 7,4 x 5 x 8,3 cm.

60 x 35 mm.

P268.067

1

Solar radio

3 bags to separate metal, paper and plastic. PP woven material.

Size 41,6 x 29 x 29,2 cm.

150 x 35 mm.

P269.302
3pcs recycle waste bags

Set of 2 recycle PVC free waste bags, PP woven, single side 
OPP coated, light brown colour with 2 waste icons, handle size 
2,5x46cm, packed in a printed envelope.

Size 30 x 30 x 39 cm.

200 x 100 mm.

P795.007

2 pcs recycle waste bags
P795.019
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White ABS case, including suction cup at back and hourglass 
with orange colour sand at the front side, hour glass time 5 
minutes. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box. Registered design®

Size 11 x 11 x 3 cm.

10 x 20 mm.
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Shower coach

Hourglass with suction cup on postcard.

Size 6 x ø 1,8 cm.

10 x 10 mm.

P269.047

Mini shower coach

Set including 350ml aluminium flask with screw cap and 
climbing hook and 5 minutes shower coach with silicon suction 
cup.

Size 18 x 18 x 8 cm.

80 x 80 mm.

P269.130

Water awareness set

Save up to twenty thousand litres of heated water per year by 
using Timo the eco friendly acrylic shower coach with strong 
suction cup. You’ll save energy and reduce your power and 
water bill at the same time! Registered design®

Size 11 x 3,6 x 1,6 cm.

20 x 20 mm.

P268.023

Timo shower coach

Save up to twenty thousand litres of heated water per year by 
using Saavi the eco friendly shower coach with strong suction 
cup. You’ll save energy and reduce your power and water bill 
too! Registered design®

Size 10,5 x 4 x 2,5 cm.

22 x 13 mm.

P269.173

Saavi shower coach
P269.155

5 MINUTE SHOWER

By reducing your daily shower 
time by a single minute will save a 
whopping thousand liters of water 
in a year. Sometimes, the simplest 
option is the most effective. Use 
a shower timer in your bathroom 
to keep track of your time spent 
under the water.
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XD Apparel is a sustainable, high 
performance outerwear label of high 
quality garments with the lightest 
environmental footprint. XD Apparel is 
starting with a clean slate. This means 
we have a unique opportunity to make 
garments the way they ought to be made. 
Our goal is to use existing resources as 
much as possible, and our long-term 
ambition is to make them fully recyclable. 

SCAN & DISCOVER

WHO WE ARE

Thermore has a super soft, luxurious hand that feels like down, but no animal was mistreated in making 
the material! High performance Thermore thermal insulation outperforms down on several counts:

• Water resistance: the hydrophobic polyester fiber makes Thermore® naturally water  
 repellent, it won’t lose its loft or thermal insulation when wet and it also protects from light rain

•  Easy care and 100% hassle-free: Thermore® can be machine washed at 30°C as often as needed

•  Durability: no fiber migration, no drop in performance 

•  Sustainability: 50% recycled polyester content 

100% PERFORMANCE

 0% DOWN

THERMORE®

LAYER

ON LAYER
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THE XD APPAREL COLLECTION FABRICS

FABRIC

FABRIC

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

A super flex four-way stretch soft shell designed to provide superior comfort and freedom 
of movement, XD Comfort combines premium recycled polyester with 14% spandex. The 
stretchy, supple and smooth soft shell fabric moves with the body and the gray contrast 
brushed fleece back guarantees cozy warmth.

Made from plastic bottles, recycled polyester helps reduce waste while matching the 
performance characteristics of polyester made from oil. The high stretch soft shell is 
lined with a soft, brushed fleece fabric for improved wearer comfort. This weatherproof 
4-way stretch soft shell fabric will keep users dry and comfortable thanks to its high 
waterproofness and breathability (10,000/10,000), wind protection and water repellency. 

Made from plastic bottles, recycled polyester helps reduce waste while matching the 
performance characteristics of polyester made from oil. The high stretch soft shell is lined 
with a thin tricot fabric for improved wearer comfort. This 4-way stretch soft shell fabric 
will keep users cool and comfortable thanks to its natural wind protection and water 
repellency. A super low-weight bonded fabric, XD Comfort light is a versatile, single-layer 

A mid-weight bonded fabric, XD Comfort is a versatile, single-layer performance solution 
for a wide array of weather conditions. Its smooth, slightly matte aspect also takes color 
beautifully to display the full intensity of the XD Apparel color palette. All XD Apparel 
fabrics and components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact on the 
environment. The water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to deliver 
performance and protection without harming the environment.

performance solution for fresh weather conditions. Its smooth, slightly matte aspect also 
takes color beautifully to display the full intensity of the XD Apparel color palette. All XD 
Apparel fabrics and components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact on 
the environment. The water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to deliver 
performance and protection without harming the environment.

A super flex and super light four-way stretch soft shell designed to provide superior 
comfort and freedom of movement, XD Comfort light combines premium recycled 
polyester with 14% spandex. The stretchy, supple and smooth soft shell fabric moves 
with the body while being super light, second skin sensation for cool summer conditions.

FABRIC

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Boasting a high percentage of recycled polyester, our XD Shell fabric is light in weight 
and on the planet, durable and sustainable. The soft and smooth face fabric is paired with 
a brushed-for-comfort mesh lining that meets our goal to deliver high quality protection 
and style in outerwear.  The sustainable bluesign® certified coating provides multi-
functional performance and protection (3,000 waterproofness, 3,000 breathability, 

windproofness, water repellency) that will move seamlessly throughout the day and all 
of its unpredictability’s. The water repellent finish contains no harmful substances and 
measures up to our strict standards of sustainable and lasting performance. 

Our shell fabric is made in a blend of recycled and virgin polyester to ensure superior 
performance while reducing waste and contributing to a cleaner planet. The soft and 
durable face fabric offers all-around protection from rain and wind and the light gray 
contrast mesh lining infuses a subtle aesthetic touch.
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THE XD APPAREL COLLECTION FABRICS

FABRIC

FABRIC

FABRIC

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

The ideal solution to keep the cold out and the warmth inside, XD SOFT pairs premium 
recycled polyester outer fabric and lining with Aria insulation by Thermore®, a high 
quality down substitute engineered to deliver the best combination of wearer comfort 
and thermoregulation.

The recycled polyester face fabric and lining are made from PET bottles, currently 
considered the most sustainable fiber in performance outerwear. Boasting a soft hand 
that rivals natural down and superior warmth-to-weight properties, Aria insulation by 
Thermore® is 98% air, part of the reason it breathes and regulates body temperature 
so well. XD Apparel has chosen two weights, a high-loft 170g/m2 Aria insulation 

Made from post-consumer beverage bottles, recycled polyester is currently 
considered the most sustainable fiber in performance outerwear. The rugged 
canvas face fabric has a distinct mélange texture that is highly durable and its rough 
and ready aesthetic will look as good in city streets as it performs well outdoors. All  
XD Apparel fabrics and components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact 

Made from post-consumer beverage bottles, recycled polyester is currently considered 
the most sustainable fiber in performance outerwear. All XD Apparel fabrics and 
components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact on the environment. The 

for classic puff jackets and a lighter weight 115g/m2 insulation for slim, close-fitting 
garments designed to be worn alone or layered. Thermore® insulation feels like natural 
down but doesn’t come with the ethical issues associated with natural materials drawn 
from animals. it won’t lose its warmth when wet, it is easy to care for and dries fast. In 
addition, Thermore® shares our vision of reducing waste and is continually increasing 
the percentage of recycled content in its products; Aria currently contains 50% recycled 
polyester.

on the environment. The water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to 
provide additional comfort and weather protection without being detrimental to the 
environment.

water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to provide additional comfort and 
weather protection without being detrimental to the environment.

This high performance fabric is engineered for extreme protection from rain and wind 
while offering a high level of breathability for advanced wearer comfort whatever the 
weather. The discreetly textured rugged canvas face fabric boasts an authentic look and 
feel that infuses our classic tailored styles with casual versatility.

This high performance fabric is engineered for good protection from wind while being 
ultra light. It as a durable water repellent treatment to keep away smooth summer rains. 
Soft and classic hand feel  for casual and versatile styles with satiné look.
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SPORT CASUAL REFINED
A timeless design with a sporty edge and unconditional 
versatility, Hamburg is the go-to jacket for urban 
and active lifestyles. The straight cut body, made 
in sustainably-sourced XT Trend light polyester, is 
trimmed with wide 2x2 ribbing at the hem and cuffs 

to keep the drafts at bay. The minimalist style includes 
two hand pockets on the outside, two pockets inside, 
and a headphone-out passage. The contrasting colored 
zipper teeth infuse a retro sporty aesthetic to a jacket 
that will excel in any environment.

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Weatherproof and breathable lighter weight 
textured weave, a high comfort protective shell

WHITE

WHITE

NAVY

NAVY

RED

RED

BLACK

BLACK

BODYFIT REGULAR (MEN)

STANDARD REGULAR (WOMEN)
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SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN

STRONG POINTS
• The perfect classic jacket
•  Nice and rich colour combos
• Versatile spring and summer use
• Fits everyone

Shell:  XD TREND LIGHT 59% recycled polyester  
 41% polyester
Lining:  Mesh 100% polyester, Taffetas 100%  
 polyester (sleeves)

Fleece collar

Inside pocket

Elastic band sleeve

Inside pocket
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THE MAKE-MY-DAY SOFT SHELL 
Taking the soft shell to new levels of performance 
and comfort, Lisbon packs multiple features in its 
clean, streamlined design. The highly breathable 
four-way stretch XD Comfort Light fabric and fully 
offer protection from the cold and wind without 
compromising freedom of movement. The fitted shape 

will accommodate all needs with its 2 hand pockets, 
chest pocket and zippered sleeve pocket on the left 
arm, as well as a headphone-out passage and hood. 
Never has a soft shell gone to such lengths to keep in 
stride with today’s active lifestyles.

Elastic band sleeve

Inside pocket

Sleeve with zipper

hood

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Our light weight soft shell offers 4-way stretch and 
great weather protection

STRONG POINTS
• Extreme comfort fit because 4 ways stretch fabric
•  Versatile jacket because it is ultra-light
• Urban and Sporty
• Pure and ergonomic design

Shell:  XD COMFORT LIGHT 86% recycled  
 polyester 14% spandex

YELLOW

YELLOW

NAVY

NAVY

BLUE HEAVEN

BLUE HEAVEN

RED

RED

BLACK

BLACK

STANDARD REGULAR (MEN)

BODYFIT REGULAR (WOMEN)
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SIZES MEN
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BUILT TO MOVE SINGLE LAYER SOLUTION
Sofia is XD Apparel’s versatile soft shell jacket featuring 
a sporty tailored design including a slightly longer back 
for added protection and raglan sleeves for enhanced 
ease of movement. The 4-way stretch fabric is bonded 
to a soft gray contrast fleece to deliver superior 

comfort in a one-layer solution designed to adapt to all 
conditions. It also packs all the performance features 
of an outerwear jacket offering high waterproofness 
and breathability as well as wind protection and water 
repellency.

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Stretchy and cozy waterproof, breath-  able and 
windproof soft shell fabric

Inside mesh pocket

Sleeve with zipper

Rounded backside

Decoration example
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NAVY SUNSET BLACKBLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME

NAVY SUNSET BLACKBLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME

BODYFIT REGULAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGULAR (MEN)

STRONG POINTS
•  Extreme comfort fit because 4 ways stretch fabric
•  Versatile use: all year around jacket 
•  Urban and sporty, pure and ergonomic

Shell:  XD COMFORT 86% recycled polyester  
 14% spandex
Lining:  Brushed fleece 100% polyester
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TAILORED FOR FUNCTION AND STYLE
An instant classic, Dublin revamps the iconic field jacket 
with our eco-performance fabrics in a finely tailored 
design that offers the ideal mix of function and fashion. 
Made in a lightly textured XT Trend light polyester 
with a mesh lining, the authentic style will protect 
from the elements without losing any of its cool. The 

fitted shape features adjustable tabs at the waist, four 
standard issue utility pockets and dual position snaps 
at the cuffs. Engineered down to the last detail, the 
high-stand collar houses a stow-away hood under a 
low profile zipper.

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Weatherproof and breathable lighter weight 
textured weave, a high comfort protective shell

BODYFIT REGULAR (MEN)

STANDARD REGULAR (WOMEN)

NAVY

NAVY

BLACK

BLACK

SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN

STRONG POINTS
• Urban and trendy look
•  Classic shape twisted by modern fabric

Shell:  XD TREND LIGHT 59% recycled polyester  
 41% polyester
Lining:  Mesh 100% polyester, Taffetas 100%  
 polyester (sleeves)
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Pocket

Dual snap cufs

Collar with stow-away hood

hood
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THE ULTIMATE ALL-WEATHER SHELL
Brussels is XD Apparel’s versatile and multiple-featured 
shell jacket packing high performance in a clean and 
fitted design. A perfect crossover jacket for the city 
and the outdoors, it is made with a waterproof and 
breathable, windproof and water repellent recycled 

polyester shell fabric which has a fine and smooth hand 
feel. Among its many tailored details, Brussels boasts 
pre-shaped arms for ease of movement, multiple 
pockets and discreet under arm ventilation.  

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Waterproof, breathable and windproof shell fabric 
for everyday and rainy days

Printer zipper

Taped seams

Vecro band on sleeve

Inside pocket

SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN
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WHITE

WHITE

NAVY

NAVY

BLACK

BLACK

BODYFIT REGULAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGULAR (MEN)

STRONG POINTS
•  Perfect fitting (pre-shaped sleeves, waist parts)
•  Versatile use
•  Technical performances

Shell:  XD Shell 55% recycled polyester, 45%  
 polyester
Lining:  Brushed mesh 
 100% Polyester / taffetas 100% polyester
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QUINTESSENTIAL LIGHTWEIGHT WARMTH
A minimalist, modern and versatile vest to wear alone 
or as a thermal layer under a shell jacket, Helsinki will 
keep the core warm while allowing unlimited layering 
options. Lined with the best down alternative, a warm 

and easy care Thermore® Aria padding, its shaped 
seaming will offer a great fit on both men and women. 
This is a classic design with enduring appeal.

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

Fleece chin protector

Inside pocket

Decoration example

Decoration example

BODYFIT REGULAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGULAR (MEN)

SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN

STRONG POINTS
•  Warmth** 
    and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  Versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% Polyester
Padding:  Aria 115 gsm 100% Polyester
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NAVY SUNSET BLACK

BLACKNAVY BLUE HEAVEN
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STREAMLINED THERMAL COMFORT
Stockholm is the ideal padded jacket for versatile 
use as a stand-alone piece or for layering. The long 
sleeve slim padded jacket is made with Aria Thermore® 
padding which boasts a soft and downy hand, superior 

warmth-to-weight and the ease of care and fast drying 
properties of sustainable recycled polyester. Tight 
quilting lines keep the jacket close to the body, while 
shaped seams provide a more fitted look for women.

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

Inside pocket

Elastic band sleeve

Decoration example

Decoration example

BODYFIT SLIM (WOMEN)

STANDARD SLIM (MEN)

NAVY SUNSET BLACKBLUE HEAVEN

SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN

STRONG POINTS
•  Warmth** 
 and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  Versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% Polyester
Padding:  Aria 115 gsm 100% Polyester

DARK LIME

NAVY SUNSET BLACKBLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME
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ADVANCED FULL-FEATURED SHELTER
A slim insulated jacket with hood for added protection 
all year round Warsaw is a full-featured lightweight 
thermal layer that can be worn alone or layered when 
needed. The minimalist design is engineered for 
comfort, in regular fit for men and in an anatomical 

closer fit for women. The shaped hood fits snuggly 
on the head and won’t impede vision. Lightweight 
Aria Thermore® insulation provides downy softness, 
exceptional heat retention without bulk, superior ease 
of care and, it dries fast.

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

Elastic band sleeve

Inside pocket

Main YKK zipper

Insulated hood

BODYFIT SLIM (WOMEN)

STANDARD SLIM (MEN)

NAVY SUNSET BLACKBLUE HEAVEN

SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN

STRONG POINTS
•  Warmth**  
 and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  Versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% polyester
Padding:  Aria 115 gsm 100% polyester

DARK LIME

NAVY SUNSET BLACKBLUE HEAVEN DARK LIME
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SNUG WARMTH WITHOUT WEIGHT

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

Oslo is XD Apparel’s best all-round winter jacket. Its 
carefully crafted design means it won’t look or feel 
boxy, while shaped seaming for women provide a snug 
and close fit. Minimal quilting lines create a clean and 
lean silhouette while allowing room for layering and 

freedom of movement. For extra protection against the 
cold, we’ve added a fitted, detachable hood, and soft 
and warm wrist cuffs will keep the cold air from coming 
in.

Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

SIZES WOMEN
SIZES MEN

Detachable hood

Pouch

Inside mesh pocket

Decoration example

BODYFIT REGULAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGULAR (MEN)
NAVY SUNSET

STRONG POINTS
•  Warmth*** 
    and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  Packable jacket
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% Recycled Polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% Polyester
Padding:  Aria 170 gsm 100% Polyester

BLACK

BLACKNAVY BLUE HEAVEN
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AUTHENTICITY
Riga is XD Apparel’s authentic multi-pocket, hooded 
and padded parka made in a rugged and sustainable 
recycled polyester textured canvas face fabric that 
wears well and looks even better. Carefully crafted 
panels in front and back infuse character to the 

rough and ready design. Additional features include 
shaped elbows to shave off excess fabric and provide 
unrestricted movement, a snap flap over the front 
zipper to keep water out and a wealth of pockets on 
the outside and inside. 

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Highly waterproof, breathable and windproof shell 
fabric made for extreme conditions

Printer zipper

Elastic cord

Zipper

Taped seams

STANDARD REGULAR (UNISEX)

BLACK

SIZES UNISEX
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STRONG POINTS
•  Urban and trendy look
•  The real all-purpose Parka
•  Unisex model

Shell:  XD TREND fancy canvas 
 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% polyester
Padding:  100% polyester
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A THOUGHTFUL GESTURE

RECYCLED GARMENT BAG

BEST IN CLASS FIT

SUPERIOR TAILORING

MEN

WOMEN

chest
waist
hip

chest
waist
hip

Every XD Apparel jacket is delivered with a garment bag made in 
a recycled non-woven fabric plus recycled hanger. This garment 
bag protects the jacket throughout the manufacturing stages and is 
designed to be used and re-used, effectively replacing conventional 
polybags that usually end up directly in landfills.

Design, fit and aesthetics are some of the reasons people form close bonds with the clothing they love to 
wear. Our goal with XD Apparel is to make garments that last and are worn with long-lasting enjoyment. 
Clothing that fits well and performs well, durably. This is why we are particularly attentive to best-in-class 
grading and fitting in our quest to make clothing that users will want to wear.

chest

waist

hip

SOPHISTICATED BRANDING

COLOR CUSTOMIZATION

ZIPPER PULLERS

Our extensive range of distinctive yet subtle customization options 
brings branding to a new level of sophistication and refinement. Our 
printing and customizing facilities boast state-of-the-art equipment 
and experienced staff. We promote a minimalistic subtle imprint so 
the receiver will use the jacket even after the event. Our integrated 
service guarantees fast response times to all requests and represents 
our commitment to local manufacturing and communities.

Details count. Every last detail is carefully crafted to 
improve the wearer experience, complement your 
corporate identity and lighten our impact on the planet. 
This is why XD Apparel goes to great lengths to offer an 
extensive selection of customization options. 

Our zipper pullers are available, on stock, in nine different 
colors, for a cost-effective branding opportunity. Match 
the zipper puller with the color of your corporate logo 
or play mix and match by combining complementary 
tones or adopt a subtle approach with monochromatic 
gradations.

red yellow sunset navy blue silver magenta apple 
green

dark 
green
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PRODUCT INDEX

Duffle bags 121
Dynamo torches 232, 233, 238

E 
Ear plugs 33
Emergency hammers 238, 239
Energy savers 16-22, 40, 64, 231-233, 238, 250, 284, 285

F 
First aid kits 242-245, 247
Flasks 158-165
Fondue sets 265
Frisbees 182

G 
Games indoor 281-283
Games outdoor 181, 182
Garden products 276-278, 285
Garment bags 137
Graters 269

H 
Headlights 234
Headphones 30-34
Herb gardens 278

I 
iPad compatible products 4-7, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23-40, 42, 44-47, 50-54, 58, 

61, 62, 75, 82, 111, 258, 274
iPhone compatible products 4-9, 11-13, 16-27, 29-42, 44, 45, 50-54, 58, 61, 

62, 82-89, 111, 243, 246, 249

J 
Jackets 288-313
Juicers 273

K 
Keychains 94, 218, 232
Kitchen tools 264, 266-271, 273
Knives 209, 211, 216, 243

L 
Laptop backpacks 109-115, 121
Laptop bags 98-104
Laptop sleeves 104
Laptop trolleys 116-119, 126, 127, 129
Laser tools 219
Leather products 47, 142
Levelers 218
Lights 12, 88, 214, 216, 217, 219, 226-235, 238, 239, 242, 249, 285
Luggage locks 138, 139, 146
Luggage scales 138, 147
Luggage straps 139
Luggage tags 138, 139, 146

M 
Markers 95
Measuring tapes 214, 215, 218, 220-226, 251
Memory sticks 50-54, 56, 57, 61-63
Mobile phone accessories 23, 35, 42-44, 61, 249
Mobile phone holders 12, 20, 23, 29, 44, 61, 246

A 
Adventure sets 216, 217
Airporters 126-130
Alcohol testers 241
App related products 44, 249, 251
Aprons 272
Awareness products 150, 151, 161, 166, 167, 170, 171, 250, 276-278, 284-287

B 
Backpacks 100, 109-119, 121-124, 181, 182
Bags 98-103, 105-108, 131-136, 284
Ballpoints 13, 51-54, 58, 61, 62, 75, 76, 78, 82-90, 92, 111
Bamboo products 16, 17, 78, 92, 183, 184, 190, 191, 254, 255, 258, 259, 265-

268, 271, 278, 281, 282
BBQ sets 189-193
BBQ’s 188, 189
Beach games 181, 182
Beach towels 181
Bicycle accessories 234, 248
Binoculars 184-187
Biodegradable products 278
Bird houses 276, 277
Blankets 174-176
Bluetooth products 30, 31, 36-39, 249
BMI tapes 251
Bottles 166-168, 170, 171, 246
BPA-free products 166-168
Business card holders 95

C 
Calculators 65
Camera’s 247
Candle holders 279
Car pump 
Car safety sets 226, 240, 242
Carafes 254, 255, 273
Card readers 59, 61-63
Charge accessories 26, 27, 62
Chargers 4-9, 11-13, 16-22, 26, 40, 44, 46, 243
Cheese sets 264
Clocks 66, 67
CO2 savers 250
Cocktail sets 265
Coffee sets 274, 275
Compasses 182, 243
Computer accessories 58-64
Computer mouse 61-64
Conference bags 105-108
Connection cables 23-25, 61, 62
Cooler bags 177-180
Corksrews 258-262
Cutters 212, 214
Cutting boards 266
Cutting sets 267

D 
Digital picture frames 67
Document bags 105-108
Drinkware 150-168, 170, 171, 246
Drinkware accessories 246
Drinkware sets 165

Mugs 150-157, 243
Multitools 204-210, 216, 217, 219

N 
Notebooks 71, 74-78

O 
Oil & vinegar sets 267
Outdoor backpacks 120, 124, 125
Outdoor sets 216, 217

P 
Pedometers 248-250
Pen sets 90, 91
Pencils 90, 93
Pens 51-54, 58, 61-63, 75, 76, 78, 82-92, 111
Personal health care 248-251
Phone holders 12, 20, 23, 29, 44, 61, 62
Picnic baskets 177
Pocket knives 209, 211, 216, 243
Portfolio’s 70-73, 211
Post-it notes 94
Presenters & Pointers 12, 50, 52, 58, 63
PVC-Free products 98-116, 118-128, 131, 132, 135-138, 141, 177, 284

Q 
Quick scan bags 101, 113

R 
Radio’s 284
Reading glasses 280
Recycled products 78, 276
Recycling bags 284
reSound products 16, 17, 200, 201
Roller ballpoints 63
RPET products 98, 99, 109, 110, 112, 141, 177, 200, 201
Rucksacks 100, 109-125, 181, 182
Rulers 212, 213, 218

S 
Safety lights 238, 239
Safety products 226, 234, 238-242, 244
Salt & pepper 267-270
Smoke alarms 244
Solar chargers 16-22, 40, 61
Solar pedometer 250
Solar radio’s 284
Solar torches 231, 232
Speakers 36-42
Sport bags 133-135
Sport sets 248, 249
Stationery 93-95
Summer leisure 181-183
Sunglasses 183

T 
Table fires 279
Table lights 279
Tablet bags 141
Tablet holders 20, 28, 29, 45-47, 62, 75, 258, 274
Tapas sets 264

Tea sets 274
Textile 288-303
Thermos flasks 158-165
Timer 
Tire gauges 238, 240
Toiletry bags 137, 138
Tool sets 210, 211, 214-217
Tools 204-217, 219-226
Torches 12, 214, 216, 217, 219, 226-233, 238, 239, 242
Touch pens 29, 51-54, 58, 61, 62, 76, 78, 82-90, 92, 111, 274
Travel accessories 137-140, 142-147, 246
Travel plugs 144, 145
Travel sets 138-140
Travel wallets 142, 143
Trolleys 116-119, 126-133

U 
Umbrella’s 196-201
USB hubs 59-63
USB pens 51-54
USB sticks 50-54, 56, 57, 61-63

W 
Wash bags 137, 138
Water bottles 166-168, 170, 171, 246
Water savers 285-287
Weather stations 66
Weekend bags 131-136
Wine accessories 255-263, 265
Wine coolers & fridges 256, 257, 263
Winter products 45, 241
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ARTICLE NUMBER INDEX

P0
P030.314

P1
P110.015
P110.043
P112.003
P112.032
P112.052
P112.332
P112.352
P112.434/-35
P112.454/-55
P112.801
P113.001
P113.132
P113.152
P113.401
P113.432
P113.452
P113.554
P113.584
P113.652
P115.452
P115.632
P115.652
P118.032
P120.329
P120.359
P120.369
P134.014
P135.111/-12/-13
P135.339
P165.132
P169.253/-54
P190.002
P190.077
P191.332
P191.582

P2
P215.035
P215.082
P215.123
P221.041
P221.072/-74/-75
P221.101/-02/-04/-05
P221.132/-34/-35
P221.151/-52/-53
P221.161
P221.172/-74/-75
P221.192/-95/-97/-98
P221.214
P221.312
P221.401
P221.411
P221.941
P221.951
P221.961
P238.020
P238.050
P238.064
P238.072
P238.082/-84/-85
P238.151/-52/-53
P238.804
P238.814
P239.174
P239.192
P239.212
P239.251
P239.261
P239.282
P239.304
P239.311
P239.313
P239.323
P239.392
P239.402
P239.411
P239.430
P239.501
P239.941
P250.031
P252.304

P432.412
P432.420/-22/-23/-24
P432.451/-52/-53/-54/-55
P432.461/-64/-65
P432.512/-14/-15
P432.531/-32/-33
P433.012/-15/-17
P433.102
P433.160/-63/-65
P433.172/-73/-75
P433.221/-23/-24/-25/-27
P433.301/-04
P433.344
P433.510/-11/-12/-13/-14/-15/-18/-19
P433.521/-22/-24
P433.530/-31/-32/-33/-34/-35/-38/-39
P433.711/-12/-13
P433.912
P433.952
P436.001/-05/-07
P436.010/-11/-13
P436.055/-57/-58
P436.101/-03/-05/-07
P436.200/-03/-05/-07
P436.501/-03/-05/-07
P436.555
P436.602/-05/-07
P436.701/-03/-05/-07
P436.805
P436.941
P453.015
P453.061
P453.167/-68
P453.219
P453.265
P453.901
P453.951
P453.991/-99
P459.001
P459.021/-25
P459.091/-95/-97/-99
P459.600/-01/-03/-04/-05
P459.610/-15/-19
P459.621/-22/-24

P5
P510.062/-65
P510.072
P510.082/-83
P510.142
P510.312
P510.351/-52/-57
P513.041
P513.051
P513.172
P513.192
P513.270/-71/-72/-74/-75/-77/-78
P513.341
P513.401
P513.422
P513.442/-44/-45
P513.532/-34/-35
P513.601
P513.701/-05
P513.734
P513.801/-05
P513.941
P513.951
P513.981/-85/-87
P518.020
P518.031

P6
P610.001/-02
P610.011/-12
P610.061
P610.082/-83/-85
P610.092/-93/-95
P610.182/-83/-85
P610.191/-93
P610.319
P610.329
P610.371/-73
P610.401/-02/-03/-05
P610.471/-72

217

251
251
218
226
226
225
225
224
225
221
221
222
222
223
224
224
220
220
221
222
223
223
219
210
210
210
219

209
211
212
93

218
211
94
94

212
212
213

204
208
204
205
206
219
207
216

209
208
206
206
205
205
205
215
215
214
215
216
217
214
214
242
240
238
242
241

240
242
238
239
239
241
239
240
249
241
226
140
220

157
152
153
154
156
153
161
165
170
171

160
165
165
158
159
159
163
162
162
167
171
167
166
168
170
168
170
166
168
171
181
182
181
182
181
183
183
183
177
175
174
176
174
176

233
238
233
232
232
229
228
228
231
232
229
230
230
231

229
228
231
227
230
227
227
234
235
234
234

91
91
91
84
84
82
83
92
92
83
90
86

P260.079
P260.202
P261.001
P261.119
P261.149
P261.162
P261.171
P261.181
P261.192/-94/-97
P261.219
P261.309
P261.611/-14/-17
P261.629
P262.082
P262.239
P262.260
P262.323
P262.340
P262.350
P262.453
P262.480
P262.503
P262.521
P262.561
P262.572/-73/-74/-77
P262.592
P262.660
P262.711/-13/-15/-17/-18/-19
P262.733
P262.900/-01/-04/-05/-07
P263.010
P263.022
P263.037
P263.107
P263.201
P263.211
P264.001
P264.011
P264.021
P264.030
P265.034
P265.064
P265.112
P265.121/-23/-24
P265.183
P265.244
P265.284
P265.310
P265.313
P265.558
P265.904
P268.011
P268.023
P268.067
P269.003
P269.027
P269.047
P269.130
P269.155
P269.173
P269.279
P269.302
P269.399
P269.403
P279.201
P279.502
P279.701
P280.062
P280.132
P280.142/-45/-47
P280.183
P280.190/-91
P280.201

P3
P300.011/-13
P300.020
P300.030
P300.141/-43/-45/-47
P300.332
P300.341
P300.361
P300.383
P300.430/-31/-33/-35/-37
P300.443

P610.509
P610.601/-03
P610.611
P610.621/-22/-23
P610.771/-72/-75/-77/-78
P610.951/-53/-54/-55/-57
P611.041
P611.143
P611.249
P612.679
P613.012/-13/-15
P613.081/-82/-83/-85
P613.091/-92/-93/-95
P6207H-E
P6501H-E

P7
P703.001
P703.012
P703.051
P703.072/-75
P703.621/-23/-24
P703.631/-32/-35
P703.711
P703.721
P703.731
P703.741
P703.751
P703.761
P705.001
P705.011
P705.021/-25
P705.031
P705.052/-55
P705.072/-75
P705.101
P705.111
P705.161
P705.301
P705.401/-02
P705.602
P705.901
P707.001
P707.021/-25/-27
P707.031
P707.220
P708.013/-14/-15
P708.051/-55
P709.001
P709.011
P728.001
P728.021/-24/-25
P728.031/-32
P728.041
P728.072/-75
P728.211/-14/-15
P729.052/-55
P729.060/-61/-64/-65/-67/-69
P729.200/-01/-02/-04/-07/-09
P729.270/-71/-73/-75/-77/-79
P729.401
P729.411
P729.431
P729.441
P729.451
P729.461
P729.660/-61/-64/-65/-67
P729.801/-02/-05/-08/-09
P732.002
P732.011
P732.031
P732.051
P732.131/-39
P732.151/-59
P732.200
P732.602
P732.901
P733.005
P733.015
P733.025
P733.181/-84/-85/-87
P733.190/-91/-93/-95/-97
P733.321/-25
P733.441/-45
P733.501/-03/-04/-05/-07

266
267
272
264
266
265
274
273
271

266
271

269
268
270
268
281
270
270
267
273
267
273
279
264
269
279
274
272
278
280
274
264
275
275
265
265
255
254
255
254
245
243
245
243
244
245
244
244
244
247
243
285
287
285
277
285
287
287
286
286
278
284
278
277
66
66
66
22
16
18

44
44
44

67
50
67
52
63
63

145
64
27
59

92
85
89
87
89
88
95
95
94
93
82
90
90
213
213

130
129
130
128
132
130
114
132
135
100
138
118
113
101
113
115

105
112
112

109
113
115
110
110
112
136
134
135
136
134
108
129
126
119
118
116

100
117
118

105
106
107
107
133
115
138
102
119
126
108
107
100
99

103
114
103
103
102
98
98

178
178
178
180
180
177
177
179

P300.532
P300.561
P300.581/-83/-84/-87
P300.601/-02/-03
P300.621/-22
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This is a dry printing method in which a heated 
die is used to apply graphics to a surface. The 
logo will keep the color of the material.

Silk screen printing is a stencil technique in which 
ink is forced through a mesh, originally of fine silk 
but now commercially more likely to be nylon. 
It’s an all embracing process used on general 
materials, metal, plastic pens and PU (simulated 
leather).

This method is the fastest and most accurate 
because it allows printing of logos with a high 
number of colours on usually most surfaces. 
Generally the print is applied on small objects 
made of plastic or other hard materials, on 
which the paint is transferred with a silicon pad.

This technology highlights the logo with 
elegance: the logo is embroidered on the 
object’s surface. The embroidery can be made 
on plain/flat surfaces (clothing) or irregular/
uneven surfaces such as hats, backpacks, bags, 
etc.

This is a digital print on a paper label, it is then 
specially prepared for the transfer to be applied 
at high temperature on the object using a hot-
press.

Doming is a printing technique where several 
materials, mostly stickers, are being applied with 
a transparent coating. A resin layer (epoxyresin) 
gives a 3-D lens effect, and depth and extra 
brightness to colours.

This technique uses a laser beam to print text, 
logos or drawings by engraving the object’s 
surface. Generally it is used on metal but the 
same technique can also be applied with 
excellent results on wood or plastic.

This technique uses a small diamond to engrave 
a text or logo on the surface of an object. This 
technique is used to engrave glass items mainly.

Pad printing Hot stampingSilk screen

Embroidery

Transfer

Doming Laser engraving Diamond engraving

PRINT INFORMATION NOTES
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Delivery: Terms and conditions are available on request. All imprints illustrated in this catalogue 
are to demonstrate printing possibilities and are for reference purposes only. 

The collection in this catalogue meets all the quality requirements of the ISO 9001:2008 and 
ISO 14001:2004 certifications. This is becoming more and more relevant in an industry where 
sustainability is growing in importance.
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Recycled PET Incl. Li-ion battery
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